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dear EBws member,

You will find enclosed in this issue of Essex Birding a 
book of 5 raffle tickets for our Conference Grand 
Raffle. We are asking for you to either purchase 
these yourself, or sell them to family and friends. We 
have some wonderful prizes totalling over £1000, 
which you can see listed on page 7, and every pound 
made will go towards funding bird conservation 
projects in Essex. The tickets will be drawn at the end 
of the Conference on Saturday 17th March 
2018. Any winners not attending the event will be 
contacted by Saturday 30th March 2018 to arrange 
collection of their prize. Counterfoils, unsold tickets 
and all monies should be handed to an EBwS 
committee member or sent to Lesley Collins, 37 
Springham Drive, Colchester, CO4 5FN by Saturday 
3rd March 2018. Thank you. 

i am really looking forward to our 4th conference, 
which is getting near now. once again, we have an 
exciting list of speakers and exhibitors lined up to 
make this another enjoyable day. if you haven’t 
already got your tickets please contact me as soon as 
possible, we are limited to 100 delegates and a good 
number of these have already been sold. in this issue 
we have updates on the Kestrel and swift nest boxes 
(supported from our last two conferences) and in the 
next issue we are aiming to get an update on the 
Turtle dove project that we helped support in our first 
conference. we are looking to support some form of 
satellite tagging following this conference, and will 
publish more details in our next issue. 
i am pleased to announce that our website is being 
updated. andrew ducat has been very busy designing 
this with help from steve grimwade and Emma 
robinson. it is hoped that we can go live for the agM 
in March. Meanwhile andrew has given us a preview 
on page 12 of what the new site will look like. it will be 

editorial 
 Lesley Collinsn 

continually monitored and updated, more ‘user 
friendly’ and easier for the webmasters to maintain. 
i really do enjoy reading about your birding 
experiences, and so it was great to get an email from 
andrew stroud asking if we would be interested in his 
ottawa trip to see an old birding buddy who had 
moved out there – yes please!! we also have the 
second part of Mark and Marilyn’s Texas trip. at the 
time of writing this we have just come back from a 
fantastic week birding in The gambia, head spinning 
doesn’t do justice to how i felt seeing all those 
fantastic new birds and we promise to have this 
written up for the next issue! 
Please contact us with your birding days out in Essex 
too as these will be great to show other members 
what can be seen and where in our wonderful 
county. 
as we have mentioned before, the society gives money 
to help fund conservation projects in Essex. To help 
ensure that this is spent correctly, steve (Vice-
chairman) has put together details of how this funding 
can be applied for (see news & information page). By 
requesting it formally it will create an audit trail to 
show members where their money is going to, this will 
also ensure the conditions of the ‘Essex records 
Partnership scheme’ are met. if you know of any 
project that would like help with funding, please email 
steve at essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com.
our field trips continue to be popular and so we have 
an article for dungeness to give you a taste of what 
you can see if you join in this trip on 11th february. 
sadly, rutland water could not do an article so we 
have put together something from their website to 
give you a taste of what to expect if you come on  
8th april. 

Many of you attended the indoor meeting when Mark 
avery came and talked about, amongst other things, 
hen harriers. whether you attend the hen harrier 
days held annually now or not, i am sure reading the 
article by neil sumner on the subject will give you 
pause for thought. 

so enjoy reading and we wish you all another good 
year of birding in 2018. 

Above: Egyptian Plover and Pied Kingfisher (lEslEy collins) 
Top: Blue-breasted Roller (lEslEy collins)
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it is hard to believe that it is six-years since the 
society held its 1st Conservation Conference!  
But here we are approaching our 4th Conference to 
be held on saturday 17th March 2018 at writtle 
University College’s, northumberland Lecture 
theatre. This time it has the title of Coastal and 
Marshland Birds of Essex. although we will be 
looking at the species and habitats specifically related 
to Essex they can also be found at many birding sites 
around the uK. our exciting speakers are dr Chris 
gibson FBnA from natural England (retired);  
dr dawn Balmer and dr teresa Frost both from  
the BTo; rick simpson from wader Quest; susan 
rendall-read and graham white both from the 
rsPB. it will be another fascinating day full of 
interesting information, with a tasty ‘light’ sandwich 
lunch served during the midday break. all details are 
on the website.

The lecture Theatre foyer will have exhibits and 
displays from many other supporting wildlife 
organisations covering many interests for delegates 
to view during registration, during the lunch break 
and after the conference. not forgetting the mega 
raffle with fantastic prizes, including a fabulous wrist 
watch donated by swarovski, a 3-day stay at the 
grant arms hotel in grantown-on-spey and not one, 
not two, but three quality binoculars donated by 
Bushnell, hawke and opticron, a day trip for two with 
Swallow Birding, plus many more. Even if you are 
unable to attend the conference you can still 
purchase raffle tickets, as enclosed with this issue  
of Essex Birding with a great chance of being a  
winner of a wonderful prize. your support is very 
much appreciated.

The attendance numbers to this conservation 
conference, probably the largest event of its type in 
East anglia this year, is unfortunately restricted to a 
maximum of just 100 delegates. with the extensive 
advertising places are being taken quickly. Therefore 
to avoid disappointment members and guests are 
encouraged to book places early with secretary 
Lesley Collins (07515 338999) Tickets are amazingly 
just £20.00 each for the full day, including the ‘light’ 
lunch. accompanied juniors under 16 are only £5.00 
just to cover the lunch. i look forward to meeting you 
at another fantastic conference day.

due to important changes in legislation coming  
into force in May 2018 regarding data Protection  
for charities, the society must obtain each members 
permission in order to make contact with members 
by post, text, e-mail and/or telephone. The society 
have made this as easy as possible for members  
and you only need to complete and sign the  
enclosed ‘Declaration for Correspondence’ form  

and return it to Membership secretary peter dwyer  
at the address shown. or scan it and e-mail it to 
essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com. you will then 
receive information about our work, events, and 
activities along with any changes to meetings, as 
happened at short notice in november when the 
indoor Meeting had to be cancelled due to the speaker 
falling ill. so please complete the form and return it 
without delay. Thank you.

The hard-pressed Executive committee will be  
losing our long serving hon. Treasurer Anthony 
Harbott, who is standing down at the agM 2018 
having looked after the society accounts spanning 
24-years. i am sure you would like to join me in 
thanking anthony for his dedication over this 
extended period in this senior position. however, this 
also means that we must now find a new Treasurer in 
order for the society to be able to function! while a 
very important position, it is not an arduous one, and 
the replacement will receive support and advice from 
the Executive committee. all interested members 
should contact secretary Lesley Collins (07515 
338999) for further information and to nominate at 
the March agM. also, if you would like to get involved 
and nominate for any of the other existing committee 
positions, or create something new to enhance the 
society ‘object’, please contact me (07775 663166) 
or e-mail essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com

i would like to thank all the members and guests that 
have attended the Interesting Indoor Meetings, which 
continue through to april; and the Friendly  
Field Trip Meetings going to various sites around Essex, 
East anglia and the south-east of England until 
June. we thank steve grimwade from Swallow Birding 
for leading the walks when available from his own tour 
commitments.

due to society members recently retiring from 
full-time employment and moving out of the county, 
Essex & suffolk water company are now recruiting 
one or two new weBs counters for their hanningfield 
reservoir site. with only one count per month 
between september and March required (just  
seven visits a year) it is not onerous and you become  
a part of a team producing meaningful data for  
this important sssi site. for further information  
please contact our weBs count coordinator  
Anthony Harbott (01992 575213) or e-mail 
essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com.

finally, i do hope that you all enjoy the excellent 
content to be found in this spring/summer issue  
no 131 of Essex Birding and thank joint Editors Lesley 
and steve Collins for collating the great articles, 
reports, photographs and artwork to make the 
society’s magazine so readable for everybody.

Chairman’s watchpoint
 gerry Johnsonn 
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Margaret’s Musings
  Margaret Mitchell, eBws president n 

hanningfield has been a favourite destination of 
mine for many years: when i first went i was 
struggling to sort out female ducks - stan hudgell 
patiently explained the difference between Teal and 
garganey; i returned many times when i finally 
decided to get to grips with ducks in eclipse. since 
then i have been an irregular visitor, enjoying views 
from the four hides, the walks to them and the 
comforts of the EwT centre. when i was there not 
long ago, memories came back of the “old days” 
before the centre was built. we parked behind the 
fishing lodge (pausing to look for Brown arguses), 
turned left past the old-fashioned wooden caravan 
- the h. Q. of the EwT warden, claire cadman, - and 
into woodland. There was a choice of routes: around 
a small point, or straight across where on hot 
afternoons common lizards basked on the logs 
placed beside the path by the EwT volunteers. we 
always paused at the concrete bridge, a good place 
to see white letter hairstreaks, before getting to the 
hide to see what was about. This approach was ideal 

on fine summer days, but was muddy and messy 
after rain: the present gravelled paths are a great 
improvement. Thank you to the EwT.

 a different approach was to park in a lay-by beside 
hawkswood road to visit the sludge lagoons. in 
autumn and winter these were great places to get 
really close-up views of ducks and some waders: 
green sandpipers flashing their white rumps as they 
flitted across the shallow water, Teal up-ending and, 
now long-gone, the compact ginger blue-billed 
ruddy ducks, the drakes fizzing in spring, heads  
flat on the water chasing the more soberly coloured 
females. like many birders, i regretted the cull of 
these cheerful little ducks. The last one i saw was at 
Belfairs Park a few years ago: i did not report it 
knowing what would happen when i did. when we 
walked past the lagoons we came to an area 
excellent for butterflies before reaching the 
reservoir.

finally, with permits, we got in by the north gate,  
i shall never forget two occasions when we did this: 
the first was to warden a very trusting grey 
Phalarope, and the second was when many 
members of the EBs got locked in after a bat 
watching evening. Those were the days!

notice of 2018 Annual general Meeting
to be held on Friday 2nd March 2018, in the Hall at the Quaker Meeting House, rainsford road,  
Chelmsford, CM1 2QL. Commencing at 19:30 

AgendA tOpiCs
1. apologies for absence
2. Minutes of the annual general Meeting held on 3rd March 2017
3. Matters arising from the annual general Meeting 2017 
4. report of the Executive committee for 2017, presented by the chairman
5. Presentation of the 2017 audited accounts, presented by the Treasurer
6. Election of hon. auditor for 2018
7. Election of hon. legal advisor for 2018
8. Election of hon. President for 2018
9. Election of hon. officers for 2018
10. Election of up to ten additional members as assistants to the Executive committee
11. Election of any new Trustee(s) 
12. Proposal(s) for adoption by the members
13. address by society President 
14. close of annual general Meeting, followed by an illustrated lecture

if any members wish to nominate for any of the positions on the Executive committee, or as an assistant 
please advise the secretary by e-mail EssexBirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com or by letter, to be received no 
later than fourteen days prior to the date of the agM (i.e. by 15th february 2018 latest).
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4th Conservation Conference 
 ‘COAstAL & MArsHLAnd Birds of esseX’

saturday 17th March 2018, northumberland Lecture theatre, 

writtle University College, writtle, CM1 3rp  
tickets £20 adults (£5 accompanied under 16’s) from secretary,  

Lesley Collins 07515 338999 or essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com

08:45-09:45 registration and refreshments – with time to view the exhibits and displays 

10:00-10:05 welcome address by gerry Johnson MBnA, EBws chairman

MOrning sessiOn

10:05-10:40 Conserving the Coastal Birds of essex –  
reflections from 30-Years on the Front Line
dr Chris gibson FBnA, Ecologist, conservationist, Broadcaster and author

10:40-10:50 Beyond the podium – up to ten minutes of delegate’s ‘Questions & answers’  
with Chris gibson 

10:50-11:25 Breeding season populations of waders – winners and Losers 
dr dawn Balmer, BTo Ecologist, head of surveys and national survey coordinator

11:25-11:35 Beyond the podium – up to ten minutes of delegate’s ‘Questions & answers’  
with dawn Balmer

11:35-12:10 new Moon on the wane – the Curse of the Curlews 
rick simpson, wader Quest 

12:10-12:20 Beyond the podium – up to ten minutes of delegate’s ‘Questions & answers’  
with rick simpson

12:20-13:40 ’light’ sandwich lunch break – time for informal discussions with speakers and to view 
the displays

AFternOOn sessiOn

13:40-14:15 Little terns – Big Challenges 
sue rendell-read, rsPB Ecologist, Project Manager Eu lifE and little Tern Project 

14:15-14:25 Beyond the podium – up to ten minutes of delegate’s ‘Questions & answers’  
with sue rendell-read

14:25-15:00 water Birds of the Coast in winter 
dr teresa Frost, BTo Ecologist wetland Birds survey national organiser

15:00-15:10 Beyond the podium – up to ten minutes of delegate’s ‘Questions & answers’  
with dr teresa Frost

15:10-15:45 development of reserves – from rainham to wallasea 
graham white, rsPB senior wetland Ecologist

15:45-15:55 Beyond the podium – up to ten minutes of delegate’s ‘Questions & answers’  
with graham white

15:55-16:30 summing up and ‘grand raffle’ draw with so many splendid prizes to be won.
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4th	  Essex	  Conservation	  Conference	  	  

GRAND	  RAFFLE	  
Tickets	  £1	  each	  

1st  prize  -‐  3  days  DBB  stay  for  2  @  The  Grant  Arms  Hotel,  Grantown-‐on-‐Spey    

2nd  prize  -‐  Swarovski  OPTIK  wristwatch    

3rd  prize  -‐  Bushnell  16MP  HD  Essential  E3  Tan,  Low  Glow,  Box    

4th  prize  -‐  Bushnell  10X42  Trophy  Binoculars  

5th  prize  -‐  Opticron  Savanna  8x33  Binoculars    

6th  prize  -‐  Hawke  8x32  Binoculars    

Plus	   other	   prizes	   including:	   Art	   work,	   SwallowBirding	   voucher,	   DVD’s,	   Bird	   feeder/seed,	  
Rohan	  voucher	  and	  online	  subscriptions.	  	  

To	  be	  drawn	  at	  the	  close	  of	  the	  Conference	  on	  Saturday	  17th	  March	  2018	  

                                   

                                                        

                                                            

                                                                                                            	  

Please	  ensure	  all	  counterfoils	  and	  monies	  are	  handed	  to	  an	  EBwS	  committee	  
member	  or	  sent	  to	  Lesley	  Collins	  by	  Saturday	  3rd	  March	  2018	  	  

4th essex Conservation Conference 
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plus other prizes including:  
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To be drawn at the close of the Conference on Saturday 17th March 2018

2nd prize
swarovski oPTiK wristwatch

1st prize
3 days dBB stay for 2  

at The grant arms hotel, 
grantown-on-spey

Please ensure all counterfoils and monies are handed to an EBws committee member  
or sent to lesley collins by saturday 3rd March 2018 

tiCKets  

£1
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we arose early on day 8 to find a cloudy and slightly 
damp day and after a good breakfast set off to 
explore the local area. we soon found Black-crested 
titmouse, Chipping sparrow, Cedar waxwing and 
on some nectar feeders, Black-chinned 
Hummingbird, turkey and Black Vultures circled 
overhead. arriving at a water drip and feeding area 
we met Bob the Birder! he was a resident here and 
told us all about what would likely be found and the 
best trail to follow which was very helpful. The 
feeders were busy with Carolina Chickadees, House 
Finches, Lesser goldfinches, Brown-headed 
Cowbirds and Black-throated sparrows but the 
lure of more birds took us off on one of Bob’s 
recommended trails. with the change of habitat, 
which was more wooded, we were hoping for a new 
variety of birds and we weren’t disappointed. almost 
immediately we found a stunning male Vermillion 
Flycatcher displaying to a (rather uninterested) 
female followed by Bewick’s wren, Blue-gray 
gnatcatcher, Ash-throated Flycatcher, Hooded 
Oriole and Bell’s Vireo. it then started to rain which 
sent us scurrying to the café for a coffee break and 
the chance to really study the Black-chinned 
Hummingbirds as they came to the nectar feeders 
beside the terrace. once the rain had cleared we 
took a short walk alongside the swamp cyprus Tree 
lined river frio which was very scenic and a little 
similar to some scottish rivers. here we had good 
views of smart summer tanagers, a Yellow-
throated warbler and a tropical parula which we 
found out later is very rare in this region. walking 
back to the lodge for lunch we added spotted 
sandpiper and Cactus wren. with the temperature 
rising we had a siesta after lunch before a late 
afternoon stroll to an area renowned for Black-
capped Vireo. The vegetation here was very dense 
and despite hearing a bird singing it steadfastly 
refused to show itself. we did have the 
compensation of a lot of different butterflies as we 
returned via a grove of Pecan Trees where there was 
another summer tanager and a Black-crested 
titmouse. we made a quick stop at the feeding area 
where we had met Bob and found the same species 
as in the morning before taking an early dinner. The 
reason for the early dinner was that we had an 
appointment in the hills – a visit to a bat cave to be 
precise. we arrived at the cave entrance an hour or 
so before dusk and spent a while scanning the cactus 
and scrubby bush covered area soon finding Cactus 
wren, Curve-billed thrasher, rufus-crowned 

sparrow, Verdin and Canyon wren while overhead 
as the light stated to fade, Cave swallows started 
entering the bat cave to roost. soon we got excited 
to see a few Brazilian free-tailed Bats exiting the 
cave, then hundreds started pouring out and as 
darkness fell there was just a huge continuous 
stream, what an amazing spectacle. after an hour or 
so it was too dark to really see anymore but the 
sound of the wings overhead continued. There are 
approximately ten million Bats in this cave that take 
three hours to emerge, that means we must have 
seen about three million! as we made our way back 
to the minibuses we had another new wildlife 
experience as the ‘lights’ dozens of fireflies dotted 
the hillside around us – another great finale to a day.

for our final day based at neal’s lodges we had a 
target bird, the rare golden-cheeked warbler. 
heading out through rolling farmland we made our 
way to lost Maples state Park. Making the usual 
unscheduled stops along the way we got our day list 
off to a good start with scissor-tailed Flycatcher, 
western Kingbird, northern Mockingbird, Lark 
Vesper and grasshopper sparrow. our arrival at 
lost Maples coincided with a heavy shower of rain 
so the visitor centre was our first port of call. luckily 
the rain didn’t last long and we emerged to look at 
the feeding area and nice views of indigo Bunting, 
northern Cardinal, and Black-crested titmouse, 
summer tanager, House Finch, Chipping sparrow 
and white-winged dove. a stroll along a riverside 
trail through hilly open grassland we got off to a 
good start with a superb male Hooded warbler 
followed by a summer tanager and distant Canyon 
wren. The trail took us on a loop back towards the 
centre and on the return leg we heard our first 
golden-cheeked warbler, despite everyone 
scanning hard it completely eluded us. we did 
however find a Hutton’s Vireo and then a Yellow-
throated Vireo. after a short distance a golden-
cheeked warbler called again and some of us got 
the briefest of glimpses as it flitted through an 
adjacent bush (typical warbler!). arriving back at the 
minibuses we joined a group of local birders who 
were watching a nice Yellow-throated warbler and 
a circling red-tailed Hawk. lunch was taken at a 
nearby picnic area situated in grassland area 
surrounded by dense woodland. This was reputed to 
be a good area for raptors and we soon saw 
red-tailed Hawk and turkey Vultures overhead, 
then a different shaped raptor appeared which as it 
got closer revealed itself to be a Zone-tailed Hawk 

A spring Birding tour of texas
 Mark Bridgesn

pArt 2
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which was joined by a red-tailed Hawk, making a 
nice comparison. an obliging rock squirrel was a 
good addition to our mammal list as we were 
packing up after lunch. we spent the remainder of 
the day at garner state Park, another spot for 
golden-cheeked warblers. a riverside walk yielded 
Lesser goldfinch, Black-crested titmouse, 
Carolina Chickadee, Ladder-backed woodpecker, 
eastern phoebe and another Zone-tailed Hawk 
which was much lower than the previous one 
revealing all its features. To finish our visit, we took a 
wooded trail and after a very short while heard a 
golden-cheeked warbler singing in the bushes 
ahead of us it was clearly moving around and finally 
appeared right on top and stayed long enough for 
everyone to see it – sometimes persistence pays off. 

we started day 10 with a pre-breakfast walk that 
turned out rather well, after a check of ‘Bob’s’ 
feeders which were very quiet we took another trail 
that ran behind the lodge. Ash-throated 
Flycatcher, House Finch, Lark sparrow, Carolina 
Chickadee and Bewick’s wren were quick entries on 
the list, then a smart male Audubon’s Yellow-
rumped warbler and lurking in some scrub, a 
greater roadrunner. on the return walk we added 
scott’s Oriole, summer tanager and Bell’s Vireo, a 
good, leisurely, breakfast was a fine way to celebrate 
such a good start to the day. we had another long 
drive towards houston, so after saying our farewells 
to the friendly neal’s lodges staff we took off 
towards our first stop at Kerr wildlife Management 
area another reputedly good spot for Black-capped 
Vireo. This was a very nice meadow area with 
Juniper, oak and scattered bushes but was also 
notable for its vast array of colourful wildflowers. 
The Vireo remained elusive but we did see Black and 
turkey Vultures, sharp-shinned Hawk, scissor-
tailed Flycatchers, Lark sparrow, American Kestrel 
and western Kingbird. we had lunch here before 
heading onwards on the four-hour drive, using the 
main interstate highway, to our overnight stop at 
Katy. apart from Caracaras and red-tailed Hawks 
there we few birds noted and after the long journey 
we were pleased to arrive at the hotel and after a 
rather nice italian meal, an early night.

we were on the move again on the 11th day, 
heading back towards the east coast but with a 
couple of stops scheduled on the way. The first was 
to be attwater national wildlife refuge but we 
hadn’t gone far before we came across a field full of 
waders so had to make a stop. having never seen a 
Buff-breasted sandpiper we were suddenly 
confronted with a flock of about 500 of them! while 
savouring this nice find we came across more waders 
amongst them including Lesser and greater 
Yellowlegs, American golden plover, Least, 
pectoral and semi-palmated sandpipers and 
Killdeer. To top them off we had a Loggerhead 
shrike on some wires and northern rough-winged 
and Cliff swallows overhead, not bad! arriving at 
the reserve we were welcomed by a singing eastern 
Meadowlark and then a singing dickcissel. This 
reserve is a stronghold for the scarce and elusive 
prairie Chicken. having enjoyed a short video about 
them in the visitor centre the ranger took us out for 
a drive round the reserve in his bus to see if we could 
find some real ones. despite meeting some 
researchers who were radio tracking prairie 
Chickens and who assured us we were only 100 
yards away from one we never did get so much as a 
glimpse. we had to make do with northern Harrier, 
white-tailed Hawk, Bobwhite and Blue Jay 
instead. we also added coyote to the mammal 
list. after lunch, we continued to our second stop, 
Brazos Bend state Park, a large wetland reserve. 
starting at a viewing platform we scanned a tree 
fringed lake and found Black-crowned and 
Yellow-crowned night Herons, Little Blue Heron, 
roseate spoonbill and great egret whilst a flock of 
white ibis flew over. on the lake were American 
Coot, Moorhen, Black-bellied whistling duck, 
pied-billed grebe, Anhinga and skulking round the 
edge, an American purple gallinule. walking on 
through a tree lined trail we added prothonotory 
warbler and red-billed woodpecker. we were 
aiming for a look-out tower which was at the end of 
a short causeway between two lakes, this wouldn’t 
have been a problem except that there several large 
alligators basking across the path. whilst dithering 
about what to do next we saw some people 

Above: River Frio near Concan and (above right) the bat cave (MarK BridgEs)
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approaching us from the other side who calmly 
walked around the alligators without giving them a 
second glance, when in rome as they say…. They 
must have been well fed as they took little or no 
notice of us at all but that was a closer encounter 
with the local wildlife than we were happy with! The 
tower afforded good views over the wetland where 
we noted green, Little Blue and great Blue Herons, 
white ibis and wood duck. in the trees behind us we 
saw eastern Kingbird and red-winged Blackbird 
whilst in the reeds was a small flock of Boat-tailed 
grackles and a solitary sandpiper. we also saw two 
large snakes, another diamond-back water snake 
and a cottonmouth was very nicely marked. The 
return along the causeway was much less exciting as 
the alligators must have got bored with frightening 
the visitors and most had returned to the lakes. 
continuing on to the coast, pausing briefly to view a 
red-shouldered Hawk, we had a stop for dinner on 
the trendy looking waterfront at galveston before 
finally arriving at our hotel at high island. high island 
is one of the first areas of land that migrating birds 
encounter when heading north across the gulf of 
Mexico and having a few scattered woodlands is 
consequently the perfect spot to rest and feed up 
before continuing, it should also be good for birders!

we take a pre-breakfast walk to Boy scout woods, 
just short distance along a tree-lined road from our 
hotel. what should have been a ten-minute walk 
took about 45 minutes as there were birds 
everywhere along the roadside, it was hard to know 
where to look. By the time we got to the reserve 
entrance we had already logged several each of 
Common nighthawk (resting on horizontal 
branches), Orchard and Baltimore Oriole, gray 
Catbird, rose-breasted grosbeak, indigo and 
painted Bunting, scarlet and summer tanager, 
Brown-headed Cowbird, Blue-gray gnatcatcher 
and tennessee warbler – phew! Boy scout woods is 
managed by houston audubon and have an 
admission fee, as we were planning on a few visits we 
opted for a season ticket which was actually a 
souvenir embroidered 3” diameter sew-on patch 
showing the year and a warbler, this year being a 
Tennessee, one of the nicest ‘tickets’ we’ve had. we 
headed for a water drip and feeding area which we 
guessed would be good as in addition to a few 

benches there was a small grandstand set up! we 
weren’t disappointed as in addition to lots of the birds 
we had already seen on the way we added, Hooded, 
palm and Black & white warbler, white-throated 
sparrow, Brown thrasher, wood thrush, tree 
swallow and Chimney swift. with what was now 
going to be a late breakfast we made our way back to 
the hotel trying not to be distracted along the road 
although we couldn’t help watching an eastern 
wood phoebe and small flock of Cedar 
waxwings. after a leisurely breakfast, we went to 
another near-by wooded reserve, smith oaks. we 
started well with roseate spoonbill and swainson’s 
Hawk overhead at the car park and as soon as we got 
to the wooded area, rose-breasted grosbeaks, 
summer and scarlet tanager, eastern wood phoebe 
and eastern Kingbird. Taking one of the trails we were 
soon finding lots more of the same birds but adding 
American redstart, Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Blue Jay, 
great-crested Flycatcher, Kentucky and Yellow-
throated warbler, Blue-headed and Yellow-
throated Vireo and a very skulking Ovenbird. after 
lunch, we explored another wetland area of smith 
oaks, where we enjoyed watching the antics of 
several Egret and heron species in the trees that 
fringed a lake. in all we saw snowy egret, great egret, 
green Heron, Black-crowned night Heron, roseate 
spoonbill and neotropical Cormorant. a rather 
hopeful alligator was noted beneath the trees! 
heading back to the woodland we had good views of 
a Belted Kingfisher on the way and picked up Blue 
grosbeak, Yellow-bellied sapsucker and Black-
billed Cuckoo as well as many more of what were 
now becoming familiar birds. after a well-earned ice 
cream stop, we finished off the day at the beach and 
against the back drop of ‘nodding donkey’ oil wells we 
sifted through a mass of shorebirds. There seemed to 
be pretty much a bit of everything on the water’s 
edge and our list included, willett, red Knot, 
sanderling, dunlin, semi-palmated, Least and stilt 
sandpiper, Black-bellied and wilson’s plover, 
greater and Lesser Yellowlegs, American Avocet, 
Black-necked stilt and Blue-winged teal. Laughing 
gulls, royal terns and one Forster’s tern flew around 
and pelicans passed further out to sea. The arrival of a 
peregrine sent everything up providing a fine 
spectacle to end the day.

Bolivar Fltas, High Island, a mecca for shorebirds (MarK BridgEs)
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we started our second day on high island as the 
first with a pre-breakfast stroll to Boy scout woods. 
upon arrival, we were a bit surprised to find several 
coaches parked up at the entrance, once inside we 
found the reserve really busy with birders 
everywhere. we made our way past the packed 
grandstand and out onto the boardwalk through the 
woods, passing lots of excited groups of people all 
pointing out birds and helping each other with 
identification, it was actually a great atmosphere, like 
a big happy twitch! we also got onto lots of birds, 
noting most of the species from the previous day as 
we headed through the woods to a more open area 
on the other side. here we enjoyed a nice view of a 
large flock of indigo Buntings adorning a bare tree 
and found a displaying Yellow-breasted Chat, ending 
with a nice fly-by painted Bunting. following 
breakfast, we set off along the coast to Bolivar flats, a 
large expanse of marshy areas, dunes and beach. 
immediately obvious were Common, Black, Least, 
sandwich, royal and Forster’s terns with lots of 
gulls (Laughing, ring-billed and Herring) while a 
raft of Lesser scaup bobbed on the sea. a northern 
Harrier and western Osprey were seen distantly 
over the marshy area behind the beach. walking a 
little way along the beach we found large groups 
birds along the tide line, all the waders that we had 
seen the previously but adding white-rumped and 
western sandpiper, ruddy turnstone, piping 
plover, Marbled godwit, reddish egret and Black 
skimmer. To take us up to lunch we stopped at a bay 
renowned for American Avocet, we weren’t let down 
as there must have well over a thousand all in one 
spot! we had been given a tip-off that north Tuna 
road was a good place for migrants so that was our 
afternoon’s destination. on the way, we passed a 
field of short grass with several odd-looking waders 
in the middle which turned out to be Upland 
sandpipers a nice addition to our list. upon arrival at 
north Tuna road we found several birders already 
there so guessed that the tip-off was correct. This was 
indeed a good spot, new birds added to our list were 
Bobolink and Blackpoll warbler whilst we also saw 
scissor-tailed Flycatcher, dickcissel, eastern 
Kingbird, painted and indigo Bunting, Black & 
white, Yellow-throated and Hooded warblers, Blue 
grosbeak, Yellow-billed Cuckoo and a white-tailed 
Kite. with a little time to spare, we ended the day 

back at Boy scout woods which by now were much 
quieter. Taking our seats in the grandstand we sat 
back and enjoyed good views of swainson’s, wood 
and gray-cheeked thrush, gray Catbird and 
northern waterthrush as they came in for a drink 
and a bathe.

we started our penultimate day in Texas with a 
return visit to smith oaks which seemed a bit quiet 
apart from a flock of Cedar waxwings but with a bit 
of effort we noted Hutton’s, Yellow-throated and 
warbling Vireo, Carolina wren, northern parula 
and deep in the undergrowth Veery and Ovenbird. 
for a change in habitat, we visited anahuac wildlife 
refuge an area of shallow pools and lakes that 
resembled old gravel pits. The drive along the 
approach road a marshy area produced a large flock 
of Hudsonian whimbrel, lots of Blue-winged teal, 
some Fulvous whistling ducks and a few waders 
while on an overhead wire sat a large flock of tree 
swallows. at the end of the road were a number of 
pools where we found green-winged and Blue-
winged teal, Fulvous whistling duck, both species 
of Yellowlegs and dowitcher, pied-billed grebe, 
white and white-faced ibis, Hudsonian godwit, 
Marsh wren, Orchard Oriole and roseate 
spoonbill. a one-way road took us around the main 
part of the reserve which was mostly reed-fringed 
pools. Orchard and Baltimore Orioles greeted us 
and we had several now familiar species of ducks, 
waders, herons and Egrets. a wilson’s snipe was a 
good find but this was soon trumped by a superb 
Least Bittern that spent several minutes showing off 
before disappearing into the reeds. whilst having a 
late lunch we noticed that that skies were darkening 
so quickly made for sabine woods, another migrant 
hotspot. The wind was picking up and threatening 
clouds gathered overhead and we could hear distant 
thunder as we got out of the minibuses. yellow and 
prothonotary warbler, indigo Bunting, Baltimore 
Oriole, eastern phoebe, American redstart, 
red-eyed Vireo, Veery and Louisiana waterthrush 
were seen before the rain finally arrived and we made 
a dash for the minibuses. This was a good move as the 
storm soon really got going and brought a premature 
end to our days birding.

we had an early breakfast for our fifteenth and last 
day, then made a final visit to smith oaks. it was still 
very windy which kept the birds down and things 
didn’t look hopeful but we came across a group of 
birders who pointed out a warbler flitting through 
the treetops. as usual it was difficult to get a good 
view but when it did eventually show it was a 
stunning male Blackburnian warbler, a fabulous last 
addition to our list. Very pleased with such great bird, 
we returned to our hotel and loaded up the 
minibuses for our reluctant return to the airport and 
our flight home. 

despite a lot of travelling (and a good number of 
hotels!) we were able to experience some of the best 
of Texas birding, ending the tour with a grand total 
255 bird species. 

The path to a good birding spot can have unforeseen 
obstacles. Brazos Bend State Park (MarK BridgEs)
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essex Birdwatching society website
  Andrew ducatn

The current EBws website (www.ebws.org.uk) was 
launched back in 2011 and since then it has been 
used by members to record more than 100,000 
sightings from over 17,000 visits. during that time 
the number of observers using the website to 
recording their sightings has steadily grown. There 
are now 170 people recording their sightings and 
between them they have recorded 246 different 
species throughout Essex this year.

The data gathered via the website provides 
extremely valuable information, not just for those 
who want to keep track of what has been seen 
throughout the county, but also for its contribution 
to the Essex Bird report.

The success of the website is a tribute to don 
Petrie who originally built it for the southend 
ornithological group in 2001 and adapted it for 
EBws in 2011. don sadly passed away in 2013 and 
Paul griggs has taken on the burden of support and 
maintenance since then. as i have been looking to 
enhance the website, i have been extremely grateful 
to Paul for all the help he has given me. one thing i 
have come to appreciate is that when don designed 
the website he didn’t just have the birds of Essex in 
mind but he incorporated a taxonomy of the animal 
kingdom. don’s original design has also been 
adapted for use by the Kent ornithological society, 
cley Bird club and sEEMoTh (south East Essex 
Moths).

Technology moves at a rapid pace and the need to 
upgrade and to adopt a responsive design to cater 
for different devices is now a fundamental 
requirement of any website. The society also 
benefits from a website that can continually evolve 
to help it to promote itself more widely and make 
itself more accessible to the general public. To that 
end i have been working on the next evolution 
which can currently be found at www.ebnews.org.uk 
but which will relocate to the current website 
address when complete (in the meantime please 
feel free to check it out and let me know of any 
issues or suggestions for improvement).

i have tried to stay faithful to don’s original design 
by using the same database for storing records but 
at the same time to harness the benefits of a 
content management system for everything else 
including the front page, news, events, publicity 
pages etc. for those of you who do record your 
sightings, i have tried to simplify the user interface, 
e.g. by allowing you to look up a grid reference, to 
review your sightings before submitting and to 
attach photos as part of your record of a visit.

it also occurred to me that we have this great 
resource of information and it would be really great 

to make better use of it. i have, therefore tried to 
make information easier to access by linking things 
together (locations, sightings, photos etc) and by 
changing the front page to include a summary of 
daily highlights and a twitter feed so even if you 
don’t use twitter you can nevertheless see what is 
being discussed under the EBws account. one other 
feature that will prove very useful is the guide to 
some of different sites in Essex that is being written 
by steve grimwade.

The website has the potential to be so much more. 
The collective efforts of members can turn it into a 
useful resource for everyone and i would welcome 
your ideas and contributions.

finally, i would like to encourage you to use the 
website to record your sightings for your local patch, 
your Essex year list or whatever visits you make. as 
an inexperienced birdwatcher, it has seemed a little 
daunting to put my sightings alongside others and 
have them emailed out to the EssexBirders yahoo 
group. To encourage more people to enter their 
records i have made the email notification optional 
(unless of course you record something scarce in 
which case everyone would be interested in being 
notified).

i hope you will enjoy using the new website as 
much as i have enjoyed working on it.
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sterling work, but they are buckling under the 
increasing pressure, making it impossible to make 
inroads to shorten the time to get reports printed to 
the high standards set and out to members. in an 
ideal world the target for the 2016 report would be 
to have it printed by the end of 2017 and mailed to 
members in early 2018, making the data that much 
more meaningful and current. But this is not possible 
as work is still being completed on the 2015 report, 
which is not likely to go out to members until late 
spring 2018 at the earliest.

following a second eight-year period in the 
position, Editor graham smith has given notice that 
he will not be continuing as Editor beyond the 2016 
report. so, unless new and younger society members 
step up to be counted, records received by the senior 
recorder will be processed and held in readiness until 
a volunteer replacement Editor(s) comes forward, 
along with more volunteer sub-editors, to produce 
subsequent reports. if you want to see and receive 
future ‘Essex Birds reports’ beyond 2016 please do 
something to help produce it. don’t leave it to others, 
because it just won’t happen. 

Members may recall reading a similar appeal to this in 
‘news and information’, on page 23, in the summer/
autumn issue 118 of Essex Birding back in 2011, when 
the current Editor of the Essex Bird Report graham 
smith set out the sad position covering the 
production of the society’s superb annual report. you 
might like to look back and refresh yourself with what 
graham wrote, or if you would like a copy please 
contact me at gerry2johnson@aol.com and i would 
be more than happy to e-mail it to you. it really does 
make very interesting and compelling reading. 

over six years on the desperate situation has 
changed very little. The numbers of records we now 
receive have virtually doubled since 2011, senior 
recorder Mick tracey now has to cope with close on a 
quarter-of-a-million records to filter through for 
2016! (Incidentally, to make the processing of your 
records easier and quicker can you please make sure 
that they are submitted in the requested format on the 
Excel spread sheet where possible, this is such a big 
help for Mick). 

The small, dedicated team of excellent sub-editors, 
many now in their seventies, are still in place doing 

dear Mr & Mrs Collins
i have been a member of The Essex Birdwatching 
society for quite a long time, and i thought it was 
about time that i wrote and told all the people who 
work on the society that they are doing a great job 
with the Journal and the year book, every year they 
seem to get better and better, great reading!

Just a reference to issue no125 (winter/spring 
2015), the drawings on pages 52 & 58 (by dd) in 
case anyone is interested i believe these were drawn 
by detlef davies, who was a member a while ago.  
he now lives in new Zealand. he now runs Bird 
watching holidays, and is now doing tours in north 
Peru as well. www.birdersrest.com e:detlefdavies@
yahoo.com 

Keep up the good work. Best wishes,  
george evans (aveley, south ockenden). 

Hello Lesley
Thank you for our copy of Essex Birding which we 
received this morning.
it really is a very interesting magazine, and thank you 
so much for putting in our advert. let's hope it gets a 
good response! it's been so lovely down here of late.
i saw with interest the obituary about Ken hoy. as a 
young schoolboy (from chingford, Essex) i used to go 
on regular school trips to Ken's Epping forest base, 
where he would lead us on guided nature walks round 
the forest. They were always brilliant days out and it 
seemed so strange seeing his name in your magazine 
- it brought back great memories.
also, your report on chobham common - this is 
where we lived between our earlier time in Essex and 
where we live now in the new forest. we really 
enjoyed our walks there.
Thanks again and hope you have a good rest of the 
year. Best wishes, peter and pam H
01590 644050 www.littleegretmilfordonsea.co.uk

news and information

An Urgent appeal for the ‘essex Bird report’
gerry Johnson

Letters
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do you have a project that involves bird conservation and the 
county of Essex, and you need funding, then a new initiative 
from Essex Birdwatching society should be of interest to you.

all that is needed is a written proposal from you, to be sent 
in with details of the project, what you are intending to put 
towards the goal financially or otherwise, and how much you 
are requesting EBs to fund. 

Examples could include survey work, ringing, funding of 
school clubs etc., and can be an individual or a group/
organisation.

funding is then approved by the executive committee. we 
will ask for an article that we can published in Essex Birding 
Journal, so that other members know exactly where their 
subscriptions and donations are going to. 

all requests for consideration should be sent fao steve 
collins with ‘funding Proposal’ in the subject line to 
essexbirdwatchingsociety@gmail.com please.

lesley and i supported the wader Quest’s wader 
conservation world watch at fingringhoe wick nr between 
11.30 and 1.30pm on sunday 5th november 2017, basing 
ourselves in Margaret hide. we were there to record waders. 
Bright sunshine and a very high tide, with most of the mud 
banks covered for the whole of the 2 hours, made counting 
easier. we were also able to point out close birds to several 
people who came to the hide, and raised awareness of all 
waders. later that day we submitted our numbers to wader 
Quest who responded very positively, and we agreed to hold 
the event next year. 

The results are now on their website, it is good to see EBws 
logo on there along with a number of members mentioned 
in the roll of honour - http://www.waderquest.
org/2017/11/wcww4-final-results-and-roll-of-honour.html 
and the dates for next year - make a note in your diaries for 
the weekend of 3/4 november 2018.

wader Quest will be taking part in our 4th conference, 
with an exhibition stand and rick simpson as one of our 
guest speakers. 

steve Collins

it has been a busy summer with the eBs 
stand. Attendance at these events has 
again enabled recruitment, promotion of 
the society with the general public as well 
as seeing our own members who visit.

20th August 
Essex field club Event wat Tyler cP, Pitsea 

23rd and 24th August
Beth chatto gardens 

26th August
Epping hs Event 

27th August
fingringhoe wick EwT (joint event with 
swallow Birding)

10th september 
rainham Marshes autumn wildlife fair 

15th October 
Migration Event at The naze EwT centre 

2nd december 
Essex field club social

Funding Bird Conservation projects in essex 
by the essex Birdwatching society

events update

Top: The EBwS stand at Rainham Marshes (gErry Johnson) 
Above: Inside Margaret’s Hide, Fingrinhoe (EMMa roBinson)
Right: A group at Fingringhoe (EMMa roBinson)

wader Quest
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infrequent encounters
it’s the mid-1960s, a family in a ford cortina, with 
caravan at the rear, are travelling north along the 
a9. a boy in the back seat sees two distant birds 
over the moors rising and falling and touching claws 
– hen harriers’ food passing? There was nowhere to 
stop so the sighting could not be confirmed by his 
father, who was the family’s main birder. having 
been thrilled a few days ago by the sight of a steam 
engine crossing the forth Bridge, the boy was hoping 
to make the holiday even more memorable, with 
sightings of birds of prey. in those days, raptors other 
than Kestrels were as rare as steam engines in his 
home county of suffolk. 

fast forward 15 years, on a cold day in January 
having just confirmed my first hen harrier, a ringtail 
circling over snow-dusted moors i recalled those 
days. Then another 10 years, my first view of a male 
hen harrier in low winter sunshine along the sea 
wall near Tollesbury. as with the flocks of Brent 
geese, this helped me to embrace Essex birding. 
until then i was generally fixated on summering 
songbirds and missing the welsh border near 
wrexham and the valley of the river dane where it 
topples over boulders in the Peak district then 
meanders through the cheshire Plain. so most 
spring times include a birding trip to wales, leaving 
early and deferring any roadside refreshment stop 
until the first redstart-compatible lay-by. on one 
such stop, after the Phoenicurus fix, my attention 
was drawn by excited calls of Meadow Pipits. and 
there was the grey male hen harrier, gliding over 
boggy grass between the road and moors, beak 
characteristically pointing to the ground, ignoring 
the bouncing little brown jobs around him. having 
not seen harriers here before, i had that feeling that 
all you birders know, the ecstasy of the unexpected. 

Conflict
The aforementioned local patch near wrexham, 
visited over four decades, has since revealed a 
summering male hen harrier. it has also shown 
some changes in the bird species mix. The golden 
Plover and lapwings have gone and the curlew and 
red grouse are much diminished. Buzzards have 
arrived and Peregrines and goshawks are more often 
seen so one can sympathise with the superficial 
understanding that concludes that the raptors have 
driven out the game birds and waders. 

But it didn’t occur to me that raptors are still being 
persecuted, pre-war style, to preserve game bird 
stocks. That is until 2012, reading Mark avery’s 
‘fighting for Birds’, and the chapter ‘raptor haters’ 

Hen Harrier day
 neil sumner i 

that tells that hen harriers really do reduce red 
grouse to levels that makes shooting unviable, as 
proven on a trial at the langholm Estate. and this 
stark fact was known to provoke the illegal killing of 
raptors. at that time, Mark was undecided on which 
strategy to follow; whether to seek compromise 
with some ‘control’ of harrier numbers or to 
campaign to ban driven grouse shooting. 

since then, as told in Mark’s book ‘inglorious’, there 
have been initiatives for joint working between both 
the shooting and conservation groups. These run 
alongside tragedies such as the shooting of Bowland 
Betty, a satellite-tagged female hen harrier, and 
protests by natural England about the damage from 
management on a major grouse-shooting estate. By 
the end of 2013, Mark concluded that the hope of 
co-operation had vanished, the grouse shooting 
industry had failed to stop the illegal killing of 
raptors and the plight of hen harriers had worsened. 
it was time for ‘the nuclear option’ to rally the public 
to campaign against raptor persecution and driven 
grouse shooting.

the First event
There had been a hen harrier day in 2013 but this 
was only a synchronised armchair mass protest via 
social media. in 2014, followers of Mark’s blog saw 
the emerging organisation of the public gatherings 
for ‘hen harrier day’. organised by ‘Birders against 
wildlife crime’, the ‘north west raptor Protection 
group’ and Mark himself, the events were timed for 
the weekend before the so-called glorious 12th.

10th august 2014. alarm clock set for a time 
normally reserved for a dawn chorus or a trip with 
swallow Birding. rendezvous with John smart in 
Billericay and then a drive through dawn to the 
derwent Valley. on arrival and grabbing the nearest 
car parking space we inadvertently found ourselves 
next to chris Packham. at the moment of 
realisation, Mark came over to greet him. The photo 
opportunity was too much, my heroes obliged and i 
was once again a schoolboy having a steam train 
moment.. Then the torrential rain came and 
drenched both the crowd and the speakers; Mark 
especially so as he would not cover his ‘hen harrier 
day’ tee shirt with its logo designed by chris. 

The audience were in waterproofs and under 
umbrellas and soaked placards, a soggy gathering 
symbolically defying the established powers that 
run the grouse moors (though it was the aftermath 
of hurricane Bertha, not a link between the landed 
gentry and the rain gods, that tried to drown us). 
chris was optimistic that this was the beginning of a 
movement, quoting gandhi. after the event, the 570 
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attendees dispersed and so did the rain. John and i 
did a little local birding, saw no hen harriers but did 
hear many red grouse. 

The publicity followed, and ‘hen harrier was 
discussed in the press. on the 12th,, radio 2’s 
Jeremy Vine held a debate with phone-ins from both 
sides. “if we didn’t manage the moors, it would 
become a wilderness! ” said one. yes, it would – and 
your point? a former gamekeeper turned confessor 
– “we were told to kill everything that gets in the 
way of the grouse” said the anonymous voice in 
scottish brogue. 

driven grouse shooting 
although many of us are baffled by the urge to kill in 
any way that is not humane, and only for food or as 
a last resort conservation measure, not all 
conservation groups are not against all types of 
grouse shooting. But there is the particular practice 
of driven-grouse shooting which we want to stop, an 
intense method where everything is done to 
maximise grouse numbers for slaughter. on some 
estates, Mountain hares are massacred because 
they can transmit a parasite to the red grouse. The 
moors are burnt, which damages the habitat, 
increases water pollution, increases flood risk and 
increases greenhouse gas emissions. and because 
the shot grouse are sold for food (in spite of the risk 
of ingesting lead shot), management for grouse 
shooting is classified as a type of farming so it is 
subsidised by the taxpayer. it provides employment 
for a few, but, surely, wouldn’t hen harriers and truly 
wild moors be much better for tourism and thus 
better for the economy? 

the protest grows
To august 2015, another early start for us, this time 
to the goyt Valley in derbyshire. we walked down a 
gully bordered by harebells, an irony here as the 
flower is named after one of the victims of driven 
grouse shooting. The event was again hosted by 
Bawc and featured speeches from the rsPB and the 
cEo of derbyshire wildlife Trust before Mark avery 
and chris Packham spoke again. This time chris, the 
normally friendly face of ‘springwatch’, was angry 

when he spoke of 5 male hen harriers that had been 
radio tagged and then lost. “The birds did not 
mysteriously disappear - they were trapped, shot or 
poisoned”. Even a local labour MP attended, 
although the speakers commented that there was 
no government support. But public support had 
grown, as over 1000 people attended 7 events 
across the country. There was a continuation to the 
event with market stalls and promotions in Buxton, 
(although John and i preferred a walk along the dane 
and were rewarded with the low hoot of a long-
eared owl). 

The floods of winter 2015-16 raised awareness of 
the environmental damage caused by driven grouse 
shooting. dEfra published its hen harrier Plan. 
Mark went on to lament how this said very little 
about the real problem, which is blatant persecution, 
and leaned more towards appeasing the grouse 
shooting industry and the moorland managers. 

At rainham Marshes
and so to august 2016. a lay-in, because this time a 
local event at rainham was part of the programme 
for ‘hen harrier day’, one of 12 events across the 
country that was spread over 2 days. John smart and 
i journeyed by train to Purfleet and enjoyed a 
pleasant walk along the Thames on a hot bright day. 
There were around 600 attendees, one of whom was 
simmering in a cuddly hen harrier suit. There was 
music, a souvenirs table and a raffle, and always the 
interest of birds around and overhead, including an 
escaped sunbird. we felt part of a growing 
movement, with hope and a like-minded love of 
birds especially of one very special raptor. 

 as well as providing the venue, the rsPB had 
upped their support further on last year, with their 
chief Executive, Mike clarke, speaking of his younger 
days watching wintering hen harriers on the Kent 
coast and calling for licensing of grouse shooting. 
“we’re missing our hen harriers” was the slogan, 
“missing from areas where shooting rules the roost” 
said Bawc’s charlie Moores. chris’s speech was 
excellent again. he talked about how this was not 
about politics, it was a peaceful protest against 
illegal activity. and in sync, around the country, the 

From left to right: Goyt Valley; Derwent Valley; Rainham (nEil suMnEr)
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other events were taking place, including a march on 
ilkley Moor and a speech by iolo williams at arne. 
on the following day natalie Bennett and the 
derbyshire Police and crime commissioner spoke 
along with Mark to around 400 people at the Edale 
railway station. 

The events also gathered signatures for the 
petition against driven grouse shooting. The 
momentum continued and by 13th august this had 
over the 100,000 signatures required for a debate in 
Parliament. By the time of the debate on 31st 
october the signatories had passed 123,000. Mark’s 
post-debate assessment was that its chairmanship 
was biased against and disrespectful towards the 
petition and, having re-read the transcript, i have to 
agree. But the many of us who attended Mark’s 
superb talks at the EBws meeting a few days later 
(see Essex Birding issue 129) will remember that he 
was not disheartened. 

in July 2017, when Mark published on his blog the 
forthcoming ‘hen harrier day’ events one question 
he was asked of the event scheduled for the goyt 
Valley was “how long will this go on for?”. “until we 
win!”, responded Mark. 

he and chris had divided forces as well spreading 
their time over two days, chris at rainham again on 
saturday 5th august and arne on the sunday when 
Mark was Boat of garten. 

on another warm, but this time less settled, day at 
rainham, John and i were delighted to see so many 
familiar faces of birders from around Essex. 

Many of the employees and volunteers of the rsPB 
arrived early to work to set up the event which was 
attended by around 500. “stop Killing our hen 
harriers” was the message of the speeches which 
roused us once again. Mark Thomas of the rsPB 
investigations team was one speaker who obviously 
works tirelessly to follow up on crime against birds. 
chris spoke again from the heart and referred to a 
video on youTube (which i will not force myself to 
watch) of a gamekeeper shooting a hen harrier. This 
was one of ten events across the country which had 
a total attendance of around 2000.

And the protest continues
although the issue is not always in the news, Mark is 
on his blog, persistently commenting on and 
critiquing any developments or initiatives of the 
grouse shooting community to defend their 

practices. a recent example is his response to the 
game & wildlife conservation Trust’s booklet ‘The 
Moorland Balance’ https://markavery.
info/2017/09/20/moorland-imbalance-3/. 

There is another e-petition, https://petition.
parliament.uk/petitions/201443, which had passed 
10,000 signatures before the end of october 2017. 
The Bawc site http://henharrierday.org/ gives news 
of events past and future and comments as well as 
suggestions as to what we can do. a letter to your 
MP is one option – mine was met with what i felt 
was a predictable polite but dismissive response. But 
as the momentum gathers and more evidence is 
presented, i will write again. 

‘hen harrier day’ has become an annual event in 
the calendars of many birders and we will hope that 
those numbers will grow more each year until driven 
grouse shooting is banned and the laws to protect 
our hen harriers are more effectively enforced. To 
quote one of the organisers of the 2016 rainham 
Event, lisa Mobley “it had taken a huge amount of 
work and an army of amazing people to put it all 
together, and it seemed to be over in a flash, but 
would we do it all again? yes. it’s just a crying shame 
we have to."

 

Mark and Chris (nEil suMnEr)

Hen Harrier Day, Rainham (nEil suMnEr)
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nick Acheson

on 26th March, teams of birders from all around the world will converge on Eilat in southern 
israel for the fifth champions of the flyway bird race. organised by the israeli ornithological 
centre (ioc) and sPni, this is a major fundraiser in aid of Birdlife international, tackling the 

Team photo at Cley. 
Left to right: Guy 
Kirwan, Mike Dawson, 
Nick Acheson and 
Duncan MacDonald.

Common Cranes 
migrating over the Dead 
Sea. Part of a river of birds 
that flows through Israel 
every spring and autumn.

The team would  
like to thank Essex  

Birdwatching society for  
helping to promote them, and 
more importantly, the event.  
we do not have to accept the 

killing of migrating birds  
and we can make  

a difference.

Champions of the Flyway 

illegal killing of birds using the eastern Mediterranean flyway. Previous 
years have raised funds for projects in Turkey, georgia, greece, and 
cyprus and 2018 will help Birdlife partners in serbia and croatia to try 
to put a stop to the illegal hunting of Quail, 50,000 of which fall victim 

every year.
Mike dawson of swallowtail Print, who print EBws publications, has 

put together a team to take part this year. supported by leading bird 
care company Jacobi Jayne, they will compete as team Living with 

Birds. while they will be lucky to see the most species on the day, 
they would like to raise as much money as possible, so please 

visit www.champions-of-the-flyway.com/living-
with-birds and donate whatever you can via the team 

page. you can follow the event on facebook, @
flywaychampions or Twitter 

#coTf18. 
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indoor Meetings

for our first indoor Meeting of the new autumn 
season rob Adams, chairman of spurn Bird 
observatory (sBo) and Trustee nick whitehouse, 
made the extended journey from yorkshire to 
enlighten us about the quality bird species, 
sometimes in large numbers, that can be seen at 
this remote location 3.5-miles along the 5-mile 
peninsular protruding into the north sea.

nick advised that the sBo was opened in 1946, 
the second observatory to be opened in the 
country which was operated by the yorkshire 
naturalist’s union from warren cottage, which is 
still used today with four heligoland traps in the 
grounds. it is not located at the very end of the 
‘point’, but there is a lighthouse at the point, which 
can now only be reached by special four-wheel 
drive vehicles due to the minor access road being 
covered with sand dunes and/or washed away by 
raging storms.

due to the sBo’s position on the east coast, the 
quality of the records taken and field sketches 
made going back to the 1950’s have led to a 
number of rare birds being seen and accepted, 
including the first stilt sandpiper for Britain and a 
Black Lark. But species from as far afield as canada 
to siberia, ‘funnelling’ down the east coast, is what 
makes sBo so interesting. ivory gulls, Barn Owls, 
short- and Long-eared Owls regularly coming in 
off the sea during the autumn migration and a 
tengmalm’s Owl arrived in 1983.

Common Crane, Common redstart, willow 
warbler are regular sightings along with Common 
grasshopper warbler going north, Brambling off 
to scandinavia to breed, increasing numbers of 
woodlark and eurasian tree sparrow heading for 
norfolk in the autumn. Bird species arrive from all 
points of the compass. But trends have changed 
over the years, 1,000 european turtle doves were 
recorded in the 1970’s, which reduced to just ten in 
2014! 

several species of Common swifts pass sBo 
annually, up to 20,000 in the month of June, 
including pacific swift. swifts pair bond during the 
first year but do not breed until they are at least 
four years old. swifts are amazing; they leave eggs 
that can chill while away on feeding trips but the 
eggs still survive. swifts are very long lived with the 
oldest recorded swift being 21-years old. 

rob then took over from nick and gave some 
‘facts-and-figures’ about the sBo operation, which 

functions like a well-run business. rob first visited in 
1968 but it was not until 2010 when he decided to get 
involved to a greater degree and put something back 
for all the pleasure and enjoyment he has had over the 
years. The sBo’s patron is the ecologist, ornithologist 
and television presenter Mike dilger, they have a very 
active committee numbering 40 and ca.700 members, 
which gives them extensive scope and the capacity to 
do so much. a business plan was put together such 
that the cottage could be purchased with a mortgage 
from a bank, and was transformed into what it is 
today, with facilities to accommodate a dozen visitors. 
its doors are open to everyone and it has a turnover in 
excess of £100,000 per year. Much of the early work 
and results are due to the dedicated work put in by the 
late Martin garner and andy roadhouse, sadly both 
lost far too early in life through illness.

Through mist-net trapping, cannon netting, flick 
netting, night trapping and heligoland trapping, over 
422,000 birds have been ringed and 3,500 
recoveries. with the cost of technology coming down, 
sBo are moving into radio tagging of small species 
and satellite tagging of larger species, to learn more 
about feeding patterns, movements and where they 
migrate to in winter. sBo works closely with cape 
May Bird observatory in new Jersey and falsterbo in 
sweden, with people from each site spending valuable 
time at the other locations to exchange information 
and techniques.

To advertise and promote the work of sBo, and 
attract more people to the area, a’Migration festival’ is 
held annually on the second weekend in september 
with sea watching, migration walks, ringing 
demonstrations, moth trapping, wader watching at 

 1st september 2017n

spurn Bird Observatory
By gerry Johnson

Nick Whitehouse and Rob Adams on the front row together 
with a few well known faces from around the world 
including Mike Dilger (Spurn Bird Observatory patron), Andy 
Clements (CEO of the BTO), Bjorn Malmhagen (Director of 
Falsterbo Bird Observatory), David la Puma (Director of 
Cape May Bird Observatory), Michael Lanzone (Director of 
Cellular Technologies) and of course the man who made 
Spurn what it is today Andy Roadhouse (author of the 
award winning book The Birds of Spurn). The photo was 
taken in the Crown and Anchor pub at the 2016 Spurn 
Migration Festival weekend
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high tide roosts, interesting talks, plant walks, 
photography workshops, visible migration, evening 
bat walks, beech combing, with an array of 
interesting stalls and artists like darren woodhouse 
and ray scally can be seen on site. food is served 
each day from several outlets, including the crown 
& anchor Public house which is just 200 Metres 
from sBo. what more could you ask for?

an extensive list of rare and not so rare but quality 
species, as seen at sBo, was supported with top 
quality photographs, which would take another page 
to detail and credit fully. But i will just mention the 
siberian Accentor, a first for Britain which turned up 
in october 2016 and created the largest twitch ever 

in the uK. This twitch was well managed and a credit 
to everyone at sBo and the patience of the many 
visitors that turned up to see this stunning male bird.

finally, nick showed a few species missing from 
the sBo list, which have been seen just a few miles 
up the coast at flamborough Bird observatory or in 
the local area. These included Asian Flycatcher, 
sykes warbler, eastern Crowned Leaf warbler and 
dartford warbler, but it can only be a matter of 
time before they are added to the impressive list of 
species recorded at sBo. 

we had been treated to an excellent, interesting 
talk with quality photographs by two passionate 
members of the spurn Bird observatory Trust team.

Bill Baston advised that south america includes four 
of the top five countries in the world that have the 
most bird species within their borders. Ecuador has 
over 1,600 (more than in the whole of Europe), so we 
knew that we were in for a great evening. from the 
talk title i was sure that most could work-out which 
species ‘swordbills’ referred, but ‘stinkbird’ left some 
wondering a little? Bill suggested that all would be 
revealed.

due to the weight restriction of the various modes 
of transport on the trip Bill only took the ‘plates’ from 
the large Birds of Ecuador field guide. This still 
included 26 pages of mind blowing different 
flycatchers! 

starting at the capitol Quito 
via Miami the route taken took 
in both the east and west sides 
of the andes where different 
species can be seen on each 
side at different altitudes. some 
of the first bird photographs 
were of golden, Blue-grey and 
Yellow-rumped and golden 
tanagers; Orange-crowned 
Uphonic and pacific Antwren. 
Bill advised that there are many 
birds with ‘ant’ in their name. 
This does not indicate that they 
feed on ants, but that they 
follow ants through the forest 
and predate on insects that 
break cover to escape the many 
troops of soldier and leaf-
cutter ants roaming around the 
forest floor. we then had a 
pale-brown treecreeper on 
the screen, which is the size of 
our green woodpecker.

it was then into some of the 132 hummingbirds 
found in Ecuador, varying between 8-15 cm (3”-6”) in 
size and the only true species that can actually fly 
backwards. like butterflies the brilliant colours of 
hummingbirds are structural in nature and vary with 
the light intensity that passes through the feathers 
and at which angle, not actual coloured plumage. in 
poor light bright throats can look almost black rather 
than red or green or violet. some of the many species 
shown included Chestnut-breasted Coronet, 
rufus-tailed Hummingbird, green-crowned 
woodnymph, swallow-tailed Hummingbird, 
empress Brilliant, white-bellied woodstar, 
golden-tailed sapphire Hummingbird and the 

swordbill Hummingbird with a 
bill longer than its body. hence 
this species can only preen using 
its feet rather than its bill. on the 
trip, some of the hummingbirds 
could be appreciated at close 
quarters from the comfort of 
balconies at the lodges, which had 
feeders filled with honey-water to 
attract them.

Moving on to some of the many 
other species, we were treated to 
images of inca Jay, rufous-
collared sparrow, giant Antpitta, 
rufus-breasted Ant-thrush, 
dark-back wood Quail, Cloud 
Forest pygmy Owl, snowy egret, 
Hook-billed Kite which feed on 
tree snails, Andean Cock-of-the-
rock at a lek, glossy 
Flowerpiercer which cuts their 
way into the base of flowers to 
extract the nectar, Broad-winged 
Hawk and glossy Black thrush 

 6th October 2017n

ecuador – Land of swordbills & the stinkbird
By gerry Johnson

Hoatzin (Bill BasTon)
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 1st december 2017n

in search of ‘Flower Kissers’
By gerry Johnson

dr Michael Leach is a behavioural ecologist, a 
zoologist, a wildlife cameraman and the author of 29 
books. following his education, which was 
entertaining, Michael wrote to 714 publishers but 
did not receive a single reply and eventually gained 
work as a BBc cameraman, taking him to 112 
countries. Michael shared some of the interesting 
‘tricks’ how sound tracks are contrived and added to 
the visual film at a later time. what the public are 
privileged to see as the final result on television 
takes a considerable time to make! if ten-seconds of 
usable film is ‘canned’ each week that is considered 
average. no wonder it takes two-years to complete 
a one-hour wildlife film. There was no mention 
about ‘flower Kissers’ in Michael’s 20-minute 
introduction, but it was excellent, so interesting and 
very entertaining.

People have suggested that they have seen 
hummingbirds in south africa along with other 
places in the ‘old world’, but Michael advised that 
hummingbirds are only found in the ‘new world’, 
anywhere between alaska in the north-west across 
to nova scotia in the north-east and down to 
ushuaia at the southern tip of south america, but 
understandably not in the arid desert of new 
Mexico. when hummingbirds were first discovered 
it was thought that there were in excess of 550 
different species. This high number was due to the 
male and female of the same species looking so 
different. The number of species has now been 
revised to ca.330 in the world.

which looked very much like Blackbirds found in Essex. 
Ladder-tailed nightjar, Bat Falcon, Crested eagle, 
ruddy pigeon, double-toothed Kite, sulphur-bellied 
Flycatcher, paradise tanager, Opal-crowned tanager 
and white-chinned Jacamar which is like a Bee-
eater. Amazon Kingfisher, Yellow-headed Caracara, 
greater Yellowlegs, Osprey, pied plover, turquoise 
Jay, squirrel Cuckoo, Ferruginous pygmy Owl, 
Andean Condor, American Kestrel, snail Kite, 
various Toucan and Andean gull, the only gull seen on 
this trip taken in november. Military Macaw, 
Chestnut-fronted Macaw and other parrots feed on 
toxic fruits and berries, these birds then need to eat 
clay from river banks to help counter the effect of the 
poisons. The splendid photographs kept coming. 

we were also introduced to the ‘stinkbird’, or Canje 
pheasant, or Hoatzin as it is better known. it gets its 
name because it ferments fruit and vegetation in its 
large crop like cattle and its droppings apparently 
smell like cow dung! The young birds have claws on 
their wings to help them clamber around the forest if 
predators attack nests, in which case the young birds 
drop into the water.

one part of the trip was taken by canoe in torrential 
rain. during this leg of the journey a 1.7 metre long 
river otter was seen. it appeared aggressive so the 
canoe maintained a healthy distance moving by 
quickly. This was a wise decision as family groups of 
river otter have been known to attack and kill large 
Black caiman!

it was a pleasure to enjoy the many brightly 
colourful images from Ecuador along with Bill’s 
excellent knowledge of the many bird species names.

 3rd november 2017n

Birding around southend, 
involvement in Birding from 
the Younger generation and 
Voluntary Conservation work 
By gerry Johnson

unfortunately, due to our speaker going down with 
flu and laryngitis, this indoor Meeting had to be 
cancelled at short notice on the preceding 
evening. apologies for any inconvenience caused 
to the six members that could not be contacted 
and turned up for this meeting. we look forward to 
hearing Max hellicar’s collection of interesting 
talks as part of a future programme. 

following this cancellation i am pleased to advise 
that we now have contingency plans in place for a 
couple of speakers (david-darrell lambert and 
david simmonds) that can kindly step in at short 
notice with an alternative talk, such that all future 
indoor Meetings will take place all-be-it with a 
different subject being covered. 
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hummingbirds are incredible birds, extreme in so 
many ways – the smallest, the lightest, the only bird 
that can truly hover and fly backwards, have a 
heart-beat up to 800 beats per minute and are so bold 
and fearless for their size. But they cannot walk 
forward, only sideways and they need to feed every 
3-4 hours by visiting up to 2,200 plants daily to 
extract nourishing nectar, five times their body weight 
every day. sometimes with their unique bill shape 
matching the blooms shape visited. while this 
uniqueness eliminates other species feeding from 
these blooms, it is dangerous. if the single unique 
hummingbird becomes extinct then the plant does 
not get pollinated and follows suite. or vice versa. 
interestingly hummingbirds diet originally consisted 
of up to 20% insects, but over millions of years they 
have evolved and now feed on nectar, which is 100% 
digestible (The Blackbird diet of worms and beetles is 
only up to 40% digestible).

we have probably all seen film of hummingbirds 
feeding on nectar at blooms, but how many know that 
their long tongues have two channels down them, like 
small gutters. along these channels are sensors that 
measure and record the amount of nourishment being 
taken from the nectar compared to that being used to 
hover while feeding? if the intake in nourishment is 
lower than that being used to hover then they break 
away and search for a better source of food.

hummingbirds have two types of feathers, one 
‘standard’ type with colour and a second type that 
have no colour and are transparent. This second type 
is actually made up of minute prisms that reflect light. 
The colourful males use both ways to attract females 
to mate with them. They usually have two eggs, one 
or three are rare and after mating, the males take no 
part in raising the young.

Many americans have a fond affection for 
hummingbirds and put out feeders containing a 
concoction of water, sugar and/or honey as a 
substitute for the natural nectar. in their natural 
habitat hummingbirds are aggressive to each other to 

protect and hold territory, but at these garden feeding 
stations they do not need to fight to protect areas. 
interestingly, after dark these feeders are often used 
by bats. hummingbirds are fearless of humans and in 
some instances, they can be approached to within 1.5 
mm. (1/16”). This made it easy for early explorers to 
collect species and display them, up to 2,500 in cases 
1,200 mm. long x 900 mm. high x 300 mm. deep. (4ft 
x 3ft x 1ft)! 

one of the best places in the world to view 
hummingbirds is Ecuador, but costa rica is also very 
good. The closest we get to hummingbirds in the uK 
is seeing the hummingbird hawk Moth feeding on 
nectar from flowers in the garden during hot summer 
days. hummingbirds are closely related to swifts in 
the apodiform order and on closer examination have 
similarities.

Michael only showed ca.25 images of 
hummingbirds – no more were required. These 
included the giant patagonian Hummingbird at 24 
grams, the size of a Chaffinch, to the smallest bird in 
the world a Bee Hummingbird perched on the top of 
a pencil, the size of a baked bean, weighing in at just 
1.7 grams, found on the western side of cuba and 
some of the western islands of the caribbean. To 
‘freeze’ the hummingbirds very fast wing beat in the 
images, the photographs had to be taken by a 
specially adapted camera with a shutter speed of 
1/90,000 of a second. 

someone subsequently said to me after the 
presentation. “a great talk with a good balance of 
science, general knowledge, humour and hummers of 
course”. sentiments reiterated by many as they 
departed from the talk. 

clearly Michael is very passionate about wildlife, 
extremely knowledgeable, entertaining, with a 
considerable amount of talent, all of which was very 
much appreciated by the members and guests that 
attended this evening meeting. watch for Michael’s 
follow-up talk on a different subject in a future 
programme for another great evening.

Copper Rumped 
Hummingbird 
(MichaEl lEach)
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indoor Meetings

Friday 5th January 2018 
wiLdLiFe OF tHAiLAnd 
Ecologist graham ekins shows us some of the 
wintering and resident birds of fabulous Thailand, 
with its diversity of wildlife and habitats; from the 
saltpans south of Bangkok with Eastern long-billed 
curlews, Malaysian Plovers, spoon-billed sandpipers, 
nordmann's greenshank and flocks of great 
Knot. west to the vast tropical forests of Kaeng 
Krachen, rich in insects, mammals and birds, to 
coastal Krabi and the upland forests of Khao luang. 
Then north and the 3 forested mountains of doi 
inthanon, doi lang and doi ang Khang with their 
wealth of wintering asian species including 25 
warblers, numerous flycatchers, thrushes plus 
himalayan species. will two hours be enough?

Friday 2nd February 2018 
nigHtJArs, wOOdLArKs And dArtFOrd 
wArBLers 
dr greg Conway, research Ecologist with the 
Terrestrial Ecology Team at the BTo enlightens us 
about these special species often seen on field Trip 
Meetings, especially when on heathlands or in the 
unique 'Brecklands' area of suffolk and norfolk.

Friday 2nd March 2018
wiLdLiFe OF eAstern eUrOpe (AgM At 
19:30) 
'swallow Birding' tour guide steve grimwade takes 
us on a fantastic journey through Poland, hungary, 
Belarus and Bulgaria showcasing the amazing variety 
of birds, butterflies and flowers of this unspoilt 
region.

Friday 6th April 2018 
KAKApO – OwL pArrOt OF new ZeALAnd
ed Keeble introduces us to the endemic Kakapo, one 
of the world's rarest and most extraordinary birds. it 
came close to extinction in the latter half of the 
20th century and is currently subject to one of the 
most intensive recovery programmes ever 
attempted.

programme 2018

Field trips

sunday 14th January 2018
rAinHAM MArsHes rspB reserVe 
(rM19 1sZ) (no coach)
a 09:30 start at one of the best reserves on the 
Thames estuary, especially in winter where 
short-eared owl, raptors, waders, wildfowl and 
geese can be seen. hot drinks and food are available 
in the centre with panoramic views across the 
reserve.

sunday 11th February 2018 
dUngeness rspB reserVe 
This remote shingle expanse with unique vegetation 
and flooded gravel pits attracts many winter visitors 
and the occasional rarity along with divers, grebes, 
gulls and auks in the warm water of the ‘patch’ just 
off shore from the power station. shenfield and 
grays pick-ups as required.                                        

sunday 8th April 2018 
rUtLAnd wAter reserVe 
rutland water in the Midlands is home to the annual 
‘Bird fair’ in august and the successful ‘osprey 
reintroduction Programme’. it offers many 
opportunities to see Kingfisher, willow warbler, 
Bullfinch, common Buzzard, red Kite and a host of 
additional early summer migrants from the many 
hides, not forgetting osprey! chelmsford only.

sunday 13th May 2018 
titCHweLL rspB reserVe (07:00 start)
a return to one of our favourite reserves on the 
north norfolk coast. some great species can be 
found such as Bearded Tit, spoonbill, Marsh harrier, 
spotted redshank, water rail, wheatear, terns and a 
host of summer visitors occur with the chance of a 
rarity turning up. chelmsford only.

sunday 10th June 2018 
LAKenHeAtH Fen rspB reserVe 
a fenland delight where we can expect species such 
as common crane, Bearded Tit, Bittern, Marsh 
harrier, Barn owl, hobby, cuckoo, cetti’s warblers 
plus lots more. chelmsford only.
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the ‘Bird Fair’ rutland water
20th August 2017 by gerry Johnson
This was our first luxury coach trip from the new 
programme to the annual ‘Bird fair’, at Egleton 
reserve, rutland water. The ‘Bird fair’ is an event 
that really does have something for everyone. 

a place to get your book signed by the author; 
enjoy the various forms of artwork; test the latest 
optics; listen to the debates about topical subjects; 
plan your next trip; meet the celebrities; not 
forgetting the wildlife – moth-trapping, bird-ringing, 
guided walks and watch for the ospreys. 

over the three-days 24,466 people descended on 
rutland water, up from 21,667 in 2016 (an increase 
of ca.13%) to help raise valuable funds for important 
Birdlife international conservation projects around 
the world. in 2016 a record breaking £360,000 was 
raised to save unique lowland rainforest in southern 
Madagascar; to protect rwanda’s wetlands; 
implement ways to save vulnerable the slaty Egret 
in Zambia and to stem Vultures from declining in 
nigeria. should you wish to know more, the full 
details of where this money has been used are 
available on the Bird fair web site?

arriving at 09:00 the group of 29 were quickly 
through the entrance and dispersed in different 
directions. some for an early cup of fine coffee 
available for a reasonable donation on the ‘world 
land Trust’ stand in marquee two, others took in 
early lectures that commenced at 09:30 and new 
products were purchased during the day. les Bird 
and Terry Poskett opted for new tripods at ‘special’ 
reduced Bird fair prices. Even locally distilled gin 
found its way onto the coach! i settled for a fine 
locally produced chicken and ham pie. But this year 

Field trips
Peter webster decided to leave his credit card at 
home to make sure he could not be tempted to do 
something rash, on the spur of the moment. last 
year Peter booked a place on an expensive trip to 
uganda, but he did enjoy africa and was pleased 
with the many target species seen. 

Many thought that this year’s Bird fair was bigger 
and better than ever, with several new exhibitors 
amongst the regular supporters. The ‘British Trust for 
ornithology’ ringing display always attracts a lot of 
interest, especially with the detailed information 
provided so precisely and professionally by the 
ringers about each bird and the different species 
trapped and ringed. To see european reed warbler, 
sedge warbler, Common Chiffchaff, european 
goldfinch, Blackcap, goldcrest and european Blue 
tit in the hand, and sometimes an unusual species, 
never cesses to impress both up and coming 
youngsters seeing them for the first time and 
seasoned birders alike. To then be invited to release a 
bird after having had all its biometrics taken leaves a 
lasting impression on most people, young or old.

The Bird fair is not just a show case for quality 
products, or fine art, or get some advice on future 
destinations, or purchase some new clothing, but a 
place to meet up with old friends and make new 
contacts. not forgetting the opportunity of seeing 
some excellent birds from the many hides. during 
the day, Common Buzzard and red Kite were seen 
drifting over the marquees and away from the main 
event, an Osprey was seen perched in lyndon Bay.

it was an excellent day in fine weather enjoyed by 
everybody that came along. if you would like to 
revisit rutland water (or even visit for the first time) 
to appreciate the wide variety of migrant bird 
species that can be seen on the reserve during early 
spring, include returning osprey from west africa, 
then come along and join the society’s friendly 
luxury coach trip on sunday 8th april 2018. Just 
contact me on 07775 663166 for the details. you 
will not be disappointed with the reserve habitats 
and all the birds that can be seen in early spring.

Landguard Bird Observatory
24th september 2017 by gerry Johnson
it was an early start for the ten ‘early birders’ that 
wished to enter the landguard Bird observatory 
(lBo), felixstowe for the 07:15 meet with nigel 
odin in the old fort car park! The group included 
robert graves and new member Matt Turner joining 
us on his first field Trip. 

The thermometer in the car already indicated a 
balmy 13° c when leaving chelmsford at 06:00 on 
this late september morning. Travelling east, the 
warm glow of the dawn sky looked very inviting and 
on the crest of the orwell Bridge the bright orange 
glow of the rising sun looked stunning on this superb 
autumn day. we all had our hopes and expectations 

at what might be caught in the mist nets and seen 
in the hand, but as with wildlife you never know 
quite what you are going to see.

following a short ‘health & safety’ briefing the 
group entered the fort and headed for the ringing 
room where four ‘bird bags’ had just been put on 
hooks by a member of the lBo ringing team in 
readiness for processing. as this was the first 
ringing experience for some of the group, nigel 
went through the many different and interesting 
aspects of ringing, showing the large metal rings 
that are used for species like Mute swans and 
great Black-backed gulls to tiny metal rings that 
are used on goldcrests. These tiny rings are so 
light they do not register a weight when put on the 
electronic scales.
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The first bag was removed from a hook, from which 
nigel extracted a Common Chaffinch. it was the first 
chaffinch of the autumn to be trapped at lBo. This 
bird had a wing length of 81mm and weighed 20.8 
grams. The birds ‘fat level’ was checked and a metal 
ring placed on its leg; with all the data recorded in the 
log book before releasing it. interestingly bird weights 
have always been recorded in grams, never in ounces!

There was a goldcrest in the second bag, Europe’s 
smallest bird species. it was identified as a female 
from the yellow crest colour. it had a wing length of 
50mm and weighed just 4.6grams. The amount of 
‘fat’ on the pectoral muscle was good. nigel could not 
be certain, but suggested this bird could have arrived 
overnight from somewhere across the north sea. 

The next bird was a young Common Chiffchaff 
from this year’s brood. This identification was 
established from plumage colour, the dark leg colour 
and the wing length of 57mm. The age was obtained 
from the feather development of the primary, 
secondary and tail feathers. nigel advised that 
Chiffchaffs have longer wings than willow warblers 
because they fly further on migration, which makes 
good sense.

in the final bag was a male Blackcap with its black 
head plumage (did you know that all Blackcaps start 
with a brown heads which moult to black for males?). 
This bird showed signs of nutrition deficiency so 
would need to feed up in readiness for its winter 
migration, or even if it remains in the uK.

landguard Bird observatory has been operating 
since 1982 and nigel has been involved there since 
1984, after moving to felixstowe from wales, and has 
a wealth of knowledge and experience. nigel 
suggested that most small birds breed just the once 
and perish during their first winter from the lack of 
experience. But once they have bred and survive their 
first year then they often gain sufficient experience 
for future years and can live for five or six years.  

it was a very informative and such an interesting 
visit to the lBo, especially for members seeing 
ringing for the first time. we thanked nigel for his 
time and kind hospitality, but the couple of hours had 
past and it was time to join the five other members 
that were joining us for the morning walk around the 
common.

as we walked across the common, groups of 
european goldfinch and Common Linnets were 
noted flying around the lBo bushes, plus many 
Meadow pipits across the expanse of the open 
area. we headed for the ‘point’ to see if the pair of 
purple sandpipers reported from the previous day 
were still around. as we crossed the common smart 
looking northern wheatears were seen, using 
mounds and bramble patches as perches. 

with the rising tide we scanned the exposed 
seaweed covered rocks where a single purple 
sandpiper was seen well before it moved along the 
beach, where ‘scoped views were obtained. it soon 
returned to the groin where it paraded just 10 metres 
from where we stood. 

Just off shore groups of Brent geese were seen 
flying south, sometimes with eurasian wigeon for 
flying companions. They were amongst the first 
arriving from siberia for the winter. Barn swallows 
were also taking advantage of the fine weather, 
feeding up on insects prior to heading off to the 
warmer climate of africa.

Being a weekend there were many people taking 
advantage of the fine, warm conditions, walking 
around the common, but it was encouraging to see 
that the roped-off area (between March and 
october) for nesting Common ringed plover and 
eurasian Oystercatcher was being respected. Even 
the 10-12 northern wheatears seen moving about 
the common were comfortable and not anxious. The 
object of this meeting was to gain knowledge at lBo, 
not a day to record large numbers of species. But 
members of the group noted pied wagtail, eurasian 
sparrowhawk, Common Kestrel, Common Magpie, 
Common starling, Common woodpigeon, 
european robin and Carrion Crow. it was also good 
to see common Blue and clouded yellow amongst 
the butterflies on the common. 

Peter heath rejoined the group on the common 
and showed a photograph of a Caspian gull just 
taken by the café area. some headed in that 
direction and scanned the water, but unfortunately it 
had moved on and we only noted great Cormorant, 
european Herring gull, Black-headed gull and a 
sandwich tern as found on a buoy by richard 
stanley. 

as we watched, the large 186,000 ton container 
ship ‘Msc hamburg’ slipped its berth with its load of 
containers. a few of the 356,000 containers that are 
moved around the world on a daily basis, of which on 
average four are lost at sea per day due to storm 
damage! 

The ‘early birders’ had appreciated the birds seen in 
the hand at the observatory, along with the other 
good birds seen during the late morning across the 
common by most. it was a splendid day at landguard 
Point, felixstowe which has such great potential for a 
rarity to turn up at anywhere, anytime – just like the 
red-throated pipit seen amongst the Meadow 
pipits just two days after our visit. had it just arrived 
on the day when it was found or had it been on the 
common for a few days? we will never know.

Brent Geese (lEslEy collins)
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geese, Common snipe and grey Heron. a Caspian 
gull by Brian oulds, Little stint by Brian James and 
a water rail was found by richard stanley down 
near the sluice. redwing and Fieldfare were noted 
arriving off the sea, but, due to the relatively mild 
weather conditions, not yet in large numbers. 

The shower passed over quickly and allowed our 
group to continue exploring the reserve. Both green 
and great-spotted woodpeckers were seen with 
reed Bunting and Cetti’s warbler was heard on 
route to island Mere hide, where Bearded reedling 
were heard and seen briefly. The vast reedbed of this 
area is one of the best places to see Bittern on the 
reserve and today was no exception. Peter dwyer 
found a Bittern moving very slowly along the edge 
of the reeds on the far side of the Mere. due to the 
Bittern’s cryptic camouflage plumage it was not 
easy to locate, but once found we had good, long 
views. a couple of western Marsh Harrier were 
present quartering the reedbed, being harassed by 
corvids and both Little and great Crested grebe 
were seen on the water. 

Taking the path up over ‘whin hill’ you obtain 
superb views looking back south and south-west 
over the reedbed, especially at this time of the year 
with the autumn colours in good light conditions.

it was a very good day with resident and visiting 
birds to make up the 80 plus species seen by the 
group. while visitors are likely to see a greater 
diversity of species on a spring visit, but an autumn 
or winter visit should not be dismissed when masses 
of wintering wildfowl and waders are present along 
with winter migrants, often in good numbers, 
passage movement along the coast plus that 
possible rarity!

Snipe (PETEr hEaTh)

Minsmere rspB reserve 
22nd October 2017 by gerry Johnson

we often make field Trip Meetings to rsPB 
Minsmere in spring, but this year we chose autumn 
with the opportunity to see different species and 
enjoy the beautiful colours of the autumn foliage.

after the stanway pick-up our group numbered 32 
on a fine, bright cool morning. we headed up the 
a12, the a14 into suffolk with a comfort stop at the 
truck services. Traffic was light and arrived at 
Minsmere soon after 09:30 where we were 
welcomed by alex, who gave us brief details what 
might be found at various places around the reserve. 
The single feeder positioned just outside the 
reception was ‘alive’ with passerines. good numbers 
of Common Chaffinch, great tit, european Blue 
tit, Coal tit, a Marsh tit and a nuthatch flew back 
and forward from the adjacent bushes.

Moving off in small groups, some headed for island 
Mere and Bittern hides in search of Marsh Harrier, 
Bittern, Bearded reedling and possible 
otters. while others turned towards the north wall 
Path and the coastal dunes to scan the sea and 
scrapes for sea birds, gulls, waders and wildfowl.

along the path behind north hide david dives saw 
male eurasian Bullfinch while others heard 
goldcrest. on the other side of the path, in the large 
rough pasture, european greenfinch, northern 
Lapwing, a flock of Common starling, a flock of 
european goldfinch and three eurasian Curlews 
were all noted.

Prior to reaching the dunes a pair of Common 
stonechat was seen perched on gorse 
bushes. although the wind had increased it was 
from the north-west direction such that the sea was 
relatively calm. large individual gulls were seen on 
the water and simon Banks noted northern 
gannets flying far out off shore along with Brent 
geese flying south.

with the darkening sky looking rather ominous the 
East hide was full of visitors enjoying close views of 
the wildfowl and waders. on the island just in front 
of the hide gadwall sheltered with their heads 
tucked into their backs. Their beautiful vermicular 
breast and flank plumage looked stunning along 
with their contrasting white rear panels. Two 
Black-tailed godwits in their grey winter plumage 
were resting with head and bill tucked over their 
backs. a Common Kingfisher put in an appearance, 
flying in from the right heading low across the 
scrape towards south hide. all three hides 
overlooking the east, south and west scrapes 
produced wildfowl in good numbers including 
dunlin, eurasian teal, northern shoveler, eurasian 
wigeon, plus pied Avocet, Mute swan, Common 
redshank, Little egret, ruddy turnstone, greylag 
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Hickling Broad nwt reserve
5th november 2017 by gerry Johnson
when i arrive at the chelmsford car park i am usually 
greeted by members putting on their coats and boots 
or assembling their optical equipment and packed 
luncheons or just chatting to each other. But today 
with the temperature at just 5° c everyone remained 
in the warmth of their vehicles until the last moment! 
once the coach arrived we soon boarded and were on 
our way in comfort to pick-up the remainder of the 
group at stanway on a beautiful autumn morning 
with a clear blue sky.

Even though it was early november there were still 
lots of berries and autumn colour foliage on the trees 
and bushes as we headed through suffolk and norfolk. 
The first hard frost of winter would soon change this. 
Common Buzzard, eurasian Jay, northern Lapwing 
and european golden plover were amongst the 
species seen on route. Common pheasant were also 
seen, but not in the numbers expected.

Travelling along this route was not that familiar and 
finding a ‘comfort stop’ proved to be challenging. we 
of course have facilities on the luxury coach, but it is 
good to be able to stretch your legs. we stopped in 
long stratton only to find the gentlemen’s toilet 
locked. not to be beaten we headed to the local 
garage where hot drinks could be purchased at just 
60p each. a noticeable difference to the motorway 
services where they approach £3.00.

while the norfolk Broads cover a large area they  
are not very deep, thus much of the area is a reedbed 
and suitable for many species of birds and other forms 
of wildlife.

The hickling Broad norfolk wildlife Trust 
information centre had been refreshed since last 
visiting, but being out of season it was closed apart 
from the toilet facilities. we headed for the thatched 
cadbury hide, overlooking cadbury Pool where Little 
egret stalked the pools for food, with western Marsh 
Harrier circling in the distance and five fast flying 
Common snipe, which eventually landed in the 
tussock grass in front of the hide. a disgruntled grey 
Heron also flew into the pool displaying a level of 
aggression towards the smaller Little egret. 

The group gradually departed, heading for secker’s 

hide looking Eastwards over chapman’s 
Pool. amongst the reedbed on either side of the path 
leading to this hide Bearded reedling could be heard. 
from inside the hide excellent perched views of a 
Kingfisher had been enjoyed and far across the flat 
horizon four Common Cranes flew south. on leaving 
the hide good views were had of two Bearded 
reedlings moving amongst the reed stems.

Moving on to the View Point overlooking the open 
water of hickling Broad the expected species like 
Little grebe, great Crested grebe and Mute swan 
were seen with gadwall, Common shelduck, 
pink-footed, Brent and egyptian geese. Prior to 
reaching the observation hut, richard and carol 
stanley met us on the footpath having spent a few 
days in norfolk. walking together we stopped at 
Bittern hide where we saw three and then another 
four Common Cranes flying northwards. during the 
day the group noted 20 Common Cranes, some flying 
and others on the ground.

rather than taking the road from the Visitor centre 
to stubb’s Mill and the raptor roost watch Point 
some took the footpath overlooking Bishop’s 
Marsh. a flock of Common starling searched the 
recently tilled field along with redwing, northern 
Lapwing and european golden plover. on the far 
side of the field Common Chaffinch, Common 
Linnet, House sparrows and european goldfinch 
moved about the old buildings with Blue and great 
tits. 

at various times during the afternoon all members 
of the group visited the watch Point, where species 
seen earlier during the day were exchanged. These 
included Common reed Bunting, Common redpoll, 
goldcrest, Cetti’s warbler, Common Chiffchaff, 
Fieldfare, Common stonechat, Meadow pipit, 
Common skylark, green and great spotted 
woodpecker. during the day simon Banks also 
located a ring Ouzel on the reserve, a species 
sometimes seen at this time of the year on passage 
from their breeding grounds in northern England and 
scotland now moving south to winter in the warmer 
climate of Morocco and Tunisia. Early arrivals at the 
watch Point also obtained ‘scoped views of Common 
Crane on the ground. 

The raptors noted on the reserve during the day 
were Merlin, Common Kestrel, eurasian 
sparrowhawk and Common Buzzard. The light at the 
watch Point was bright and clear where the expected 
western Marsh Harrier numbers increased as the 
afternoon progressed and the light started to 
fade. although not in the very high number as seen on 
previous visits, but still a striking display to saver and 
appreciate their graceful flight and the fine plumage 
colours of the males contrasting with the females.

hickling Broad may not be one of the largest 
reserves in size in norfolk, but it does attract unique 
specialist species as targeted and seen well by our 
group amongst the 70 species recorded by the 37 
members and guests that attended this splendid 
autumn visit.
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Blue House Farm  
ewt reserve
3rd december 2017 by gerry Johnson
it had been a number of years since the society last 
visited this excellent EwT reserve located on the 
north side of the crouch river. following a week of 
freezing winter weather arriving from the arctic our 
group of 14, with a welcome to Jill windsor joining 
us for the first time, met in the small car park for the 
09:00 start on a calm, dry morning with the 
temperature hovering at just 7° c.

Before departing we noted that the feeding station 
attracted a number of species in good numbers, 
including Common Chaffinch, european goldfinch, 
european greenfinch, dunnock, european robin, 
great tit and european Blue tit. Moving off towards 
the sea wall we saw a pair of Meadow pipit, a 
eurasian Curlew flying over head, a grey Heron and 
a large flock of rooks in an animal compound area. 

from the top of the sea wall we scanned the length 
of the river, where eurasian wigeon could be made 
out on each embankment, with Little grebe and 
great Crested grebe further down river. a pair of 
great Cormorant and small family groups of Brent 
geese flew up river. as we proceeded along the sea 
wall more expected species of the Essex marshes 
were seen on the small islands in the secluded bays 
– Common redshank, grey plover, ruddy 
turnstone, Black-tailed godwit, european golden 
plover, northern Lapwing, Common shelduck, 
dunlin, eurasian Oystercatcher, Common ringed 
plover and 60 pied Avocet. The rising tide eventually 
‘pushed’ the various species off the disappearing 
islands, forcing them to find sanctuary elsewhere.

all the time we kept watch on the rough grassland 
of the reserve, which also produced Little egret and 
alan Knight located a distant flying peregrine 
Falcon, while closer on the fence running behind the 
burrow dyke a pair of Common stonechat showed 
well. a Barn owl nest box proved to be the ideal 
perch for a Common Buzzard as we turned away 
from the river and check the flash of water in front 
of the hide.

The water level was good in the lagoon and had a 
good covering of wildfowl – northern shoveler, 
gadwall, Mallard, a pair of Mute swans and many 
eurasian teal. in the field behind the bushes beyond 
the lagoon we heard and had views of Canada, 
greylag but mainly Brent geese. we saw the 
warden in the distance on a quad-bike attending a 
herd of sheep. This activity disturbed the flock of 
geese and put them to flight, which was an 
excellent spectacle to be enjoyed. on leaving the 
hide richard stanley noted the fast flight of a 
Common snipe.

crossing the centre of the reserve rooks and 
Common starling were still feeding in the 
compound with Common wood pigeon and a grey 
Heron. There were no birds seen from the middle 

hide so we moved on to the third hide. The area in 
front of the hide was all but dry, but we eventually 
had a flock of 16, no 20 pied wagtail according to 
les Bird, fly onto the mud in search for insects. as 
some of the group had lunch and a hot drink in the 
hide the only other species seen were Little egret 
and two grey Herons. But our patience was 
eventually rewarded with the fly-by of a male 
western Marsh Harrier, with a number of feathers 
missing from each wing and its tail. Just as the 
scruffy male disappeared from view a much tidier 
female western Marsh Harrier crossed the area, 
giving good close views. 

as the group returned towards the car park 
Common reed Bunting and Common Kestrel were 
seen and Peter King found the first redwing and 
Fieldfare of the day, feeding on what remained of 
the hawthorn berries in a thicket near the warden’s 
isolated house.

The group had enjoyed five very good hours at 
Blue house farm reserve, a 600 acres site basically 
consisting of grassland, which has been unchanged 
for over 100 years, now managed and used mainly 
for the feeding of up to 2,000 geese, mostly Brent, 
that arrive during late autumn to spend the winter 
period on various reserves and sites along the Essex 
coast. during the visit the group noted 54 species, 
nothing that rare but a good selection of residents 
and winter migrants to round off the year.

Thank you to everyone, members and guests 
that have supported the Society’s friendly Field 
Trip Meetings during 2017. I trust that you have 

enjoyed them, especially when we have had 
Steve Grimwade leading them. 

Please do let us know what you think about the 
2017 trips by e-mail to 

EssexBirdwatchingSociety@gmail.com. 
Also, should you have any suggestions or know 

of a particular site you feel could be visited, 
please let me know by e-mail to gerry2johnson@
aol.com such that it/they can be considered as 

part of a future programme. Very best wishes to 
everyone for 2018.

The group at Stubbs Mill 
Raptor point, Hickling Broad 
NWT Reserve (Mo JacKson)
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i had been meaning to meet up with my old friend 
richard waters for some time to sample some 
canadian birding, and eventually got the chance in the 
early spring of 2017. not the best time of year but a 
chance to catch some of the arctic specialities before 
they returned north, especially as the forecast was 
bitingly cold. i used to do a lot of birding with richard 
in the Brentwood area 20 years back. he moved to his 
wife’s homeland in canada 10 years ago and has 
continued his interest in birding the local area.

ottawa is situated on the river of its name which 
flows west to the atlantic coast, and the smaller 
rideau river runs through the south of the city to join 
this. The city is on a fairly flat forested plain with more 
mountainous terrain rising a few kilometres north on 
the Quebec side of the river. The birding sites are akin 
to the places i like to visit in Essex, generally habitat 
next to urban areas and small locations with varying 
habitat. The birds and wildlife seem to coexist well 
with the goings on of the city, but canada is of course 
a huge country so nature and climate have more 
influence than the human residents.

i arrived on the evening of friday 10th March at 
ottawa airport to an arctic blast of cold wind, -16°c, 
but was quickly in a nice warm car and the comfort of 
a warm house.

saturday 11th March
we had an early start the next morning in order to 
reach algonquin Provincial Park, two and a half hours 
drive away in ontario province. Eight of us set off to 
the park hoping to see some species difficult to locate 
anywhere else nearby . The park is a huge area of boreal 
forest with rugged ridges and streams. it was still 
blanketed in the hard packed winter snow layer on our 
visit. The thermometer hovered way below freezing all 
day but we were rewarded with sunny weather and 
some of the sought after species.

we arrived at dawn and started at spruce Bog, an 
area with plenty of bird feeders to entice the 
chickadees and woodpeckers we 
hoped to see. Many of the small 
birds i saw on my trip were 
around feeders, principally 
because of the extremely 
cold winter conditions.

after some searching a 
Boreal Chickadee arrived 
at the feeders and treated 
everyone to very close 
views. some searching in the 
conifers then brought us a 
Black-backed woodpecker, and 
with some patient viewing we 

were all able to see this dark woodpecker probing 
through pine bark a few yards away. other species at 
this site included the very common Black-capped 
Chickadees, bright Blue Jays, red-breasted 
nuthatch, Hairy woodpecker, a female pine 
grosbeak, and a few tree top evening grosbeaks. a 
female wild turkey also pecked around the car park.

we had an unsuccessful search for spruce grouse 
along some forest tracks then headed to the park 
Visitor centre for a warm drink / food, and to see what 
species were on the well stocked feeders there.  
a flock of 60 evening grosbeak, 40 American 
goldfinch and a few red-winged Blackbird were 
feasting on the feeders as we tucked in to our lunch.

we then headed for the opeango road area of the 
park, and by slowly driving along a forest track found 
four gray Jays, which we could feed from the hand!  
a distant sub-adult Bald eagle also put in a brief 
appearance.

The light closed in and the thermometer nudged 
back under -20°c again so we headed back home.

sunday 12th March 
The daylight birding was spent entirely in the city, and 
we headed just outside for the owls in the 
evening. we started at strathconan Park by the 
rideau river and saw a party of goldeneye and 
Common Merganser, a few dark-eyed Junco, and 
my first glimpse of a dazzling red Cardinal.

we then headed 10 minutes away to hurdman 
Bridge to search for the now near adult male 
Harlequin duck which had been overwintering 
around this urban area of the river. The Harlequin 
eventually appeared, having been roosting under 
overhanging trees on the river edge, and we also saw a 
fine male Barrow’s goldeneye. we crossed this 
bridge and headed in to a more wooded area on the 
other side of the river. we found the white-throated 
sparrows we were looking for, and also had close 
views of white-breasted nuthatch, Hairy and 
downy woodpeckers. a small flock of American 
robins fed close by and 30 odd Bohemian waxwing 

flew hurriedly overhead.
a few minutes further 

downstream we checked out 
the wildfowl under Billings 
Bridge where amongst the 
250 or so wildfowl we saw 

a male Hooded 
Merganser, female 

Ottawa Birding
 Andrew stroudn

American Robins 
feeding on berries 
in the snow 
(andrEw sTroud)
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wood duck, six Black duck (and several Black duck 
/ Mallard hybrids in the Mallard flock), and my first 
genuine Canada geese. This area was also to the 
liking of about 50 American Crows. 

we had a quick sugary coffee then saw two 
peregrine roosting on the data centre building, and 
a few ring-billed gulls in the car park. we then got 
a call about a roosting great-horned Owl a few 
minutes away at the dominion arboretum, so 
headed there quickly. we got there just in time to 
see this massive owl roosting in a nearby pine tree 
in what was a fairly busy park. The owl had attracted 
a few onlookers so it sensibly powered off in to the 
trees to roost quietly elsewhere. 

The daytime birding finished then but we headed 
out for owls later in the cold still evening, and were 
rewarded with an obliging eastern screech Owl at 
Britannia conservation area, a northern saw-whet 
Owl (and pack of coyotes) at Kettles road, Munster, 
and two snowy Owls (including one pure white 
male) sat on road side telegraph poles at Eagleson 
road.

Monday 13th March 2017
The day started similarly to those before, very cold 
but sunny with little wind. we started the day at Bell 
arena woods, a small plantation of mixed trees 
(something like Thorndon Park north) and in spite of 
calling Hairy, downy and pileated woodpeckers, 
none were putting in an appearance (it was a shame 
not to have seen the huge pileated woodpecker).

at hilda Ponds feeders, from the warmth of the car, 
we watched a small flock of smart American tree 
sparrows, several Blue Jays, and also the sight and 
beautiful sound of five red-winged Blackbirds. 

nearby at Marsh drive / Klondike road we found a 
northern shrike in typical scrubby shrike habitat, 
and a few Common grackle. My second Bald eagle 
also put in a brief distant view. we then drove to 
Pakenham, 45 minutes away, to meet ray holland 

(who hadn’t lost his cockney accent in spite of 35 
years in canada). ray’s garden is a popular haunt for 
woodpeckers, and we were able to enjoy a fine 
red-bellied woodpecker, downy and Hairy 
woodpeckers, and two fine white-breasted 
nuthatch from the comfort of his living room.  
a search around the neighbouring woodland 
brought no spruce grouse, and this species eluded 
me during my trip.

richard, ray and myself headed off to appleton 
side road where a dark phase gyrfalcon, had been 
overwintering. i have never seen a gyrfalcon so was 

Right: Blue Jay  
(andrEw sTroud)

Wildfowl at Billings 
Bridge, Ottawa 
(andrEw sTroud)

Below: Red bellied 
Woodpecker  
(andrEw sTroud)
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really keen to see one of these. our quest was 
unsuccessful but we did see two golden eagles 
(including one adult) appearing to be migrating 
north, a pale phase rough-legged Hawk, and by the 
nearby river 500 Canada geese, a few Hooded 
Merganser and a different golden eagle.

after some searching we then located the two 
trumpeter swans which had been overwintering at 
Mississippi Mills. a quick stop by the almost frozen 
river at almonte enabled us to watch an entertaining 
otter catching and eating small fish 100 yards away.

on the drive home we saw two rough-legged 
Hawk at a farm at dwyer hill, and familiar farmyard 
birds starlings and House sparrows.

tuesday 14th March 2017
we started the day with light snow in the air, and 
this never held off for very long. we headed 20 
minutes south to the farmland in the richmond / 
Munster area, something similar to the fens of East 
anglia, to search for a few tough species braving the 
weather. we saw a few small parties of Horned Lark 
and slowly moved a 100+ flock of snow Buntings 
along the road as we drove between the fields. 
Eventually we found a female snowy Owl tucked 
behind a hedge, taking shelter. it was a good 150 
yards away but flew off. we had obviously disturbed 
her quiet roosting place.

we then visited the wooded garden of a local 
birder in richmond and saw a pair of Mourning 
doves, and more of the regular bird table species: 
Hairy and downy woodpecker, white-breasted 
nuthatch, American goldfinch, Blue Jays, 
Cardinals and dark-eyed Juncos. numerous 
American robins were also present in richmond 
Village, rooting through the new snow to find fallen 
berries under trees. 

we then drove to the nearby Jock river Bridge to 
scan the Canada geese for pale snow goose and 

‘Cackling’ Canada goose. we eventually found 
both birds within the 3000 strong flock then 
retreated to the car as the weather closed in.

as the snow increased he headed back to the city 
suburbs to the fletcher wildlife garden, where the 
ontario field naturalists club have their 
headquarters. The feeders had the familiar species 
and also a few House Finch. we searched for 
roosting owls but our luck was out. 

we then tried for owls in the small belt of 
woodland at hanlon avenue, and had no luck, but a 
fine female Cooper’s Hawk bombed through the 
back gardens of the houses backing on to the park, 
much as a sparrowhawk would in late afternoon. 

richard and i then successfully searched for an 
overwintering Carolina wren on the adjacent 
housing estate to his, and this huge wren showed 
well in front gardens in spite of the constant  
snow fall.

wednesday 15th March
The snow hindered the birding all day but we set off 
for Pontiac, on the Quebec side of the ottawa 
river, and after a long wait eventually saw the 
tufted titmouse that had been overwintering 
around the feeders of a garden. The drive home 
brought us a brave adult Bald eagle flying low 
overhead through the snow shower. Back in the city 
at Victoria island we saw several Buffleheads and 
goldeneye. we then decided to head back home to 
avoid the heavy snow.

thursday 16th March
Just before my flight home we had a quick look at 
Trail road rubbish Tip, saw a few 1st winter 
glaucous gulls, Herring and great Black-backed 
gulls and a nice flock of 50 red-winged Blackbirds 
on their northerly migration. a nice end to the trip.

The ottawa area has a much larger number of 
species in the spring and autumn migration, but i 
enjoyed seeing my old friend richard, testing ice 
cold birding conditions, and seeing some new 
species, and others which are very hard to see in 
Britain during the winter. i saw 51 species in 6 days, 
seeing some species familiar to British birders, 
coping with far colder winter conditions.

Carolina Wren (andrEw sTroud)

Great Horned Owl (andrEw sTroud)
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rspB dungeness
 Louise Kellyn

rsPB dungeness is the oldest existing rsPB reserve. 
it was established at a time when both the society 
and the wider conservation movement were still 
very much in their infancy. The rsPB dungeness 
reserve stretches for approximately 1000ha across 
the shingle to the east of its nearest town of lydd. 
The pebbled terrain of dungeness was built up by 
the action of the sea over thousands of years, land 
locking coastal towns and ports and turning river 
estuaries into the marshland that it is today. The 
build-up of shingle has created suitable conditions 
for highly site specific flora, able to thrive in such a 
harsh, windswept location. These include the 
yellow-horned Poppy, Viper’s Bugloss, Jersey 
cudweed and nottingham catchfly.

although the landscape is very flat, there is much 
more to it than immediately meets the eye. in fact, 
over 70ha of dungeness is covered in grassland and 
wildflower meadows, providing an important 
habitat for a rich array of invertebrate life, including 
butterflies, rare bumblebees as well as moths, one 
speciality being the sussex Emerald Moth. 
dungeness is the only known place in Britain where 
it is found, due to the growth of wild carrot, another 

rare shingle plant. 13ha of fen and reed habitat 
create important areas for our eurasian 

Bitterns, western Marsh Harriers and 
thriving population of great-crested newts. 

fresh, open water pits cover 
approximately 170ha of the site and are 
an important area for wintering wildfowl 
and migrating waders. Burrowes Pit, one 
of our largest water bodies on the reserve, 

has recently had a makeover. This year we 
have built up the islands out in the pit to provide an 
all-important breeding area for our nationally 
declining seabird species such as Common terns 
and Black-headed gulls, as well as providing a 
spectacular viewing experience for our visitors, 
bringing birds in closer for people to look at.

on a cold winter’s day, it is a delight to sit snug in 
the visitor centre and look out through a huge 
picture window at all the water birds on the large 
gravel pit just outside. often a rare grebe or diver is 
among them, and it is perhaps the best place in the 
uK for watching the delightful smew.

Top: Great White Egret and Grey Heron 
feeding (grahaM Parry)

Above: Marsh Harrier (daVE clarKE)
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The nature trails lead around a series of hides 
where there is an excellent chance of seeing Bitterns 
and Bearded tits in winter. dungeness’s position, 
jutting into the English channel, makes it ideally 
placed to watch for migrant birds arriving or 
departing, with wheatears, swallows, Martins and 
warblers regularly seen. Early spring and autumn is 
also a great time to see passage waders feeding on 
the damp sand islands on Burrowes Pit some of 
which have included temminck’s stints, wood 
sandpipers, Curlew sandpipers and grey plovers. 

during the winter, look out for huge flocks of the 
charismatic northern Lapwing as they group 
together in the skies; their black and white wings 
make them easy to identify. goose and swan 
numbers build up on our lakes and we get a variety 

of these birds visit us over the winter such as the 
Bewick’s swans and white-fronted geese. great 
Cormorants, gulls and Little egrets feed on an 
abundance of fish in the gravel pits. great white 
egrets and grey Herons stand motionless at the 
water’s edge as they patiently wait for their prey to 
swim by. 

eurasian Bitterns are another elusive bird that can 
be seen more frequently over the winter. although 
we have breeding Bitterns here (the unmistakable 
boom of the males being heard for miles during the 
spring) we have a small influx of winter visiting 
bitterns too. They use our reedbed and fresh water 
pits to feed on the abundance of fish and a Marsh 
frog or two. 

western Marsh Harriers are another beautiful 
bird that we have the privilege of being able to see 
almost every day here on the reserve. These birds of 
prey first bred here on the reserve in 2009 and have 
been successful ever since. watch these birds glide 
effortlessly over the reserve in search of their prey 
– their favourite being a poor unsuspecting 
Common Coot, it’s a good job we get thousands of 
them stay on the reserve each winter!

dungeness really is a spectacular place to visit in 
the winter time, the shingle landscape looks 
picturesque after a frost and thanks to the flat 
expanse of land, the sky always looks large and 
bright and the sunsets are well worth staying for too. 

Above left: Male Smew at Dungeness (grahaM Parry)
Below: Sussex emerald moth (louisE KElly)
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a very good year, 16 nest boxes and one mobile 
phone mast, successful. 

one box had six chicks leave, plenty of fives’s and 
fours’ a total of 69 chicks.

Photos show that there were plenty of voles, all 
nests were five or six eggs. The shock result came in 
May, i decided to inspect the Tawny owl box, last year 
there were two baby owls, when i looked in, i had a 
brown wing hit me in the face, when i looked again, i 
could see a Kestrel on six eggs, it never flew out and 
was happy for me to take pictures.

The mystery was, why had it not used the Kestrel 

Kestrel nestbox Update for 2017 
 steve Bainesn

box, which was only 150 yards away, when i got to the 
bottom of the tree with the ladder, another Kestrel 
popped out of the box. five left the owl box 9th June, 
(early) and four left the Kestrel box two weeks later.

The bad news, two boxes had Kestrels in them early 
May, (eggs not known) inspection early June had 
empty nest boxes, also a lovely new box on was not 
used because of disturbance from scaffold work with 
the new roof, which overrun into late april, next year 
should be good.

with more boxes going up over the winter, i will try 
and get 20 next year.

(sTEVE BainEs)
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This internationally famous nature reserve is 
managed by the leicestershire & rutland wildlife 
Trust in partnership with anglian water and provides 
one of the most important wildfowl sanctuaries in 
great Britain, regularly holding in excess of 25,000 
waterfowl. The reserve occupies shore line and 
shallow water lagoons along 9 miles of the western 
end of rutland water and covers a total area of 1000 
acres. it was created in the 1970s with the 
construction of the reservoir. There are over 30 bird 
watching hides and nature trails from two visitor 
centres.

The reserve is also home to the successful rutland 
osprey Project which in 2001 celebrated the first 
western Osprey chick to fledge in central England 
for 150 years. currently several pairs of western 
Ospreys breed in and around rutland water and are 
regularly seen fishing over the reservoir from april – 
september. 

The leicestershire and rutland wildlife Trust is 
justly proud of its long-standing partnership with 
anglian water to manage rutland water nature 
reserve and the completion of the major rutland 
water habitats Project early in 2011 underlined the 
strength and success of this remarkable 
collaboration. The project has extended the nature 

reserve by a further 240 acres (to cover a total area 
of 1000 acres) significantly enhancing it through the 
creation of nine lagoons comprising extensive 
shallow water, snaking islands and wet marginal 
habitats.

when the reservoir was created in 1975, a narrow 
strip of land with an area of 500 acres was set aside 
at the western end as a nature reserve. in addition, 
three large lagoons were created with the ability to 
control water levels to ensure suitable habitat for a 
wide variety of waders and wildfowl throughout the 
year. in lagoon 1 in front of the anglian water 
Birdwatching centre, and lagoon 2, immediately to 
the north, water levels are fairly shallow and are 
attractive to wildfowl such as tufted duck, Coot 
and goosander.

There are extensive muddy banks with small 
islands and channels, which are used by waders and 
terns, both as prime feeding areas and for breeding.

lagoon 3, further north, has much deeper water 
and attracts large numbers of diving ducks. however, 
along its edge is a large Phragmites reed bed which 
hosts an important eurasian reed warbler colony. 
careful management is being carried out in order to 
encourage reed growth and to extend the area of the 
reed bed. around the edges of the lagoons are areas 
of willow scrub and young plantations which were 
established when the reservoir was built and are 
managed by coppicing on a regular basis to ensure 
attractive habitats for warblers and other passerines.

rutland water nature reserve

Above left: Osprey (sTEVE griMwadE)
Above: Yellow Wagtail (sTEVE griMwadE)

 words taken from the Leicestershire & rutland  wildlife trust websiten
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throughout. came the day that we were to install 
the boxes on the 23rd august several equipment 
malfunctions occurred but Peter from the college 
maintenance team managed to come up with 
various ingenious options to skirt around the 
problems. gerry volunteered to ride in the cherry 
picker basket and along with Peter, affixed the 
boxes. The second box in from the right has the 
tweeter within it that is operated from an amplifier 
and its timer situated in the box room behind. 

swift workers recommend that the call device 
operates from early May to late July in the early 
mornings and again in the evenings until dusk to 
encourage birds down from the sky to investigate 
their potential new homes. The sibilant call that 
issues from a tweeter is the sound of a pair of 
swifts duetting in courtship. 

from left to right:-

file: swifts-writtle university college~

Edward Mayer of ‘swift conservation’ came down to 
writtle university college a while ago and gave a talk 
to our society on the decline of the species and the 
various measures that can be adopted to reverse the 
trend. after the event the idea was floated that the 
college had suitable buildings to mount swift boxes 
and so a project was agreed. after viewing several of 
the college’s structures, the Maddison redbrick 
building was found to be the most suitable. it has a 
clear flight line to its northerly elevation and there is 
an eaves overhang that the birds seem to favour. we 
decided on six swift boxes and also to install a call 
device to speed the take-up. chelmsford is an Essex 
swift stronghold for swifts so the location is ideal. 

we liaised with alan roscoe of the college, senior 
lecturer and research technician of environmental 
studies, who was our contact at the college 

swift project Update
 John smartn

Right: Peter from college maintenance,  
Alan Roscoe and Gerry Johnson.
(PhoTos: John sMarT)
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Abberton reservoir by david wimpress 

Bird reports May–October 2017

all the photos appearing in the following Bird reports section have appeared on our website, it is disappointing to 
see that there have been few or no photos posted from some areas of the country.

The society wishes to thank all the members that contribute to these reports and the members that collate 
them together to give a ‘feel’ for the species that are seen throughout the different areas and habitats around the 
county.

Most notes published in this section of Essex Birding are gathered by individuals or groups of other local birders. 
some records come from logs, kept at wildlife trust and other centres. casual birders, as well as experienced and 
proficient field observers and some professional naturalists, have access to these, so logs have been carefully 
checked and in some obvious cases ‘unlikely’ sightings will have been expunged at that stage. records of some 
commoner species added to logs by members of the public visiting a site may be happily accepted, but there is 
still potential for errors and mistakes. Therefore, as always, the advice is read, enjoy but recognise that while 
almost all news is accurate, authenticated records will appear only in the Essex Bird Report. For the Langdon Hills & 
Thameside and Wat Tyler reports, Andrew Cox has used a few records from the Southend RSPB website; Graham Mee 
has given permission for this. 

Many thanks are expressed to all those who make the effort and report their sightings, to the diligent log 
scrutinisers and not forgetting the dedicated reporters and to those birdwatchers who share their records with 
them. if not done so already can you please send all your relevant records for 2017 to the senior county recorder, 
Mick tracey (micktrac@aol.com), not forgetting to use the six-column ‘Excel’ format to make things easier to 
process the thousands of records received.  when submitting records, please look at the society website or the 
most recent Essex Bird Report to see whether any full descriptions are required in the case of species which are 
currently considered rare or vagrant in the county. Thank you.

This report has been composed in 
specific order with comments 
where appropriate and the dates of 
passage migrants, less common 
and rarer birds as recorded, mainly 
on the Society blog. Those species 
present but not meriting special 
mention are listed at the end. 
Please note that wildfowl numbers 
reflect only the observations of 
visitors and WeBS count results may 
well contain far greater numbers: 
these will appear in the 2017 Essex 
Bird Report as will any records of 
proven breeding.

Mandarin duck a female was in 
the south-eastern corner of the 
layer Breton causeway on July 
19th.
Barnacle goose one was seen in a 
canada goose flock from July 1st 
onwards.
Canada goose 1039 birds were 
counted on July 19th.
egyptian goose 40 seen in 
september was probably a site 
record for this now regular local 
breeder. Earlier on June 24th a 
goose was seen swimming fast 
close to the bank along the 
western side of the layer Breton 

causeway as her small gosling 
made its way south by running 
along the water’s edge!
Mute swan 220, including pair 
with two or three cygnets were 
counted on July 20th.
shelduck six were present on 
august 22nd.
[ruddy shelduck] one was seen 
in flight and then at layer de la 
haye causeway on september 
30th.
[Cape shelduck] one appeared 
on october 22nd and was 
present until the 25th at least.
wigeon a drake remained on 
May 5th. The first returning bird 
was seen on July 28th.
gadwall 150 was counted on 
July 20th and included six broods 
totalling 18 ducklings.
Mallard four females had a total 
of 13 ducklings in tow, by layer 
de la haye causeway on May 
22nd.
pintail The first returning bird 
was seen on august 3rd and there 
were nine present at the end of 
the month. increases through 
september led to 120 totalled by 
month’s end and by october 
28th 150 were present.

teal The first returning birds were 
six seen on July 20th. Present 
thereafter in increasing strength.
garganey four juveniles were in 
wigborough Bay in the early 
morning of July 22nd and 11 
were seen on the 30th, seven of 
them in wigborough Bay and 
four in hide Bay. a single bird was 
seen on september 13th-14th. 
shoveler 412 were counted in 
mid-october.
red-crested pochard Two female 
or immature birds were among 
Coots in wigborough Bay on 
august 17th after which up to six 
were seen on occasion until 
mid-september. one female had 
a noticeably pale head.
pochard a peak count of 336 was 
made on July 20th but numbers 
had fallen to 158 by october 
20th.
scaup a juvenile, just possibly a 
hybrid was in hide Bay on august 
6th and a male logged on 
september 29th.
tufted duck 670, present on July 
20th, was the highest count by an 
observer during the period.
Common scoter a drake was 
seen on July 20th.
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on the 25th, seven were seen 
together on the 27th and lastly, 
two were present on september 
20th.
Lapwing a pair was present 
through May and on June 1st a 
juvenile was with one adult so 
breeding success very probable. a 
dozen were counted on the 29th 
and exactly a month later 76 were 
present, including 32 juveniles. 
Thereafter, there were between 20 
and 35 present through to 
mid-august and numbers then 
increased steadily with 60 in early 
september, 100 by the 15th and 
170 by the 20th and c250 were 
present into october with a high 
of c300 on the 20th..
golden plover single birds were 
reported on august 22nd and 30th 
and 20 on the 20th. in september 
there were 275 present on the 
19th. Two were present on 
october 20th and 30 flew over 
wigborough Bay on the 28th.
ringed plover 17 passed through 
on august 22nd and single birds on 
the 27th and september 7th. There 
were then nine on the 13th, four 
next day, six on the 21st, four on 
the 22nd and 28th and eight and 
seven respectively on the last two 
days of the month. four were 
present on october 7th with a 
high count of 44 on the 20th and 
40 on the 25th. nearly all were on 
wigborough Bay where just one 
was present on the 28th.
Little ringed plover during the 
breeding period there was a 
successful nest east of the 
southern side of layer de la haye 
causeway with three chicks seen 
with parents and another adult 
with four young on the same day, 
May 16th. it appears that one 
family of three were successful 
and that three of four chicks 
survived of the other: certainly 

disturbance at one or more local 
sites for this now common species.
spoonbill one on august 1st; one 
on the 25th and two next day; 
these seen mutually preening. 
There were then two, one 
immature, from september 6th to 
14th, with just the adult remaining 
next day.
Osprey one, possibly two, seen on 
July 28th.with one carrying a fish 
later that day and another, again 
with a fish, on august 1st. 
red Kite Two reports: one on June 
22nd and another on august 12th.
Marsh Harrier one was seen on 
May 29th. a pair was reported on 
June 29th and two males seen on 
July 20th. a male was in 
wigborough Bay on the 28th. 
single birds were recorded on 
august 6th, 11th, 12th and 22nd 
with two on the 31st. single birds 
were then reported on numerous 
dates for the rest of the period 
with the last, a male, seen on 
october 28th.
sparrowhawk a female was near 
abberton church on July 20th. a 
juvenile female was seen on 
august 20th and other females on 
september 16th and 30th. There 
was one other hawk reported on 
october 19th.
Common Buzzard Through the 
period there were regular reports 
of ones and twos with three on 
august11th and 22nd and 
september 30th and of four 
september 2nd, 4th, and 16th with 
two on october 25th. however, 14 
on august 31st was clear evidence 
of passage birds.
Coot highest count of the period 
was of 1410 on July 5th.
Oystercatcher .reported only on 
May 21st and september 14th.
Avocet Two were seen on May 
12th, and two on august 2nd and 
4th. There were three birds present 

goldeneye The first seen were 
four on July 28th: an unusually 
early date. four, three females and 
a male, were seen on october 
20th.
goosander an early returnee was 
seen below abberton church on 
october 14th. four were present 
on the 28th.
red-legged partridge four were 
present on both May 15th and 
september 7th.
Black-throated diver a bird in a 
full summer plumage was visible 
from abberton church viewpoint 
from May 4th to 6th.
great Crested grebe The largest 
summer count was of 150 birds, 
apparently mainly non-breeders 
but there were 810 by mid 
october. There were no reports of 
breeding success.
Black-necked grebe one on 
august 31st was followed by 
between two and four in early 
september with the last reported 
on the 11th of that month.
Little grebe few but numbers had 
increased to seven by the middle 
of october.
Cormorant 400 of this 
omnipresent species were 
reported on July 20th 
grey Heron Bred. The largest 
number recorded were the 15 
present on september 30th.
great white egret a single bird 
was seen on July 8th and another 
on the 31st. This bird stayed 
throughout august and it was seen 
in september up to the 6th. The 
next report was of one present on 
the 27th and 30th and on october 
1st, 9th and 25th with two seen on 
the 28th.
Little egret Bred.57 reported on 
august 16th was exceptional with 
between ten and 29 being the 
other multiple counts submitted: 
possibly there was major 

From left to right: Osprey (Paul chaMBErlain); Spoonbill and Temminks Stint (PETEr TrisTon)
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with single birds on five days and 
two on the 6th and 10th and three 
on the 20th.a autumn passage 
began with one on august 30th 
and there were single birds on five 
dates in september with three on 
the 11th and four on the 22nd. 
Two on october 2nd and 4th were 
followed by birds on the 7th, 15th 
and then two on the 22nd.
Common redshank single birds 
were seen on July 20th and 24th 
and three were recorded on the 
30th in august single birds were 
reported on the 1st, 11th, 17th 
20th and 25th with two on the 4th 
and 10th and three on the 22nd.
sanderling four were seen 
together on May 16th.
Curlew sandpiper two juveniles 
were present on september 1st; 
then another two from the 20th to 
30th. Two further birds appeared 
on october 24th.
temminck’s stint one was seen 
on May 10th.
Little stint The first of the autumn 
appeared on september 20th. 
There were three next day. There 
was clearly a heavy passage on the 
19th and 20th with claims of 
sightings ranging from 15 to 22 
birds. Three were seen on october 
3rd, five on the 19th and 20th and 
three on the 28th.
dunlin ones and twos were seen 
from august 4th with three to six 
from the 14th onwards and eight 
on the 23rd the largest number 
that month. september was not 
much better with 13 on october 
19th and 20th comfortably the 
highest number reported. Just one 
was reported on october 28th.
turnstone one on May 10th and 
another on august 22nd.
ruff one of five males seen on 
July 20th retained almost 
complete summer dress. The next 
report was on august 4th and 
through that month the species 
was recorded on most days with 
the highest numbers 14 on the 
22nd and 15 on the 30th. 
september saw numbers in flocks 
higher but large variations as birds 
passed through with the notable 
totals being 37 on the 14th and a 
remarkable 56 on the 30th. There 
were several dates to mid-october 

there from september 13th to 
20th, one then remaining to 
october 1st and it or a fourth bird 
seen on the 25th. 
green sandpiper Two were seen 
on July 20th.and 24th and on the 
30th.Birds were recorded on 
august 11th, 19th, 20th, 22nd 
(five), 23rd and 25th (two). in 
september there were two on the 
2nd, 4th and 6th , nine were 
reported on the 7th and two on the 
14th with singles on the 15th and 
17th. in october there were 
individuals on the 14th and 15th.
Common sandpiper spring 
passage was reported on May 7th 
and 10th with two together on the 
second date. a single bird was seen 
on June 29th and autumn passage 
got underway from July 19th with 
small numbers following nine on 
the 20th. The peak number 
recorded was 11 on august 9th and 
12th and small numbers passed 
through during september with 
single birds reported on three days 
in october, the last of which was 
on the 15th. 
wood sandpiper Two were seen 
from island hide on august 1st.
spotted redshank Two full 
summer-plumaged birds were seen 
on July 19th. . another two were 
present on august 23rd. on 
september 2nd a flock of 23 were 
seen, followed by 11 on the 7th 
and three on the 10th. 11 were 
passing through on the 14th and a 
late bird was seen on october 
22nd.
greenshank spring passage 
occurred from May 4th to 20th 

there were a number of juveniles 
seen subsequently. reports of up 
to seven birds during May were 
followed by up to three seen 
through June. There was evidence 
of continuing passage up to the 
third week of september with 
usually single to four birds 
involved but peaks of 17 on august 
22nd and 13 on the 30th. There 
were late birds on october 15th 
and 19th with a juvenile present 
next day.
Common snipe one was heard 
calling on august 12th.
Black-tailed godwit six were the 
first returning birds on July 20th. 
There was a pronounced passage 
movement late that month with 
34 on the 27th followed by 76 on 
the 25th and 64 on the 30th. 
Between 20 and 50 were present 
on most days in early august but 
from the 12th to the 22nd reports 
of up to 150 seen, possibly 
representing further arrivals. later 
the highest records were of 40 on 
the 25th and 60 on the 30th. 
numbers were low through 
september with eight on the 7th 
the largest until month’s end when 
30 were seen october 28th 50 
were present.
Curlew one was seen on august 
30th.
whimbrel Eight, possibly nine, 
passed through on May 4th and 
five seen on July 8th were 
returning birds. 
pectoral sandpiper a good period 
for this pretty rare wader with a 
bird in wigborough Bay from 
august 25th to 31st. and two 
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There were no more seen until 
august 27th when a juvenile was 
logged. a female was reported on 
the 30th and next day a pair seen. 
in september there were single 
birds on the 2nd, 15th and 30th 
with two seen on the 21st. 
singletons were present on 
october 15th, 19th, 20th, 25th 
and 28th.
Barn Owl There were just two 
reports blogged: on May 29th and 
July 30th.
swift adverse weather conditions 
brought 100 over the reservoir on 
May 4th and 5th and again on the 
29th. The last report of this species 
was of two on august 19th.
Kingfisher single birds were seen 
on July 22nd, august 2nd and 
october 1st and 14th but more 
interesting was the presence of 
three on september 17th around 
willows on layer de la haye 
causeway.
great spotted woodpecker only 
one reporter logged this species: 
on august 6th.
green woodpecker seen on July 
20th and 24th, august 31st and 
october 15th.
skylarks 30 were counted on 
october 20th.
sand Martin gatherings of 100 
were recorded on May 4th, august 
10th and september 7th. There 
were 200 present on July 28th and 
august 1st with 150 remaining 
two days later These numbers 
were comfortably surpassed when 
c500 of this species were with 
hundreds of other hirundines on 
september 14th and 15th after 
which all appear to have migrated.
swallow 50 were present on May 
2nd and 100 on the 4th. Thereafter 
just local birds were present until 
July 20th when 100 were reported. 
in august there were 200 on the 

10th and on september30th.
stock dove six were seen on 
May16th and a pair on the 29th. 
seven were reported on august 
28th with thee next day. flocking 
saw 14 present by october 20th.
turtle dove it is pleasing to report 
that this much declined species 
was at least around the site during 
the summer with one seen on May 
13th and purring birds on July 5th 
and 7th (two individuals together), 
8th, 20th, 24th and 27th There 
were two august reports of single 
birds on the 2nd and 6th.
Cuckoo up to three calling birds 
were present through May with a 
hepatic female seen as well as a 
male on the 16th. There was also 
one on June 1st and a juvenile was 
seen on september 2nd.
Kestrel Present throughout with 
the largest total being two pairs 
with two or three juveniles and this 
little falcon certainly bred close by. 
later there were five Kestrels 
around the site on one occasion 
and four on five occasions.
Merlin one was reported on 
september 30th and a female was 
seen over wigborough Bay on 
october 28th.
Hobby single birds were present 
on three dates in May with three 
on the 4th and four seen on the 
6th. in July there were reports of 
individuals on the 7th and 20th 
and on the 28th one of two birds 
present drove off a Peregrine! after 
this there were no sightings in July, 
then single birds on august 2nd, 
19th and 22nd with two seen on 
the 6th. one was reported on 
september 1st and two were on 
site on the 14th following reports 
of one on the previous day. The last 
was seen on the 16th. 
peregrine single birds were 
reported on May 6th.and 28th. 

when more than a dozen were 
present and there were 20 to be 
seen on the 19th and 20th and 17 
on the 25th but on the 28th only 
two remained.
red-necked phalarope a juvenile 
appeared in wigborough Bay on 
august 23rd and was there for the 
next three days. on the 27th it or 
another was found below abberton 
church; then two were there 
remaining until september 4th.
Black-headed gull 1040 were 
counted on september 17th!
Little gull spring passage produced 
single birds on May 1st, 2nd and 
6th and three on the 10th.
Common gull individuals were 
present on July 27th and august 
10th, with four next day and on 
september 7th and 14th with five 
on october 22nd.
Mediterranean gull a winter-
plumaged bird was seen on august 
30th and others on september 7th, 
14th and october 22nd.
Yellow-legged gull an adult was in 
Peldon Bay on august 22nd.
Black Tern The first migrant of the 
period was seen on June 29th and 
between one and three were 
present on 17 days up to 
september 22nd.
white-winged Black tern This 
attractive rarity was seen on 
september 3rd.
Arctic tern four were present for a 
while on May 6th and a single bird 
was reported on september 10th.
Common tern already present in 
numbers at the beginning of May, 
this species bred and results will no 
doubt appear in the 2017 Essex 
Bird report. Maximum number 
reported present was 50 on July 
20th and the latest date of a 
sighting was september 14th.
sandwich tern Two of these rare 
visitor here were reported on May 

From left to right: Red-necked Phalaropes and Little Gull (sEan nixon); Turtle Dove and Whinchat (PETEr TrisTon)
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august 6th. six birds were seen on 
the 22nd and eight on the 30th 
then in october a single sighting 
on the 15th was followed by that 
of 17 flocked near abberton 
church on the 20th which had 
increased to 27 by the 28th.
Linnet only up to four birds were 
apparently present through the 
breeding season but in late 
september between 150 and 200 
were counted on the site with 
c150 on the 19th october and 
100 reported three days later. 
goldfinch large post breeding 
flocks were noted as follows: July 
24th: 85; august 10th: c100; 
31st:40; september 2nd:100; 14th: 
c150; 21st: 85; and 30th: 50.
Bullfinch There were birds at 
abberton church and on the south 
side of the main reservoir on July 
20th.
The following species were present 
but called for no comments: 
greylag goose, pheasant, 
Moorhen, Herring gull, great 
Black-backed gull, Lesser 
Black-backed gull, Feral rock 
dove, wood pigeon, Collared 
dove, wren, dunnock, song 
thrush, Blackbird, robin, great 
tit, Blue tit, Long-tailed tit , Jay, 
Magpie, Jackdaw, rook, Carrion 
Crow, Chaffinch and greenfinch.

Butterflies reported included 
Brown argus (July 24th), clouded 
yellow (august 27th and october 
25th:’many’with small white & 
red admirals.

singing and one on august 6th, five 
on the 12th and one on september 
21st.
willow warbler one was present 
on June 1st, one on July 20th and 
24th.
Blackcap only recorded on May 
16th and June 1st.
garden warbler one was seen on 
May 29th and another on august 
21st.
Lesser whitethroat Birds were 
seen on May 16th, 29th (two), and 
august 12th (12!) and 25th (two).
Common whitethroat Three 
present on May 16th and single 
birds on the 29th and august 17th.
treecreeper one on June 29th.
starling 150 present on July 20th 
included numerous juveniles 
andc500 were present on october 
20th.
Yellowhammer single birds were 
seen on May 16th and 29th and of 
six present on July 5th, one male 
was in song. Eight territories were 
noted on July 20th.
reed Bunting six birds were seen 
on July 20th and singletons on 
october 15th and 20th but 
doubtless under-reported.
Corn Bunting Three birds were 
seen on May 16th and four on the 
29th with one on July 8th a more 
positive sighting resulted in three 
territories with pairs on the 20th 
and three again on the 24th. an 
adult was with three juveniles on 

19th, c700 on the 30th followed 
by ‘many passing’ on september 
10th and 500 on the 14th: these 
were virtually gone next day! The 
latest bird was seen on october 
3rd. 
House Martin 15 were present on 
May 2nd and double this number 
on the 29th. c50 were recorded on 
July 20th and 100 on september 
7th. 50 were present on the 13th 
and next day one observer 
counted c700 with other 
hirundines; this reducing to just 50 
next day. The last reported were 
five on october 2nd.
Meadow pipit Eight were present 
on July 20th and in september 
there was a passage over of around 
50 birds on the 14th. 25 were 
counted on october 19th and 
20th and 20 remained on the 25th.
Yellow wagtail Between one and 
six were reported through to 
september 22nd when the last six 
were seen. There was a peak of ten 
on July 29th. 
white wagtail one was present 
between september 22nd and 
30th. 
pied wagtail large numbers of 
this species featured this period: of 
30 seen on July 20th, half were 
juveniles. no fewer than 93 were 
counted on august 12th and 40 
were present on september 22nd.
grey wagtail one was seen on 
october 19th, 20th and 25th.
nightingale singing bird present 
on May 2nd, 4th, 10th and 29th.
whinchat Two were reported on 
august 20th, 22nd and 23rd and 
Three were present on september 
1st and 2nd.
stonechat one was seen on 
august 30th and october brought 
reports of birds on the 3rd and 
15th and of a pair on the 20th and 
two pairs on the 25th.
Cetti’s warbler singing male were 
reported on July 20th, 24th, 
august 6th, september 21st and 
22nd and two on october 14th 
and 20th. 
reed warbler records of birds 
singing on May 16th, June 8th, July 
20th and august 6th.
sedge warbler single birds were 
reported on May 24th, and 
probably the same individual on 
July 20th and 24th.
Chiffchaff one on June 24th 
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in May, with the migrants now 
settling in to join resident birds 
in breeding activity, sylvia 
warblers were well represented 
with Common whitethroats 
singing in most of the field 
hedges, and eight or nine 
territories held at each of the 
Bradwell obs., asheldham Pits 
and Mark farm, Tillingham sites. 
Blackcap followed with eight 
singing males at asheldham, and 
a few at most other suitable 
sites along with Lesser 
whitethroats. The Bradwell 
borrow dykes probably held the 
most reed bed warblers, seven 
sedge and four reed plus one 
Cetti’s. ramsey Marsh also had a 
Cetti’s’ singing, plus one or more 
pairs of sedge and reed 
warblers. all these sites could 
i’m sure support many more 
pairs than are actually present! 
Chiffchaffs were widespread 
though limited by habitat 
suitability, but just one record of 
willow warbler, from Bradwell 
obs. There were two Cuckoos 
singing at Bradwell and one each 
at Mark farm and st lawrence 
Village – both the latter 
continued to be heard regularly 
through their season. There were 
two turtle doves at Bradwell on 
the 7th. on my BBs count on the 
28th a goldcrest was singing at 
asheldham Pits, presumably a 
resident, and hopefully breeding, 
rather than a migrant, but in 
some hedgerow ivy and not the 
small pine plantation where i 
have heard them in the 
past. another interesting record 
from that visit was the presence 
of six pochard on what was 
formerly the EwT reserve pit 
(now a fishing lake) raptors 
included four Marsh Harriers at 
Bradwell on the 7th, including an 
immature pair observed making 
a food pass; a pair were again 
present on the 31st, and the 
peregrine nest box on Power 
station reactor one was seen to 
contain a chick. There were 20 
Little tern off Bradwell on the 
20th, and two Mediterranean 

gulls on the 28th. lingering 
waders included Bar-tailed 
godwit, sanderling and six 
whimbrel. on the weBs count, 
there were still 122 Brent geese 
hanging around, and that survey 
also recorded a large gull peak, 
130 Herring gulls and 66 
Lesser Black-back gulls.

on June 7th a red Kite was 
seen over the fields opposite 
down hall residential home, 
Bradwell. a Hobby was at 
Bradwell on the 18th, and 
sightings of Marsh Harrier 
peaked with 6 on the 28th. one 
was also noted on the ramsey 
Marsh weBs count. late in the 
month a turtle dove was singing 
in the woods around Bradwell 
Brook, bordering the Mark farm 
fields, and a further two doves 
were under the obs. feeders on 
the 25th. a late Cuckoo was 
singing at Mark farm on the 26th. 
incredibly it seems, migration 
was under way again; returning 
waders included Curlew, grey 
plover and whimbrel, and from 
the obs. 320 swifts were logged 
flying south in a prolonged 
movement from late morning to 
mid-afternoon. on the same day 
there were 75 swallows feeding 
over the salt marsh, and two 
Cuckoos and two adult Hobby 

were noted on the 28th.
in July, hirundine movements 

became more apparent, with a 
day-long light passage of some 
100 swallows and 40 sand 
Martins off Bradwell on the 9th, 
and on the 16th a further 100 
swallows and 20 swifts. Terns 
also featured, some such as the 
sandwich terns on the 9th (two) 
and 30th (four) presumably 
migrating, but at least six of a 
total 19 Common terns still 
breeding as they were observed 
regularly passing with fish in the 
direction of Peewit island. 
Common gulls, 13 adult and one 
1st summer, were also seen on 
the 12th. Marsh Harrier and 
Hobby were reported regularly 
from Bradwell, and the Cetti’s 
warbler was singing again on the 
othona Pond. Meanwhile 
highlights of the ramsey weBs 
count were Marsh Harrier, Little 
grebe and ten gadwall. on 
august 6th a harbour Porpoise 
was sighted in mid-river off the 
stone, st lawrence Bay. nearby 
ramsey Marsh featured on the 
10th with a report of 23 
whimbrel, and 80 House 
Martins on the 14th. Two Brent 
geese were on the st lawrence-
Bradwell weBs count, with 40 
pochard a notable record for 
steeple Bay. at Bradwell on the 
20th, between sales Point and 
Marsh house there were 20 Little 

dengie peninsula by Judith ross
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gardens, with 30 at Bradwell on 
the 20th; along with a Firecrest 
in the obs. garden. The passage of 
other warblers continued with 
the star bird a Yellow-browed 
warbler in the elms beside the 
track from the car park to st 
Peters’ chapel on the 26th. deal 
hall once again produced some 
good records, 38 Little egrets, 40 
Little terns, seven wheatear and 
three whinchat on the 2nd; and 
on the 16th, two grey 
phalaropes were seen on the sea 
before flying off to a nearby roost 
site. other records from the obs. 
on the 13th were Merlin, spotted 
Flycatcher and Yellow wagtail, 
and on the 20th, 13 Common 
scoter and a dark phase Arctic 
skua offshore, and a peak passage 
of 800 swallows. That day also 
saw a good butterfly count - 
clouded yellow, comma, 20 red 
admiral, Peacock, holly Blue and 
small heath. wader numbers 
were building, Bar-tailed godwit 
and Knot each at 2000, 
sanderling 150, Oystercatcher 
3500 and Curlew 140. a Curlew 
sandpiper was on the st 
lawrence-Bradwell sector. The 
presence of two juvenile Marsh 
Harriers over the ramsey Marsh 
reed beds suggested a successful 
nest in that area.

on october 1st at Bradwell 
there were still 20 swallows and 
two House Martins, and a 

egrets, 34 Common terns, nine 
stock doves and a selection of 
passerines 80 Linnets, 140 
starlings, ten Yellow wagtails, 
spotted Flycatcher and 
wheatear. The deal hall area 
produced some interesting 
records with a tern passage on 
the 22nd of 16 Common, ten 
Little, three sandwich and one 
Arctic, and on the same date a 
Merlin and five wheatear; on 
the 23rd, seven Hobbies 
including four migrating 
together. The Little egret count 
there was up to 35 on the 29th, 
and on that day there was also a 
spotted redshank and six 
wheatear; and best of all 
perhaps, as proof of breeding for 
an uncommon species, a pair of 
grey partridge with ten 
juveniles.

late august waders on the 
move included 73 whimbrel, 
600 Bar-tailed godwit, 120 
sanderling, 2000 
Oystercatchers, and passerine 
migrants included 120 swallows 
feeding along the sea wall, 
whitethroats, Blackcap, 
Chiffchaff, reed warbler and 
Yellow wagtail.

september saw the start of a 
dynamic autumn! a Chiffchaff 
influx, with the first goldcrest 
among them, was apparent 
throughout the dengie area, 
from farm hedges to village 

Foulness island by dr Chris Lewis

Breeding Birds: 
99 species were recorded during 
the three months May to July. of 
these 63 species bred or probably 
bred and a further nine species 
possibly bred in 2017.

as has been the case for several 
years our surveys on foulness have 
been hampered by limited 
numbers of people available and 
no survey was carried out on 
Potton island. coverage was 
consequently incomplete, though 

please note that weBs counts are available on the FaBs group website: https://sites.google.com/site/
foulnessareabirdsurveygroup/

better than in 2016. reported 
numbers of breeding pairs should 
be regarded as the minimum 
number present and will be a 
significant underestimate for 
many species.

Three pairs of Mute swan were 
recorded but i am not aware of any 
nest-building. seven pairs of 
greylag were seen but as in 2016 
no young were reported. 45 pairs 
of Canada geese produced 56 
juveniles. a feral Barnacle goose 

remained with the non-breeding 
Canada goose flock throughout. 
Two (non-breeding) Brent geese 
were seen on 3rd June on the 
Thameside coast. 33 pairs of 
shelduck represented a significant 
recovery from last year’s all time 
low, though the number of 
juveniles seen (19) was the same. 
Three pairs of gadwall were seen 
in May and early June and possibly 
bred. one pair of teal were present 
on new England island throughout 
and were seen with two well 

juvenile Hobby; on the 4th, five 
pinkfoot geese, 15 Chiffchaff 
and two redpoll, and on the 8th 
a ring Ouzel in the obs. garden. 
however, deal hall once again 
was the place to be – from there 
were seen on the 3rd, two 
Leach’s petrel, three Arctic skua, 
short-eared Owl, female Merlin, 
two wheatear and 40 Little 
egret. on the 6th, an adult 
Long-tailed skua, Brambling, 25 
gannet and 300 Brent geese 
were recorded. But the highlight 
of the month from that vantage 
point was the sighting, by two 
Bradwell birders, of a large petrel, 
described as resembling a small 
shearwater in profile and flight, 
all dark above and below but with 
a pale belly. after some 
discussion (by text!) the likely 
identification was concluded to 
be Fea’s petrel! (don’t know if 
this is an official record yet!) on 
the 8th somebody took a stroll 
from deal hall to Burnham, and 
was rewarded with an eclectic list 
including one turtle dove, two 
Brambling, two redpoll, six 
redwing, Merlin inbound, one 
goldeneye, two eider and one 
Mediterranean gull. at Burnham 
itself on the 10th, a Black 
redstart was seen on the 
waterfront near the rcyc. near 
the end of the month, 25 
Fieldfare and five redwings were 
at Mark farm. 
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wakering stairs at the end of July 
and no Little tern were reported 
at all.

our survey recorded ten singing 
turtle dove and 21 ‘singing’ 
Cuckoo. a Quail was flushed on 
new England island on 4th June.

we are only aware of one pair of 
Barn Owl and no Little Owl 
breeding this year. Three short-
eared Owl were seen on 7th May 
but not subsequently. 

four pairs of green woodpecker 
were seen with two juveniles but 
no great spotted woodpeckers 
were reported during the breeding 
season.

The following passerine records 
are worthy of mention: skylark 
-138 singing males; House Martin 
– 19 occupied nests; Meadow 
pipit – 32 pairs; Yellow wagtail 
– 29 pairs; nightingale – seven 
singing at wakering stairs and one 
at Bennet’s Butt (highest ever 
total); song thrush (two pairs); 
Cetti’s warbler are continuing to 
increase – five singing at foulness 
Point and present throughout and 
two singing at wakering stairs 
(highest ever total); sedge 
warbler - 13 singing; reed 
warbler 15 singing; Blackcap 11 
singing; Lesser whitethroat – nine 
singing; Common whitethroat 
– 193 singing; reed Bunting - 34 
pairs; Corn Bunting - 19 pairs.
August 
The weBs count on 13th 
produced: 131 Little egret, a new 
record high count for the foulness 
area of nine Buzzard, a ruff, 29 
whimbrel, 18 Common 
sandpiper, six green sandpiper, a 
spotted redshank, 20 
greenshank, 40 Yellow wagtails 
and ten wheatear.
september
little to report: five whinchat on 
3rd; a redstart and the only 
spotted Flycatcher of the year on 
9th.
October
a Black Brant was seen among 
8000 dark-bellied Brent geese 
on the Thameside coast on 
22nd. we have noted an almost 
complete absence of juveniles in 
the Brent goose flocks so far this 
autumn – just four seen. a ring 
Ouzel was at haven Point on 28th.

Oystercatcher 58 pairs, redshank 
27 pairs and Lapwing four pairs. 
ringed plover were seen but it is 
unclear than any breeding pairs 
were present.

non-breeding waders present 
during the summer included 
whimbrel, with a highest count of 
15 on 7th May, green sandpiper 
– five on 15th July and 
greenshank – five on 7th July.

Black-headed gulls bred in 
three colonies: 90 pairs with 58 
juveniles recorded on the new 
England creek ‘tern’ raft; 32 pairs 
with 17 juveniles on the scrapes at 
fishermans head; and 12 pairs 
with no reported juveniles on the 
ironworks in stillwaters. The 
roof-nesting large gull colony in 
the fleet area was reported to have 
18 pairs of Herring gull and one 
pair of Lesser Black-backed gull. 

on 7th May 2 pairs of Common 
tern were seen attempting to 
compete with the Black-headed 
gulls on the new England creek 
raft; they were not present on 
subsequent visits and there are no 
records of them breeding 
elsewhere in the foulness area. 
one sandwich tern was seen at 

grown juveniles on 15th July. 32 
pairs of Mallard were seen with 23 
juveniles. four pairs of pochard 
were recorded with 30 juveniles 
and 11 pairs of tufted duck with 
16 juveniles.

seven pairs of Little grebe bred 
this year, but only one juvenile was 
reported; and no great Crested 
grebes were reported all summer.

The heronry at East newlands 
seems to be in decline with just 
seven occupied nests of Little egret 
and two of grey Heron. one pair of 
Little egret bred at wakering stairs.

Marsh Harrier, sparrowhawk, 
Buzzard and peregrine were all 
present through the summer but 
there was no good evidence of 
breeding in the foulness area. 
seven pairs of Kestrel were 
recorded and there were several 
sightings of Hobby (migrant) in 
May and June. 

nine pairs of Moorhen and 13 
pairs of Coot bred.

Breeding waders’ numbers were 
slightly higher than in 2016, but 
remain relatively low: Avocet seven 
pairs with 11 juveniles; 

Barn Owl (sEan nixon)
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sandpipers on the 23rd were 
probably the first returning birds. a 
Kingfisher was seen on both 
lagoons in the last week and 
regular sightings of Hobby 
suggested that a pair was nesting 
adjacent to the north which was 
proved to be the case with the 
presence of two juveniles in late 
July. with levels dropping slightly, 
exposed mud on the island 
attracted both Avocet and juvenile 
Little ringed plover on the 27th.
July
The first brood of tufted ducks 
was between the lagoons on the 
1st and a male Purple Emperor, the 
second record for the reservoir 
after one in July 2008, was sunning 
itself near the south 
lagoon. white letter and Purple 
hairstreaks were being reported 
from the reserve and Marbled 
whites were still being seen at the 
north end. a redshank from the 
hides and five Common 
sandpipers on the west Bank on 
the 2nd confirmed that the return 
movement was underway. The first 
of three juvenile Marsh Harriers 
was on the wing on the 4th; the 
family dispersed at the end of the 
month but they or others 
continued to be seen on a regular 

least eight were recorded over the 
next few weeks.
June
heavy rain meant that water levels 
were now very high. The first of at 
least three broods of Common 
pochard was on the north lagoon 
on the 1st and another two broods 
of red-crested pochard were 
found near the hides in the first 
week; with five broods on the 
north lagoon on the 9th, seven is a 
good number given that the most 
recent estimate (2014) for 
breeding pairs for the country is 
between 30 and 40. as ever at this 
time of year, colder, windy weather 
brought in large numbers of 
Common swifts on the 7th and 
8th but warm conditions on the 
13th produced a male red-veined 
darter and by the 23rd there were 
at least nine including two pairs 
coupled on the south lagoon. The 
only other known record was a 
male in 2012 but more surprising 
and confusing was the appearance 
of a significant number of tenerals 
from mid-July. The southern 
European theme continued with a 
hummingbird hawk-moth on the 
23rd. a few pairs of Common tern 
appeared to be settled on the raft 
near lyster hide and two green 

May
The Black tern was still present on 
the 1st with another on the 6th 
and wader passage comprised 
Little ringed plover, whimbrel, 
green and Common sandpiper 
and greenshank. Two pairs of 
Lapwings were showing interest in 
the newly cleared area of the 
south lagoon with another joining 
the Oystercatchers on the island 
and a tawny Owl was peering 
from one of the nest boxes. water 
levels were falling and an enlarged 
island attracted 12 Black-tailed 
godwits on the 2nd and a pair of 
Bar-tailed godwits on the 4th. 
Both ringed and Little ringed 
plover were there on the 7th and 
two Hobbies, two Arctic terns 
and three Little egrets were all 
reported during the day. cold 
northerly winds for a couple of 
days at the start of the second 
week brought in huge numbers of 
hirundines and Common swifts. 
Two dunlin were on the island on 
the 8th and three more Black 
terns paid a brief visit the next day 
but the Oystercatchers, having 
decided on a nesting site, appeared 
to give up after a couple of days 
although they stayed until July, 
occasionally joined by a third 
bird. at least two Hobbies were 
now being recorded regularly, 
possibly four pairs of Common 
Buzzard were nesting at various 
points around the reservoir and a 
red Kite drifted through on 
the13th followed by three the next 
day and another on the 
31st. waders continued to trickle 
through with two greenshank on 
the15th and a Little ringed plover 
on the 16th but heavy rain in the 
third week meant the island was 
shrinking again. Two great white 
egrets landed briefly on the north 
lagoon on the afternoon of the 
17th, there were four lapwing 
chicks on the newly cleared south 
lagoon on the 21st and the first 
broods of red-crested pochard 
and Cetti’s warbler were on the 
north lagoon on the 23rd. 
Bearded tits again bred 
successfully there with the first 
two juveniles on the 30th and at 

Hanningfield reservoir by david Acfield

Common Sandpiper (daVid halE)
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13 colour ringed great Black-
backed gulls have been recorded 
since 2011, usually in september 
and almost always originating 
from and returning to the 
Vest-agder region of southern 
norway but a juvenile bird on the 
5th was ringed in syddanmark in 
denmark in June, the second from 
that area; nine days later it was in 
northern france. a juvenile 
Mediterranean gull visited the 
island briefly on the 7th, a juvenile 
male peregrine was regularly 
reported in the first week and 
again on the 24th and the three 
Hobbies were still being seen mid 
month. 17 Black-tailed godwits 
were in fishing lodge Bay on the 
9th but migrants such as waders or 
terns continued to disappoint in 
terms of numbers and variety. 
strong winds and colder weather 
for a few days in the second week 
produced a carpet of many 
thousands of hirundines over the 
water, mainly House Martins 
accompanied by up to half a dozen 
Common swifts. a wood 
sandpiper arrived on the 14th and 
both Black tern and Little gull 
were reported that afternoon. Just 
the third Black tern of the autumn 
was seen from oak hide on the 

scaup on the 13th as well as over 
50 red-crested pochard again and 
a garganey was occasionally near 
Point hide for a few days from the 
16th. on the 20th three spotted 
Flycatchers were near the 
causeway, both Kingfisher and 
peregrine were seen from the 
hides and a probable southern 
Migrant hawker was found at the 
dipping Pool. The first Black tern of 
the autumn arrived on the 29th 
and up to three Hobbies continued 
to frequent the lagoons.
september
greenshank and garganey were 
both present on the 1st, the former 
staying for some weeks and a 
couple of ruff, five Black-tailed 
godwits and a redshank were 
seen the next day but a purple 
sandpiper on the island was more 
of a surprise, given how rare inland 
records are; this was probably only 
the 18th inland record for the 
Essex, the seventh record for the 
reservoir and the first there since 
2004. on the 3rd ten ringed 
plover flew past rawl hide and 
two Avocets circled the island 
whilst the next morning a great 
white egret showed well from 
both rawl and Point hides and the 
first pintail of the autumn arrived. 

basis throughout the period. The 
rapidly growing island attracted a 
variety of waders over the next 
two weeks including the resident 
pair of Oystercatchers, up to 
seven Black-tailed godwits, four 
dunlin, a whimbrel, three 
greenshank, five Avocets, three 
Little ringed plovers, three 
redshank and a Common snipe. 
Little egrets were ever present 
with a highest count of nine whilst 
the first Yellow-legged gull of the 
summer arrived on the 13th; an 
adult was then ever present in 
fishing lodge Bay and up to four 
were reported. a garganey from 
Point hide on the 19th and 
subsequently was to be expected 
but an adult golden plover that 
morning was somewhat unusual 
and a couple of ruff joined a few 
Common and green sandpipers 
on the lagoons. a scaup was 
reported on the 20th and two 
eclipse drake wigeon in front of 
Point hide were accompanied by a 
presumed hybrid wigeon x Chiloe 
wigeon which very closely 
resembled an American wigeon 
in similar plumage. The weBs 
count on the 23rd revealed the 
presence of 55 red Crested 
pochard and Common and green 
sandpiper numbers continued to 
build with 19 and eight 
respectively counted on the west 
Bank in the last week. Eight 
Oystercatchers flew past oak 
hide in wet and windy weather the 
next morning and Black-tailed 
godwits were moving through the 
county with 15 feeding on the 
south lagoon on the 28th. The 
final afternoon produced a red 
Kite over the north lagoon.
August
Early on the 5th an Osprey circled 
high above the lagoons and 
disappeared into the ether. apart 
from a few Common and the odd 
green sandpiper wader passage 
was very light throughout the 
month as water levels rose again, 
the highlights (if that is not a 
misnomer) being 14 redshank 
which circled the reservoir on the 
12th, the occasional party of 
Black-tailed godwits, the largest 
being 14 on the 30th and a 
turnstone on the 27th. The weBs 
count found both garganey and Common Tern (daVid halE)
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May
Two Lesser whitethroat sang 
from the dunton lake area on the 
1st; other singers included 
Common whitethroat, Blackcap 
and song thrush. up on langdon 
hills on the 4th were two green 
woodpecker, two great spotted 
woodpecker, two nuthatch 
(including one at a nest hole), a 
pair of Linnet and four 
goldfinches. next day a Lesser 
spotted woodpecker was 
recorded from the same area, 
along with six swift, six swallows 
(hawking low over their usual 
meadows next to dry street), two 
Mistle thrush, seven goldcrest 
(singing males), at least three 
singing Coal tit, three nuthatch, 
two or three treecreepers, two 
male Linnet and at least one 
Bullfinch. Butterflies seen included 
red admiral, Peacock, orange Tip, 
speckled wood and green-veined 
white. four great spotted 
woodpecker, at least five 
Common whitethroat and a 
Lesser whitethroat were present 
at one Tree hill on the 6th. a 
great Crested grebe was at 
dunton lake on the 13th, when 
two reed warblers sang from a 
very meagre patch of reeds. Marsh 
frogs called from the fringing 
vegetation. a singing sedge 
warbler was a surprise find 

amongst the Plotlands scrub. 
Common Buzzard and 
sparrowhawk were more 
expected. Two Common Buzzard 
and a sparrowhawk were up on 
langdon hills on the 21st; as were 
three green woodpecker, 14 
great spotted woodpecker 
(including six occupied nests: four 
from westley heights country Park 
and two from EwT Marks hill), at 
least one Lesser spotted 
woodpecker, eight-plus swallow, 
three Mistle thrush, three singing 
male treecreepers, two Linnet and 
four Bullfinch. holly Blue and 
large white joined the butterfly 
species mentioned earlier. Twelve 
great spotted woodpecker on 
the 26th included three nests, all in 
willow Park, where two Common 
tern flew over. also noted were 
eleven-plus Long-tailed tit, 
singing reed warbler and reed 
Bunting (by dunton lake). 
dragonflies were active, comprising 
an Emperor (female), hairy 
dragonfly, an immature Black-
tailed skimmer and five Broad-
bodied chasers. damselflies were 
more numerous and included 
common Blue, large red, 
Blue-tailed and red-eyed. 
Butterflies too were numerous 
with at least 33 holly Blues, 17 
common Blues 30 speckled woods 
counted. other species included 
five Peacocks, comma, small 

Tortoiseshell, one or two male 
Brimstones, large white, 
green-veined white and two 
small heaths. red admiral and 
Hobby were noted from laindon 
west. Early next day 36 Long-
tailed tit passed through the trees 
behind my back garden in laindon 
west. other garden visitors 
included four holly Blues and a 
male Brimstone. an early evening 
visit to the dunton Plotlands saw 
at least 20 swift overhead. These 
attracted a hunting Hobby, which 
pursued a couple, unsuccessfully. 
four Bullfinch included a pair 
feeding high in some tall poplars. 
More garden watching on the 28th 
saw at least two red Kite in the 
area, with three Common Buzzard 
and a high-flying Hobby. a red 
admiral rested on my fence for 
half an hour and a female 
Brimstone was notable. next day 
at the dunton Plotlands Brown 
argus, small copper and a female 
orange Tip were seen. notable 
butterflies reported from the one 
Tree hill area during the month 
included grizzled skipper, large 
skipper, green hairstreak and wall 
Brown. reports from Thameside 
comprised Marsh Harrier and 
Common Buzzard on the 4th, 
when 50 sand Martin, ten 
swallow and a Cuckoo were 
present. counted on the 14th  
were 21 ringed plover, 11 dunlin, 

Langdon Hills and thameside nature park 
by Andrew Cox 

22nd when fine, warm weather 
tempted more than 20 Bearded 
tits to the top of the reeds on the 
north lagoon. The first goldeneye 
of the autumn arrived on the 24th 
as did four great white egrets, 
albeit briefly and the last day of 
the month produced the first, and 
only two Little stints of the 
autumn.
October 
The month began on a slightly 
better note with the Little stints 
still present, a wood sandpiper on 
the island and both wheatear and 
Mediterranean gull from Point 

hide as well as small numbers of 
ruff and Black-tailed godwit, 
both of which were present 
throughout the month and 
seemed to be virtually the only 
waders to find conditions to their 
liking, despite water levels 
continuing to fall. The juvenile 
peregrine continued to put in 
occasional appearances and an 
adult flew through on the 15th. 
Three Bewick swans were 
reported from oak hide on the 
6th and the counters found a 
garganey on the west Bank on 
the 8th. The first goosander of the 

winter arrived on the 14th and 
two tawny Owls and two 
Crossbills were at the west 
hanningfield end of the reservoir 
on the 19th. an adult Herring 
gull, ringed in suffolk in 2012 was 
in front of Point hide on the 21st 
and six Common ringed plover 
– a good number considering the 
dearth of small waders 
throughout the autumn - and a 
wheatear were reported from 
the reserve on the 24th. a late 
Black tern on the 29th and three 
dunlin on the 31st concluded an 
uninspiring autumn. 
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skylarks. at least three each of 
Bearded tit and reed Bunting 
were present at stanford warren. 
further reports included 24 
swallow and three 
Yellowhammer on the 15th and 
two Yellowhammer, Barn Owl 
and Kingfisher on the 19th.  
a Black-necked grebe was found 
on the 25th, in addition to five 
Little grebe and ten great-
crested grebe. five adult 
Mediterranean gulls were also 
seen, as were 50 sand Martin, 
Yellowhammer and Corn Bunting.
July
up around westley heights on the 
1st were at least four green 
woodpecker, one or two 
nuthatch, a treecreeper, at least 
two goldcrest and many 
Blackcaps, Chiffchaffs, song 
thrushes and wrens. Butterflies 
noted early in the month included 
Marbled white, ringlet and 
comma. a Crossbill was reported 
on the 7th, when a Marbled white 
visited my garden in laindon west, 
at least 30 swift were overhead. 
green woodpeckers numbered at 
least eight on the 8th, including a 
couple of juveniles; four great 
spotted woodpecker, three 
nuthatch and five goldcrest were 
also noted, as were three-plus 
comma butterflies and a male 
southern hawker dragonfly. next 
day three green woodpecker 
were at one Tree hill, where 
silver-washed fritillary, white 
admiral and Purple Emperor were 

reed warbler, two male goldcrest 
(singing) and 10-plus Long-tailed 
tit. at least three white letter 
hairstreak Butterflies were present 
at the top of the ridge. later in the 
day, the Marks hill/willow Park 
areas of the langdon reserve held 
two treecreeper and at least four 
Bullfinch. Two Emperor dragonflies 
hunted the meadows while 
butterflies included a male 
Brimstone, small copper, ringlets, 
holly Blue and two white admirals. 
next day, up around westley 
heights, were at least five green 
woodpecker, three great spotted 
woodpecker, two nuthatch, two 
treecreeper, two Coal tit, at least 
three goldcrest and an interesting 
record of an adult Mediterranean 
gull hawking insects over the 
woodland with a small flock of 
Black-headed gulls. a red Kite 
appeared again over the dunton 
ridge on the 23rd, when a 
Common tern was seen carrying a 
fish away from the lake. The tern 
was present again on the 30th; a 
sparrowhawk was also seen. 
reports from Thameside included 
three Common Buzzard and a 
Hobby on the 4th, with whimbrel, 
Common gull, three Cuckoo, and 
a Kingfisher and 12 sand 
Martin. at least five Common tern 
were seen from the hide on the 
9th, when around the nature Park 
generally were at least 12 Linnet, 
Common whitethroat and 

five whimbrel, seven Curlew,  
15 Common tern, two Cuckoo 
and three reed Buntings. five 
Little grebes and eight great-
crested grebes on the 21st were 
in addition to six Cetti’s warblers, 
three Cuckoo and a peregrine.  
a Barn Owl was seen on the 27th. 
next day birds of prey featured 
strongly – two Common Buzzard, 
Marsh Harrier, red Kite, 
peregrine and Hobby.  
other records included two 
Mediterranean gulls, 126 
Black-headed gulls, Yellow-
legged gull, five Common tern 
and three Cuckoos.
June
at least 11 common Blue 
butterflies were counted from the 
Plotlands meadows on the 2nd, 
with one or two Lesser 
whitethroat and a male Bullfinch 
also present. a red Kite was noted 
over laindon west. another red 
Kite was over Marks hill next day; 
around langdon hills in addition 
were four Common Buzzard, a 
sparrowhawk, 20-plus swift, 
many swallows, a nuthatch and 
four Bullfinch. dragonflies were on 
the wing: Broad-bodied chaser, 
four-spotted chaser, Emperor, 
hairy dragonfly and Black-tailed 
skimmer. notable butterflies 
included a female Brimstone, male 
orange Tip, two small coppers, 
Painted lady and a sprinkling of 
red admiral, commas and small 
Tortoiseshells. red Kites were seen 
again on the 4th, with at least two 
in the great Berry/laindon west 
area. Two sparrowhawk were also 
seen from the latter. The Plotlands 
held at least five red admiral and a 
male Emperor dragonfly. a 
Common tern was hunting over 
the dunton lake on the 9th. other 
records included 40-plus swift, 
two Common whitethroat, two 
greenfinch and at least two 
Bullfinch. next day up on langdon 
hills, lincewood held a nuthatch 
and at least 12 Long-tailed tit, 
while at least six swallows and a 
Hobby frequented westley 
heights. Two Common Buzzard 
and singles of sparrowhawk  
and Kestrel were recorded from 
the dunton Plotlands on the 
16th. additional records 
comprised a Common tern,  

Song Thrush (daVid halE)
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addition to three great spotted 
woodpeckers. a sparrowhawk 
was seen and other birds included 
at least two nuthatch, three 
treecreeper, and Coal tit, a couple 
of goldcrest, spotted Flycatcher 
and Common whitethroat. 
hornets still went about their 
business and a red admiral basked 
in the sunshine. a Hobby flew over 
laindon west later in the day.  
a Hobby with young was reported 
from one Tree hill during the 
month. other reports included a 
fly-over woodlark and a Yellow 
wagtail on the 20th and a 
Brimstone Butterfly on the 21st. 
These from the dunton Plotlands 
area. Back at westley heights on 
the 22nd there were four green 
woodpecker, three great 
spotted woodpecker, four 
nuthatch, two treecreeper,  
two Mistle thrush and at least  
six goldcrest. next day two  
song thrushes fed on my lawn  
in laindon west. These had been 
noted a few times during the 
month. other garden visitors 
included at least a dozen 
goldfinch, several of them 
juveniles. a visit to the dunton 
Plotlands on the 29th brought  
at least seven goldcrest, at least 
three Chiffchaff and a male 
Blackcap. Two nuthatch appeared 
again up on langdon hills next 
day. reports from Thameside on 
the 3rd included 11 great Crested 
grebes, a Hobby, 27 common 
ringed plover, two greenshank 
and single Knot, Common 
sandpiper, sandwich tern and 
stonechat. a Hobby was seen 
again on the 17th, as were 12 
Black-tailed godwit, 20-plus 
Meadow pipit, 50-plus each  
of goldfinch and Linnet; and 
many swallows and House 
Martins. additional reports on this 
date comprised Marsh Harrier, 
short-eared Owl, 296 Avocet, 34 
dunlin, 75 Curlew, 56 Common 
redshank, greenshank, green 
sandpiper, a Kingfisher and a 
male stonechat. a Barn Owl was 
seen on the 18th; a Marsh Harrier 
on the 19th. out on the river 12 
Arctic skuas passed through on 
the 24th, with 30 Brent geese, a 
greenshank and five grey plover 
noted. short-eared Owls had 

darter dragonflies were noted 
regularly all month. up around 
westley heights on the 19th there 
were two Common Buzzard, two 
green woodpecker, three great 
spotted woodpecker, a nuthatch 
and at least 25 swallows. Back 
here on the 25th, a mixed flock of 
at least 50 swallows and House 
Martins included many great 
spotted woodpeckers, four 
nuthatch, three treecreeper and 
a Coal tit. Many Blue, great and 
Long-tailed tits were also noted, 
in post-breeding flocks. swallows 
and House Martins appeared over 
laindon west on the 27th, as did 
Hobby, sparrowhawk and two 
Common Buzzard. at least 12 
swallows could be seen over the 
dunton lake in the afternoon. 
raptors featured again over 
laindon west next day- four 
Common Buzzard, one or two 
sparrowhawk and a Hobby. Two 
Coal tit and many stock doves 
were noted from coombe wood, 
westley heights. reports from 
Thameside on the 6th included 
four Kestrel, three juvenile 
Mediterranean gulls, three 
whimbrel, 19 Common terns, a 
Kingfisher and 350 starlings. on 
the 13th 171 Avocet counted were 
in addition to 26 Black-tailed 
godwit, 92 Curlew, a greenshank, 
six Yellow-legged gulls and a 
Kingfisher. Two Kingfishers were 
noted on the 19th, with six Little 
grebes, five great Crested grebes 
and two greenshank also present. 
sightings on the 25th included a 
sparrowhawk, two Kestrel and 
15-plus goldfinch. a grasshopper 
warbler was also reported on this 
date. counts on the 27th saw 190 
Avocet and 182 Black-tailed 
godwit on the mudflats, with two 
whimbrel and 37 Common tern 
seen too. seabird movements on 
the 31st saw 274 Common tern 
on the river, in addition to two 
sandwich tern, 31 Black tern and 
two Arctic skuas. Two greenshank 
were also noted.
september
Two Common Buzzard, two 
sparrowhawk and eight swallows 
were noted from langdon hills on 
the 6th. up around the westley 
heights area on the 15th, six 
green woodpecker were in 

among the butterflies reported 
during the month. four Common 
Buzzard drifted over laindon west. 
The langdon reserve’s Marks hill 
and willow Park also held good 
numbers of green and great 
spotted woodpeckers on the 
14th- seven-plus of the former 
and four of the latter. also here 
were at least two Bullfinch and 
two goldfinch. next day two 
nuthatch were present at westley 
heights, with at least 12 swallow 
and five greenfinch. Back here on 
the 21st, at least 50 swift were in 
the air while many swallows 
hawked lower down, often 
skimming the tips of the grass.  
a couple of Hobbies tried their 
luck but didn’t linger. a Kestrel 
passed overhead. Ten goldfinch 
were present. on the 28th 
swallow numbers had increased 
to a minimum of 18 (including a 
dozen juveniles), with 20-30 swift 
again in the air above. six green 
woodpecker, three nuthatch and 
two treecreepers were also here. 
Kingfisher and Yellow wagtail 
were reported from the dunton 
lake area. The Black-necked 
grebe was still showing at 
Thameside on the 1st, with  
two Kestrels, an adult 
Mediterranean gull and three 
green woodpeckers. next day 
records included a sparrowhawk, 
two whimbrel, 35 Curlew, two 
Common tern, 45 swift and a 
female stonechat. a Kingfisher 
was reported on the 6th; with a 
male stonechat, 18 stock dove 
and a greenshank on the 9th. Two 
stonechat (male and juvenile) 
were here on the 14th, as were 
two Common sandpiper. four 
whimbrel on the 16th were in 
addition to 16 Yellow-legged gull 
and 45 Linnet. Yellow-legged 
gulls had increased to 71 on  
the 24th, with four Kestrel, five 
whimbrel and a greenshank  
also here.
August
Two Common tern fished the 
dunton lake on the 4th. a 
sparrowhawk was also seen, as 
were four each of greenfinch and 
goldfinch. Butterflies included 
red admiral, comma, holly Blue 
and gatekeeper. These, plus 
Migrant hawker and common 
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coverage of the Maldon area is 
much reduced these days as 
stalwarts of the local patch scene 
have moved away from the area, 
leaving just a handful of yokels to 
cover the area. fresh blood 
recording regularly in the area 
would be most welcome.

May
May was, by recent standards, very 
average and somewhat 
disappointing. The first day of the 
month saw John Buchanan and i 
doing a 24 hour birdrace around 
the patch. it was hard work, our 96 

increased to three on the 25th 
(with two seen next day), when a 
rough Legged Buzzard was also 
reported. also, here were two 
Kestrel, 100 Linnet and a 
whinchat. a peregrine was seen 
on the 28th and a Barn Owl again 
next day.
October
a slow start to proceedings saw 
rather few records from langdon 
hills until mid-month (although a 
Kingfisher was reported from the 
dunton lake on the 4th and again 
next day; plus, two grey wagtail 
were noted from laindon west on 
the 4th and two sparrowhawk on 
the 11th). Many goldcrest were in 
evidence on the 13th, with at least 
ten Long-tailed tit seen. at least 
500 wood pigeon made something 
of a spectacle as they flew from 
adjacent arable fields into 
lincewood. laindon west on this 
date saw 20 goldfinch present. 
sparrowhawk, Kestrel and a 
flyover skylark were seen next day. 
up on langdon hills on the 16th 
were two green woodpecker, a 
nuthatch (in lincewood- a notable 
location), treecreeper, at least 
eight goldcrest and a few 
redwing. The 20th brought four 
green woodpecker, treecreeper, 
eight-plus redwing, ten-plus 
Long-tailed tit, a siskin and 23 
goldfinch; these last feeding in an 
ash tree in coombe wood. an 
afternoon visit to the Plotlands 

Maldon Area by simon wood 

yielded at least two (possibly four) 
green woodpecker (including a 
confiding bird at close range on a 
pear tree in the restored orchard), 
Kestrel, sparrowhawk, three each 
of siskin and Lesser redpoll; and at 
least two Bullfinch. The nuthatch 
was still in lincewood on the 21st, 
with a treecreeper, two Lesser 
redpoll and 20 goldfinch also 
noted. The afternoon of the 22nd 
saw three Hawfinch in lincewood, 
sitting in a hornbeam tree. They 
moved into an adjacent 
sycamore. at least one Bullfinch 
was also encountered in a different 
part of the wood. later in the day, 
my garden feeders attracted at 
least 12 goldfinch, four great tit 
and three Blue tits. on the 27th, 
westley heights (and lincewood) 
held four green woodpecker, three 
great spotted woodpecker, four 
nuthatch, two treecreeper, three 
siskin and at least one Lesser 
redpoll. Three red admiral 
Butterflies looked very striking, 
basking in the autumn sunshine on 
the trunk of a big ash tree in 
coombe wood. a fourth flew over 
my head. another red admiral was 
sunning itself in the afternoon, this 
time in lincewood. a comma was 
doing the same, in hall wood, on 
the 29th. other reports late in the 
month included tawny Owl and 
Kingfisher. wildfowl at Thameside 
numbered 234 teal 23 wigeon,  
17 shoveler, 16 pochard and  

48 tufted duck, all on the 
1st. waders included 1277 
Black-tailed godwit, 106 
Common redshank and eight 
turnstone; also present were  
14 sandwich terns, 112 House 
Martins, 53 goldfinch, Hobby and 
short-eared Owl. The short-
eared Owl appeared again next 
day, as did a Barn Owl, green 
woodpecker and two Kingfishers. 
Two Kingfishers and a Barn Owl 
were seen again on the 4th, with 
22 grey plover and a greenshank 
on the 5th. grey plovers had 
increased to 74 on the 8th; also 
here - 39 dunlin, six Bar-tailed 
godwit, four Knot and a Little 
stint. Mid-month, on the 15th, 
saw a peregrine and two Kestrel 
present, with 695 Black-tailed 
godwit, five stonechat (two pairs 
and a female) and a lingering 
swallow. next day 215 dunlin 
were counted, with five Little 
stint and a Marsh Harrier. on the 
19th 20 gannet flew upriver. a 
Yellow-legged gull and 20 Brent 
geese also featured. another late 
swallow on the 20th was in 
addition to a Kingfisher. Marsh 
Harrier was seen again on the 
21st. The 22nd brought counts of 
557 shelduck and 435 teal. 
Black-tailed godwits again 
topped the 1000-plus mark: 1312 
being present. other records 
included 27 ringed plover and  
a pintail.

species falling ten or so short of 
what we felt achievable, and 
indeed has been achieved in the 
past. highlights were the first 
Hobby of the year over Beeleigh 
on 1st, as well as a single Common 
sandpiper (a much declined 
species locally), prospecting grey 
wagtails, which went on to breed 
nearby, a single treecreeper and a 
willow warbler, yet another 
much declined species. over to 
chigborough lakes, there were 
four swift, five sand Martin and 
one purring turtle dove. Elm farm 
Park held singing garden warbler, 

the only regular site locally. 
limbourne creek hosted a single 
wheatear, the first of the year in a 
very poor year locally. osea road 
produced a good variety of waders, 
including 40 whimbrel, and the 
same number of grey plover, 60 
dunlin 30 Bar-tailed godwit, and 
three Knot. also present briefly 
was an Arctic tern, a very good 
local bird, and two Mediterranean 
gull, a male shoveler and a Marsh 
Harrier, the latter’s behaviour 
suggesting it may have been 
thinking about breeding nearby. a 
total of 450 Brent geese were still 
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which did a brief circuit of 
heybridge gP before heading back 
down the Blackwater. nuthatches 
are now firmly established in 
hazeleigh wood, having been 
absent there for almost 20 years, 
so it’s encouraging to report that 
they seem to be thriving there this 
year; a single Cuckoo and singing 
treecreeper were also present. 
Two turtle dove were still calling 
on 20th at chigborough lakes and 
it looked as if gadwall may have 
bred, although it could not be 
confirmed. a peregrine circled 
heybridge gP on 24th. The last day 
of the month saw the return of 
100+ Black-tailed godwit to  
the estuary. 

Butterflies seen during the 
month included white admirals 
and white-letter hairstreaks. This 
year there were again reasonable 
numbers of scarce chaser 
dragonflies along the canal.
July
The presence of two or more 
Bearded tits at heybridge gP all 
month pointed to breeding for the 
first time but could not be proven. 
Both tufted duck and pochard 
bred at heybridge gP with 2-3 
broods of the former and one of 
the later; a very poor year by 
recent standards. one brood of 
pochard was also raised at osea 
road. late June/early July 
traditionally sees the return of the 
first waders and this year was no 
exception with a single dunlin, 25 
turnstone and 140 Black-tailed 
godwit appearing at heybridge 
gP on 2nd. The 6th saw 60 
redshank, 100+ Black-tailed 
godwit, five turnstone, single 
dunlin and Curlew on the estuary 
and a purring turtle dove by 
dump Pool. Behind Mundon, old 

Hobby was over my heybridge 
garden on 12th. a walk round 
chigborough on 16th produced 
another red Kite, the third of the 
year locally, two Cuckoo and a 
couple of Yellow wagtail. 
nineteen Brent geese were off the 
Prom. on 26th. 

The month ended with perhaps 
two pairs of Avocet prospecting at 
heybridge gP although they 
ultimately bred unsuccessfully, 
around 30 pairs of Common tern 
and an impressive 600 pairs of 
nesting Black-headed gull. The 
same day saw three singing turtle 
dove at chigborough lakes; in all, 
perhaps no more than seven 
individuals in Maldon area this 
year, a depressing on going and 
catastrophic decline. The month 
ended with another red Kite over 
oak corner on 30th.
June
usually a quiet month, June didn’t 
disappoint!

There were still three each of 
Brent geese and Bar-tailed 
godwit off heybridge Basin on the 
first day of the month, as well as a 
third calendar year great 
Black-backed gull. The last local 
Cuckoo was heard on 16th, whilst 
two pairs of Mediterranean gulls 
were prospecting the Black-headed 
gull colony for much of the month, 
although they did not stay to 
breed. a quick evening visit to the 
pub down at heybridge Basin on 
19th produced a sandwich tern, 

hanging around, although i suspect 
these are late arrivals from further 
south and west that use this part 
of the Blackwater as a service area 
on the long trip to siberia.

The next day, 2nd May, there 
were 250 Brent geese off 
heybridge gP, as well as two 
singing turtle dove, 20 Common 
tern, 43 dunlin, 35 Black-tailed 
godwit, 20 Bar-tailed godwit, 
five “singing” Cuckoo, six Avocet, 
three greenshank, five grey 
plover, five turnstone, three 
whimbrel, nine pochard and 35 
tufted duck, 11 singing Cetti’s 
warbler, 27 singing reed warbler, 
14 singing sedge warbler and a 
single Yellow wagtail. The 7th saw 
a red Kite float over limebrook 
way, Maldon and the first record 
for some time of a ring-necked 
parakeet, from hazeleigh; the less 
of them we get the better!

a plague of Brown-tail Moth 
caterpillars at heybridge gP made 
visits difficult for much of May as 
may people were struck down with 
rashes and itches so observations 
from there were reduced.

a late short-eared Owl was 
around dump Pool from 9th - 
11th, and on the latter date and in 
the same field was a Barn Owl, 
which locally have been scarce of 
late. a calling Cuckoo was also 
present. 

Two turtle dove were at 
chigborough lakes on 11th and 
the next day two more were 
singing at langford. another 

Spotted Flycatcher (daVid l. sMiTh)

Kingfisher (PETEr TrisTon)
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church the same day were two 
grey partridge, very much a local 
rarity now, and a Little Owl. Corn 
Bunting appear to have edged 
closer to Maldon this year with 
several sightings of singing birds 
along its southern by-pass. four 
whimbrel were off heybridge 
Basin on 9th together with 24 
Curlew. numbers of Black-tailed 
godwit increased slowly to 190 by 
10th at heybridge gP, when two 
Common sandpiper, two 
Lapwing, 70 redshank and a 
greenshank joined them. on the 
14th there was an out of season 
Brent goose off the dump. on 
16th July there was an adult 
Black-headed gull in the Prom 
Park that had been ringed the year 
before in swinoujscie, Poland. 
young Bearded tits were present 
at osea road on 17th, suggesting 
that they have bred there again 
this year. also present were 100 
Curlew, five dunlin, a 
greenshank, 300 redshank, a 
turnstone and the first autumn 
Common gulls. a purple Heron 
was reported from chigborough 
lakes on 23rd but nothing further 
is known about the report. Both 
Hobby and peregrine were over 
Millbeach on 30th, and 30 sand 
Martin moving west at last light at 
heybridge Basin, the first signs of 
hirundines passage. The last 
evening of the month saw the first 
big gathering of swift, with 60 
over heybridge gP, where there 
were also ten each of Common 
gull and ringed plover.

August
The month that migration starts 
to kick in. i spent a couple of weeks 
out of the county so the early part 
of the month is a bit sparse for 
records. The 1st at heybridge gP 
saw a single Common sandpiper, 
14 dunlin and ten greenshank, 
30 turnstone and a whimbrel. 
There were about 50 sand Martin 
at langford on 9th. The 21st saw 
signs of passerine migration with 
“migrant alley” at lofts farm 
holding two each of Chiffchaff 
and willow warbler, and the only 
spotted Flycatcher of the 
autumn. fifty swift were over 
heybridge gP the next day. also at 
heybridge gP, the 23rd produced 
counts of over 400 each of both 
Canada and greylag geese, 
another Common sandpiper 
(with another at Beeleigh), 50 
dunlin, 80 golden plover, a single 
greenshank and 50 ringed 
plover. star birds were, however 
the two whinchat here, rarely 
have i had more than singles. The 
following day, a Hobby put in an 
appearance over lofts farm, as did 
singles of willow warbler and 
Yellow wagtail, as well as five 
sand Martin. a green sandpiper 
flew over heybridge Basin on 25th. 
The 29th finally produced 
something a bit above the average 
with a juvenile Black tern over 
heybridge gP for a few hours, the 
first i’ve seen locally since 
2013. also present were three 
Bearded tit, a couple of Yellow 
wagtail, a single sand Martin, a 
Common sandpiper and a dozen 
teal. The last day of the month 

saw a Common sandpiper at 
heybridge gP, together with 40 
House Martin, 13 Yellow wagtail, 
the highest count of the year and 
20 dunlin and 50 ringed plover.
september
a stumbling, slow, start to 
passerine migration this year with 
very little evidence of any great 
numbers moving through locally. 
normally early september sees 
good numbers of warblers moving 
through “migrant alley” at lofts 
farm, but it just did not happen 
this year. willow warblers 
occurred in just ones and twos, 
with a few more Chiffchaff with 
them; passage of other species just 
wasn’t discernible. i was again 
absent for the last two weeks of 
the month…

on 4th, osea road played host 
to 100 Curlew, 150 
Oystercatcher, 40 of both 
turnstone and ringed plover,  
50 grey plover and single 
greenshank and whimbrel.  
a total of 40 Linnet flew over as 
well as 100 goldfinch, as did 20 of 
both House Martin and swallow 
and a single grey and two Yellow 
wagtail. an Osprey was hunting 
off the east end of northey island 
and successfully caught a large fish 
that looked like either Mullet or 
Bass, whilst three Marsh Harrier 
quartered the area. on the 5th, the 
same or another Common 
sandpiper was on heybridge gP, 
there were still three Common 
tern and 45 greenshank roosting 
there, about 500 golden plover on 
the river, 12 Meadow pipit, 20 
sand Martin, three swift, seven 
Yellow wagtail and the third 
whinchat of the year at the 
site. about 150 House Martin 
over heybridge gP on 7th was by 
far the largest local gathering of 
the year; they quickly moved 
through. also moving through 
were 30 each of sand Martin and 
Meadow pipit and the last swift 
of the year, the latest for a couple 
of years. a single water rail was 
also squealing from the reed beds, 
from where Bearded tits were 
“pinging” but not showing and  
ten Yellow wagtail were along the 
sea wall. 

a green sandpiper was at 
limbourne creek on 9th, and a bit 

Whitethroat (daVid l. sMiTh)
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three green sandpiper was the 
largest for a few years; why have 
numbers plummeted recently? The 
same day 35 Meadow pipit flew 
west, there was an influx of reed 
Bunting with at least 18 present, 
by far the highest count i’ve made 
here, and overhead there was a 
peregrine and a single siskin. four 
House Martin were over lofts 
farm on 17th, and three 
Chiffchaff and 40 shoveler were 
still around chigborough lakes. 
over at heybridge gP the same 
day Bearded tit were calling from 
the reed bed, 33 greenshank 
remained in the roost, a grey 
wagtail flew over, as did 16 
Meadow pipit, the Osprey was 
again hunting over the Blackwater 
and in front of the Prom., one 
redpoll sp. flew over with two 
siskin, shoveler had increased to 
15, snipe numbered just two and a 
water rail was feeding in full 
view. a Coal tit in my garden on 
18th was a garden tick and only 
the third recorded at heybridge 
gP; 21 egyptian geese also flew 
over and a water rail was on 
chigborough lakes. another 
siskin flew over lofts farm on 
19th. Bird of the year, a moulting 
adult American golden plover, 
appeared on 19th, with the flock 
of golden plover on the 
Blackwater off heybridge gP. it 
was the third Essex record and 
come just days after a juvenile at 
fingringhoe wick. it was only seen 
again briefly on 21st and 22nd by 
two other observers. also around 
heybridge gP on 19th were single 
Bearded tit, 40 fly over Meadow 
pipit, a male goldeneye, five 
pintail, 19 redwing, 16 reed 
Bunting, three rock pipit, 31 
shoveler, 15 skylark, 18 song 
thrush and a stonechat. 

from mid-month, there were 
some impressive coastal 
movements of thrushes and 
finches but it was a below average 
autumn for the spectacle locally 
and whilst there were occasional 
early morning one and twos, it was 
not really discernible locally. 
however, the local patch got in on 
the uK Hawfinch invasion when 
four flew south-west over my 
heybridge garden on 20th. The 
22nd and 23rd saw two juvenile 

of a “chatfest” produced two 
wheatear, three whinchat and a 
stonechat, as well as the first few 
local wigeon of the autumn. 

The Common sandpiper was 
still present at heybridge gP on 
12th, by which time the golden 
plover flock had increased to 870 
and there was an influx of 15 
Common tern and 70 sand 
Martin. a tawny Owl was seen 
feeding on road kill at 0415hrs on 
21st. on the 24th, there were two 
Mediterranean gulls amongst the 
Black-headed gulls coming in to 
roost on the Blackwater- an adult 
and a 1st winter.

on 29th a juvenile Curlew 
sandpiper was with a juvenile 
Little stint on the river off 
heybridge gP.
October 
october, the month in the birding 
calendar that all birders look 
forward too. did it live up to its 
reputation, at least here on the 
patch? well, if i mention that i 
added not one but two species to 
my patch list, advancing it to 216 
species, i think it hints at a good 
one…

The breeding Avocet had been 
gone a month but, by 3rd, the 
wintering flock had started to 
build with 40 present. Black-tailed 
godwit numbers peaked on the 
same day with around 2,000 
roosting on heybridge gP alone; 
more were dotted around the 
estuary. My first 40 Brent geese 
were on the river the same day, a 
Curlew sandpiper was off the 
Prom. with 300 dunlin, the 
roosting greenshank flock 
remained at 45, whilst turnstone 
numbered 50, ringed plover 100 
and redshank 200. Two redpoll 
sp. flew over the same day as did 
nine swallow, ten Meadow pipit 
and a grey wagtail whilst a 
peregrine rather rattled all the 
avian inhabitants of the area with 
a rapid fly through.

The 4th saw 17 Corn Bunting 
and a rock pipit along southey 
creek with, overhead seven 
redpoll sp., five House Martin, 12 
Linnet, 25 Meadow pipit and five 
Yellowhammer. next day, a flock 
of 70 House Martin appeared 
briefly late evening over my house 
in heybridge, as did a grey 

wagtail. on 6th, gadwall numbers 
reached 50 at chigborough lakes, 
together with 40 shoveler and 40 
Mallard and a single redpoll sp. 
headed over. five Chiffchaff and 
two Blackcap at heybridge gP the 
same day hinted at warbler 
passage. The long-staying Little 
stint was also present on 
heybridge gP on 6th and was 
intermittently until 19th. overhead 
movement included 15 Meadow 
pipit, 21 skylark and a siskin, 
whilst on the river there were 200 
Common ringed plover and a 
rock pipit was on the saltings. The 
next day 300 wigeon flew inland 
over Millbeach early morning and 
then returned half an hour later, 
possibly recently arrived migrants.

on the 8th, there was a late 
willow warbler and a small 
passage of skylark over lofts farm, 
about 20 moving over in an hour 
together with six House Martin 
and four swallow and one Little 
Owl was calling. The same day saw 
the first flock of Chaffinches, 30 
near Mundon, old church where 
there were also 90 Collared dove 
and a Marsh Harrier. The 9th saw 
99 Brent geese at heybridge gP, 
11 singing Cetti’s warbler, nine 
greenshank in the roost, 15 
Meadow pipit on the sea wall, ten 
redpoll sp. heading west, four 
pintail briefly on the Pit 
(uncommon this far down river), a 
couple of rock pipit giving their 
strident “fisssk” calls, eight snipe 
and a water rail. 

fifteen goldcrest at chigborough 
on 10th was the first double-figure 
count of the autumn, nine redpoll 
sp. flew over, as did two siskin, 11 
song thrushes pointed to an influx 
and there was a single Blackcap 
and seven Chiffchaff there too. a 
total of 16 swallow headed south 
in just half an hour. shovelers 
numbered 50 birds and there were 
at least four treecreeper around 
the site; it’s only in recent years 
that chigborough has been 
colonised. 

an Osprey hunting off northey 
island on 9th was seen again fishing 
close to Maldon Prom. on 12th. a 
total of 80 Avocet were present on 
the river by 16th and 37 
greenshank were still present in 
the heybridge gP roost; a flock of 
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to 200 on the Pit where they were 
joined by 45 wigeon, with a 
couple of hundred more of each 
on the Blackwater.

The final day of the month saw 
yet another Brambling fly over 
lofts farm and chigborough lakes 
amongst 25 or so Chaffinches. 
having been particularly scarce 
during october with no more than 
the odd bird, 45 Fieldfare over 
chigborough was the first signs 
locally that they were finally 
leaving scandinavia in numbers.  
at the same location, a flighty 
green sandpiper may perhaps 
winter, a water rail made its 
presence known from the main 
reed-bed and gadwall and 
shoveler numbered 45 and 30 
respectively. and on a final note  
a count of the Long-tailed tit 
around the site of perhaps 50 
birds, points to a good breeding 
season.

chigborough lakes on 31st. The 
first stonechat of the autumn was 
at heybridge Pit on 25th. 

The rest of the month closed out 
relatively quietly; 24 egyptian 
geese were on heybridge gP on 
28th when a few tight flocks of 
starling totalling a couple of 
hundred birds flew strongly 
south-west, the first signs of their 
arrival from the continent here. The 
30th saw two Little Owl 
responding to each other’s calls 
over at lofts farm. The Avocet 
flock had increased to 250 on 31st, 
Bearded tit were still “pinging” in 
the reed bed, 360 Brent geese 
were grazing on the estuary and 
overhead a red Kite was mobbed 
by the local corvids. Twenty six 
shoveler were still shovelling in 
the shallows of the Pit, ten reed 
Bunting were still in the reed beds 
and another 200 starling flew 
strongly west. teal had increased 

Curlew sandpiper off Maldon 
Prom. on the later date there were 
also 50 Little egret on the estuary, 
20 Corn Bunting on the saltings off 
the Prom. and two male peregrine 
hunting together off the east end of 
northey island; another peregrine 
was over lofts farm on 23rd as was 
a redpoll sp. and siskin. Two more 
redpoll sp. were over lofts farm 
on 24th and another siskin. a visit 
to hazeleigh wood the same day 
produced two Firecrest, a new 
species for the site, three nuthatch, 
four redpoll sp. and five 
treecreeper, one having very good 
credentials for being of the 
northern race, yet to be recorded in 
the county. Two more siskin 
passed over heybridge Pit on 26th 
with other singles on 28th and 30th 
with one over chigborough on 31st. 
redpoll sp. also continued to pass 
through with one over heybridge 
gP on 28th, and seven over 

Mersea island by steve entwistle

May
The month started with a pair of 
pochard on cudmore grove 
country park pond and a Cuckoo 
calling over on langenhoe. on the 
3rd a swift along the esplanade, a 
short-eared Owl, a pair of 
wheatear and two reed warblers 
at east Mersea stone Point. on 6th 
two male singing sedge warblers 
along the strood channel (these 
possible the only breeding pair on 
the island over the last three 
years). a few Cuckoos and swifts 
started being seen by the 6th. The 
next day a nightingale on ray 
island and along the strood 
channel two Common tern , 
whimbrel and two Yellow 
wagtail. By the 8th we had 
possible four pairs of Cetti’s 
warblers breeding. a pair of 
nightingale near the oyster 
fisheries, the first breeding record 
for a handful of years (need them 
back at the park). a pair of House 
sparrow breeding at the park, the 
first for 20 years, l think they are 
making a good comeback at 
Mersea. about eight pairs of 
Avocets nesting at East Mersea, 

House Martins only a few places 
to be found with at least 20+ at 
two sites. a willow warbler (no 
breeding records) singing at the 
park on 17th, a pair of turtle 
dove started to show at 
willoughby car park from the 
21st but elusive all summer (the 
only pair these days). The month 
ended with three red Kite flying 
over at the park on the 28th. 
June
on the 1st at the park a Hobby, 
Cuckoo, two House Martin, 
Little Owl and a sand Martin 
(no breeding sands these days). 
The next day a quick count up of 
sedge warblers with one at 
rewsalls marsh, two at the strood 
(breeding), one at stone Point. 
Two pair of Yellow wagtail, three 
pair of reed warblers and three 
pair of reed Bunting along the 
strood. a special day on 4th with 
two red Kites, Hobby and a 
passing ring-tailed Montagu’s 
Harrier over west Mersea. over 
on stone Point 12 Avocet with 
three chicks, three pairs of 
Common terns breeding. The 
pair of turtle dove still at 

willoughby car park showing on 
and off throughout the month, but 
elusive. a Hobby at East Mersea 
on the 20th, the parks six young 
Kestrels fledged on the 28th and 
in garden nest box at East Mersea 
two or three young Little Owls 
were close to fledgling. 
July
greenshank started to show on 
the 6th being seen throughout the 
month with five on the 20th, a 
sandwich tern off the oyster 
fishery on the 7th also two there 
on the 19th. a pair of grey 
partridge took up home in the 
park car at the park they showed 
throughout the month. The regular 
adult Yellow-legged gull was 
higher up the strood channel than 
other years on the 11th and 12th. 
only one pair of Corn Bunting at 
Maydays farm, three Yellow 
wagtail, four singing reed 
warblers, 12 sand Martin, 20 
swallows and 25 House 
sparrows on the 15th. nearby 
along the Pyefleet a Common 
sandpiper and a whimbrel. on 
the 17th five whimbrel, 75+ 
Curlew, three Buzzard, Hobby 
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september
on the 1st along the Pye fleet 12 
Yellow wagtail, two Hobby, 
Curlew sandpiper, Common 
sandpiper, whinchat, five 
wheatears, Blue-headed (type) 
Yellow wagtail and a leucistic 
redshank. on the 3rd a Little gull 
at Pye fleet, a male redstart at 
shop lane for 3 days. on the 7th an 
Osprey flying around the Pye fleet 
and across Maydays. firs chase 
caravan Park has its second spotted 
Flycatcher of the year, only our 3rd, 
also there 100+ House sparrows 
and three Blackcap. nearby along 
the strood channel four 
greenshank, two Kestrel, Hobby, 
50 Linnet and an Osprey (fly over). 
on the 13th a grey wagtail came 
in off the sea at west Mersea, on the 
16th six sandwich terns and a 
whinchat at the park, two gannet 
off cross lane and nearby at 
rewsalls Marsh four willow 
warbler, 50 Meadow pipit and 50 
House Martin. The next day off ivy 
dock a Curlew sandpiper and seen 
again on 20th, also 12 sandwich 
tern. another grey wagtail at 
Maydays on the 23rd. 

October 
on the 3rd two Little stint 
stopped off on the pools on the 
saltings near the golf house at 
high tide. nearby three just in 
wintering stonechat, three 
wheatear and two sandwich 
tern, at the park a Kingfisher and 
five redpoll at the pond. on the 
6th along the strood channel 
grey wagtail, stonechat and 
700+ Linnet. The 7th was a 
Partridge day with eight+ 
red-legged partridge and six+ 
grey partridge seen (Partridge 
are always hard to find on 
Mersea). The next day 21 
redwings at west Mersea, also 
that day an icelandic gull flew 
down the colne and along the Pye 
fleet (wish it had stayed). on the 
12th a Bearded tit seen along 
the strood channel borrow 
dyke. a guillemot and 
stonechat at the youth camp on 
the 24th, the next day a 
peregrine, Kingfisher and two 
stonechat at Maydays. The 
report ended with a ring Ouzel 
at the park on the 26th.

and 100+ House sparrows along 
the strood channel. on the 24th 
off reeves hall seawall 37 mostly 
summer plumage Knot, 19 Little 
tern, 50 Avocet and 48 Black-
tailed godwit. 50 House 
sparrows along chapman lane on 
the 25th and along the strood 
channel numbers now up to 200+ 
at the end of the month. on the 
28th an Osprey sitting on a post 
over on geedons Marsh, and nearby 
three spoonbill on rat island for 
two days.
August
The month started with a red Kite 
fly over at the park. The next day a 
wheatear and willow warbler 
near shop lane. at golf house 140 
Black-tailed godwits, with one 
had a coloured ring orl olo. on 
the 3rd four Common sandpiper 
and a grey partridge on Mayday 
Marsh. The 4th at the park nine 
whimbrel, two Yellow wagtail. 
The spoonbill came into roost and 
a Kingfisher in the dyke at oyster 
fishery. Ten Mediterranean gulls 
at the park between the 7th and 
10th. a whinchat at Maydays on 
the 10th, the next day garden 
warbler and a willow warbler 
seen from the hide at the park, 
nearby a sandwich tern coming 
out of the colne. on the 13th a 
spoonbill seen flying along the Pye 
fleet. on the 18th a spotted 
Flycatcher and willow warbler at 
firs chase caravan park and nearby 
a Hobby, two Corn Buntings,100+ 
House sparrows and three 
greenshank along the strood 
channel. another spotted 
Flycatcher, three willow warbler 
at shop lane on the 20th, nearby 
five wheatears at reeves hall. The 
month ended with a summer 
Black-necked grebe on the  
Pye fleet. 

Yellow-legged Gull (liZ huxlEy)

Kestrel (MaTT TurnEr)
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Metropolitan essex (LnHs area) by Howard Vaughan

May 
a first-summer Bonaparte’s gull 
was found at creekmouth on the 
14th before spending time around 
Barking Bay/crossness over the 
following week before returning to 
creekmouth on the 23rd. several 
Mediterranean gulls were also 
noted and one Caspian gull was 
still commuting between there 
and the Thames Barrier 
Park. amongst the now regular 
red Kite sightings a Black Kite 
was tracked from gidea Park to 
hainault forest cP on the 10th 
while Honey Buzzards were noted 
over romford on the next two 
consecutive days. Trios of red 
Kites were seen through romford 
and Buckhurst hill on the 14th and 
wanstead on the 28th – all others 
were of singles. Ospreys were seen 
over gallions reach (7th) and 
walthamstow reservoirs and 
woodford green on the 25th. The 
reservoirs also held a good 
smattering of passage waders 
along with Arctic tern and the 
first local spotted Flycatcher on 
the 16th. up the lee valley the 
Kittiwake lingered on the KgV 
until it succumbed on the 15th 
and Black terns were seen in the 
1st, 4th and 5th with a Little gull 
on the 9th. a male garganey took 
up semi-residence at dagenham 
chase from the 9th and a great 
white egret was noted over 
gallions reach on the 11th. Black 
redstarts seem to have several 
established territories in the area 
but turtle doves are still thin on 
the ground.

June
red Kites were seen daily in the 
first ten days before going quiet 
until the 17th when four were 
seen over the ingrebourne Valley. 
Caspian, Yellow-legged and even 
an iceland gull (4th) were seen 
between Barking Bay and Thames 
Barrier Park and an immature 
gannet went north over leyton 
on the 6th. a sandwich tern on 
the KgV reservoir was unseasonal 
on the 4th with an adult 
Mediterranean gull there on the 
18th. a brood of red-crested 
pochard was discovered in the 
ingrebourne Valley.
July 
The KgV reservoir was the place 
to be (with a permit) and a very 
good selection of waders were 
noted on the concrete rim 
including up to 45 Common 
sandpipers, sanderling, 
greenshank and turnstone. a 
goldeneye and Black-necked 
grebe were amongst 1100 newly 
arrived tufted ducks on the 16th 
and two scoter dropped in on the 
23rd with another six on the 
25th. a single Little tern was seen 
with Common terns on the 27th 
but it was the Manx shearwater 
that paddled around on the 21st 
and 22nd that was most 
appreciated. Elsewhere there were 
good numbers of Common 
sandpipers with 21 on the 
walthamstow complex (23rd) and 
at least ten at creekmouth while 
green sandpipers were seen at 
many muddy spots but the only 
wood sandpipers were one in the 
william girling relief channel from 
the 25th to 31st and another at 
fairlop waters cP on the 30th. The 
rainham great white egrets were 
predictably seen in the Mardyke 
Valley on the 16th after leaving 
their roost with the Little egrets 
in warren gorge but were not seen 
subsequently and a Cattle egret 
was seen circling ingrebourne hill 
on the 22nd. at least 13 Yellow-
legged gulls were noted at 
Thames Barrier Park with other on 
wanstead flats and in grays 
where a Bar-tailed godwit was 

seen on the 8th. There were still 
two red-crested pochards in the 
ingrebourne Valley and a juvenile 
Bearded tit was seen in rainham 
creek suggesting that they may 
have bred in the ingrebourne. The 
only early passage migrant was a 
redstart on wanstead flats on the 
2nd and red Kites continued to 
pop up across the region.
August 2017 
The KgV continued its good run 
with two temminck’s stints and 
turnstone (8th), the first returning 
goldeneye (25th) and Black-
necked grebe and Mediterranean 
gull (28th) while nine Black-
tailed godwits over sewardstone 
on the 12th and two long staying 
spotted redshanks at 
walthamstow reservoirs from the 
26th were noteworthy. There was 
a good scattering of green and 
Common sandpipers and a wood 
sandpiper was noted at 
dagenham chase on the 19th. a 
garganey there the same day 
stayed till the 28th. drift 
passerines started to appear from 
about the 13th with whinchats 
and spotted Flycatchers being 
found at many sites including 12 
of the latter on wanstead flats on 
the 24th. redstarts were recorded 
on six dates there with two 
two-bird days. other redstarts 
were noted at dagnam Park, 
walthamstow reservoir, 
waterworks nr and fairlop waters 
with pied Flycatchers on 
wanstead flats (28th), 
ingrebourne Valley (25th) and 
dagnam Park (20th) with a wood 
warbler at the latter site on the 
10th too. tree pipits were noted 
over grays (20th), leyton (two on 
21st), walthamstow reservoir 
(two on 22nd) and wanstead flats 
(28th). Marsh tits were superb 
finds in both wanstead and gidea 
Park. it would be great to know 
where they have dispersed from as 
they are seemingly absent from 
south Essex now. Firecrests were 
noted at great warley and leyton 
and 29 egyptian geese at fairlop 
were proof of a good breeding 
season. a greylag goose there Red-necked Grebe (PETEr hEaTh)
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tree sparrows were a welcome 
addition to the olympic Park list 
on the 2nd. The two spotted 
redshanks from august remained 
at walthamstow reservoirs till the 
15th and a glossy ibis flew 
through there on 16th and two 
Black terns briefly stopped on the 
20th. The first Bittern was back at 
the seventy acres lake from the 
28th and two raven flew over 
there on the same date. down on 
the Thames 11 sandwich terns 
were seen at gallions reach (1st) 
with ten more (24th) and a further 
six along with two Little gull and 
two Arctic terns on the 25th. a 
great white egret was also noted 
there on the 24th. Two Caspian 
gulls were found at Thames 
Barrier Park (2nd) with another on 
the KgV on the 26th. a red Kite 
was over sewardstone (23rd) and 
Honey Buzzards were seen over 
creekmouth (10th) and gidea Park 
(22nd).
October 2017
The red-necked grebe from 
september at the roding Valley 
Meadows nr stayed put until the 
30th and continued to draw a 
crowd while the similarly long 
staying spotted Crake in the 
ingrebourne Valley made in to the 
2nd. The lee Valley saw a 

short-eared Owl through 
walthamstow reservoir on the 
15th along with scaup (18th), two 
red-crested pochards (19th), four 
Black-necked grebes and a ring 
Ouzel (20th) and a late wheatear 
(25th). up to 14 Black-necked 
grebes were also on the wm 
girling (22nd) with another on the 
KgV along with the first 
goosanders and goldeneye. a 
great white egret was seen there 
on the 25th and a norwegian 
ringed rock pipit was one of 
several seen and proves their 
scandinavian origins. red Kites 
were seen over netherhall and 
sewardstone while a Marsh 
Harrier over holyfield (19th) was 
still a good Valley bird. at least one 
Bittern was at seventy acres lake 
throughout and a Mediterranean 
gull and a high count of 24 Little 
egrets was made there on the 
20th.  a late juvenile Cuckoo was 
at nazeing (8th) and another ring 
Ouzel was at the waterworks nr 
on the 30th. Hawfinches were the 
highlight for many local birders 
with 37 noted between the 9th 
and 30th from 11 sites with nine 
over wanstead flats on the 28th 
being the single highest count. Two 
Hawfinches were part of a 
recorded nocturnal movement 
over chafford hundred with 2104 
redwing, 988 song thrush and 12 
robin calls also picked up! 

had been neck-collared at the BTo 
in Thetford in 2014 which is an 
unusually long-distance movement 
for a feral greylag in the uK. 
ravens were seen over Kelevdon 
hatch and hornchurch and there 
were other good sky watching 
records that included goshawks 
over romford and leyton, Ospreys 
over hornchurch (5th) and 
Brentwood (10th), red Kites over 
chafford (13th) and three over 
Buckhurst hill (28th) and a single 
Honey Buzzard over fairlop (29th). 
star raptor though was the male 
red-footed Falcon seen over 
Bedfords Park on the 27th. down 
on the Thames there were good 
movements of Arctic terns past 
gallions reach with six (22nd along 
with a Little gull), 75 (17th) and 
53 (21st). another 41 were noted 
through creekmouth (23rd) along 
with a single Black tern.
september 2017
Two birds stole the show in 
september with a spotted Crake in 
the ingrebourne Valley from the 
16th drawing the biggest crowds 
ever to the site and resulted in a 
bonus Osprey on the 19th, 20th 
and 21st! The second was no less 
showy as the juvenile red-necked 
grebe in the roding Valley 
Meadows nr lapped up the 
attention from the 22nd. once 
again the KgV reservoir was on 
form with a grey phalarope found 
on the 13th also resulting in the 
finding of the second Manx 
shearwater for the site for 2017! 
The Phalarope stayed till the 17th 
before being relocated on the 
girling on the 19th where 26 
Black-necked grebes were also 
present. a Little gull was also seen 
there on the 25th while back on the 
KgV both woodlark and Black 
tern was seen on the 24th with a 
Little stint there on the 
27th. another woodlark was over 
Bedfords Park on the 17th when 
Firecrest and redstart were also 
seen while a pied Flycatcher was 
noted there on the 19th. another 
redstart was seen at dagnam Park 
on the 7th with three on wanstead 
flats on the 15th and a single on 
the 25th. The flats also had tree 
pipits in the 3rd and two on the 
29th, ring Ouzel (26th) and 49 
egyptian geese on the 28th!! Two 

Spotted Crake (Paul chaMBErlain)
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unusual and the only county 
october record. The woodpigeon 
passage south over chafford 
hundred was superb with 4262 
(23rd), 47,800 (27th), 7184 
(28th) and 23,272 (30th) and 
such concerted vis-migging also 
produced ring Ouzel (23rd), 
great white egret (24th), six 
very high great spotted 
woodpeckers (27th) and snow 
Bunting (30th) for the ever-
vigilant ruth Barnes. Two 
Yellow-browed warblers at 
rammey Marsh in the lee Valley 
on the 29th did the decent thing 
and spent most of their time in 
the Essex sector of neville’s 
hertfordshire patch...

(3rd) and a satellite tagged Hen 
Harrier spent two nights on orsett 
fen (3rd-4th) while a great white 
egret at dagenham chase on the 
14th was a first for the site i think! 
down on the Thames at least three 
different Caspian gulls were noted 
at Thames Barrier Park and nearby 
gallions reach had a good month 
with a late Arctic tern (3rd) Honey 
Buzzard and the first rock pipit 
(8th), snow Bunting (15th), 
Lapland Bunting (25th) and two 
great white egrets (29th). Two 
dartford warblers were seen at 
Barking Bay (23rd) along with a 
good count of 242 Black-tailed 
godwits. a Jack snipe over 
ardleigh green on the 9th was 

Masses of other finches were 
also reported across the area. 
Firecrests were seen at nine sites 
and Yellow-browed warblers 
were seen at Belhus woods cP 
(17th) and in hornchurch (24th). 
finches aside wanstead flats also 
produced two woodlark and two 
short-eared Owls (15th) ring 
Ouzel (21st), Corncrake (22nd) 
and was part of the woodpigeon 
movement with 6000 on the 27th 
and 2700 on the 28th. Thrush 
movement on the 28th included 
230 Fieldfare. other ring Ouzels 
were seen on chingford Plain on 
the 14th and 21st and fairlop 
waters on 28th & 29th. a red 
Kite was seen over wanstead flats 

May
a spoonbill was present in 
alresford creek on the 1st and a 
Common Crane flew over Jaywick 
on the 3rd. wader passage was in 
full swing with several hundred 
whimbrels recorded at frinton and 
holland haven during the first 
fortnight; also greenshanks, with 
up to 12 at wivenhoe, Bar-tailed 
godwits, green and Common 
sandpipers all in small numbers 
and a Curlew sandpiper at holland 
haven on the 10th with another at 
The naze on the 20th. Much 
enjoyed were two dotterels that 
remained in fields adjacent to the 
colne Point access road from the 
13th-19th. several Little ringed 
plovers were reported, a mixture of 
migrants and pairs on territory.

a few turtle doves were located 
at various sites, notably wrabness 
from where reports continued 
during the summer but overall 
numbers continue to fall. singing 
nightingales were heard at several 
locations in addition to fingringhoe 
wick where at least 25 males were 
holding territory and five garden 
warblers on this reserve was a 
noteworthy record, this species now 
being scarce in northeast Essex. a 
grasshopper warbler remained all 
month at holland haven and 
another was present at The hythe.

The annual survey of breeding 

north & north-east essex bysimon Cox

birds in several north Essex 
villages located a few pairs of 
spotted Flycatchers—odd 
migrants were also seen on the 
coast—and there were broods of 
Mandarins at Boxted and of 
Marsh tits at Pebmarsh; also two 
pairs of Avocets attempting to 
nest at langham, a pair of grey 
partridges at lamarsh and eight 
Yellow wagtail and 13 Corn 
Bunting males at wormingford. 
Two pairs of nuthatches were 
nesting in highwoods cP, 
colchester, with at least two more 
pairs further north. grey wagtails 
were likely to be breeding in 
colchester castle Park. several red 
Kites were roaming the county 
with at least a suspicion of pairs 
holding territory in a couple of 
areas and a pair of ravens 
successfully reared two of three 
chicks at Markshall. a pair of 
egyptian geese also nested there 
and a Quail was singing at Earls 
colne from the 24th well into 
July. a pair of stonechats had 
young at colne Point.

seabird sightings of interest 
concerned several Fulmars, a few 
gannets and Common scoters 
off The naze and frinton plus one 
great and two Arctic skuas at the 
latter site and two eiders and a 
shag were recorded at wrabness. 
other migrants of note were a 

ring Ouzel at colne Point on the 
12th, a ring-necked parakeet and 
four tree sparrows at The naze on 
the 21st and an obliging greenish 
warbler near the entrance to 
colne Point reserve on the 31st.
June
Two Little stints and two Curlew 
sandpipers were present at The 
naze on the 1st and colne Point 
had a Curlew sandpiper on the 
2nd plus two on the 11th. a 
red-backed shrike was seen 
briefly by frinton golf-course on 
the 3rd but couldn’t be relocated. 
red Kites continued to be 
reported regularly and there were 
several more sightings of turtle 
doves but only in ones and 
twos. a pair of peregrines nested 
on colchester’s Jumbo tower but 
with the young on the point of 
fledging it was reported that an 
attempt was made to steal 
them—exactly what the outcome 
was is unclear. Little terns were 
nesting as usual in hamford water 
but there was no evidence of any 
nests at colne Point or Point clear 
this year. several pairs of Common 
terns raised young on lakes at 
sunnymead farm, wivenhoe, but 
those at a gravel-pit in st osyth 
disappeared before any chicks 
fledged. spotted Flycatcher pairs 
were found at several more sites in 
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bird—at Mistley the following day 
when a Black swan was an 
addition to the holland haven site 
list! a Lesser spotted woodpecker 
visited a halstead garden feeder for 
several days at this time and a 
great white egret dropped in at 
cattawade and a spoonbill passed 
frinton on the 10th as did two 
Crossbills next day. a count of 40 
Mistle thrushes at Bures on the 
13th was impressive.

grasshopper warblers were 
reported at walton, colne Point 
and The hythe and wader numbers 
were increasing with three Little 
ringed plovers, 40 whimbrels, a 
Little stint and nine Common 
sandpipers at holland haven 
eclipsed by initially four and then 
up to seven wood sandpipers 
there at the month’s end. a 
short-eared Owl was seen at the 
same location on the 25th. counts 
of 28 greenshanks and 450 
sanderlings, as well as a Curlew 
sandpiper, were notable at colne 
Point, four spotted redshanks 
frequented alresford creek and 
there were three Little stints at 
The naze. at frinton, 154 
whimbrels passed on the 23rd, 
112 Common scoters on the 26th, 
25 greenshanks on the 27th, and 
an estimated 16,000 swifts on the 
28th with over 2,000 on the 30th 
and 6,750 on the 31st when a 
serin was also identified. one 
wonders whether many of those 
swifts had bred and if so where! 

on the 28th an Osprey was seen 
from Brightlingsea and three 
spoonbills were distantly visible 

on rat island whilst 80 sandwich 
terns were counted at The naze 
on the 30th and seven green 
sandpipers were present at 
langham on the 31st. The first 
returning wheatears were also 
reported in the last few days of the 
month.
August
at frinton the month began with 
several more four-figure counts of 
swifts overhead, 170 whimbrels 
and two Arctic terns on the 2nd 
and a pomarine skua and over 
3,000 sand Martins and 2,000 
swallows moving through on the 
3rd. These were followed by a 
slavonian grebe, 169 Common 
scoters, 313 Common and nine 
Black terns and an Arctic skua on 
the 8th. nearby at holland haven, 
wood sandpipers continued to 
favour the scrape with seven still 
on the 3rd and smaller numbers 
through to the 19th while 39 
gannets passed offshore on the 
10th. in the colne Estuary, both 
spoonbill and Osprey were 
recorded early in the month and 
three eiders, a wood sandpiper 
and up to 130 sandwich terns 
were recorded at The naze. 

wheatear passage was of 
modest proportion and a few 
whinchats started to pass 
through from mid-month; also 
willow warblers featured in 
many reports with maximum 
counts of 30+ at holland haven 
and 27 at The naze. pied and 
spotted Flycatcher, redstart, 
white wagtail and tree pipit 
were all recorded but virtually all 
reports were of singles only. 

More notable wader counts 

the north of the county and a 
juvenile stonechat appeared at 
holland haven.

a storm petrel was unusual at 
frinton on the 7th and at around 
that time there, several Fulmars, a 
razorbill, a gannet and c5,000 
swifts were also seen. a short-
eared Owl was present at walton 
hall Marsh on the 10th, a 
grasshopper warbler was reeling 
at Brightlingsea on the 12th and a 
siskin flew over at wivenhoe on 
the 13th. at colne Point, an 
unseasonal Hen Harrier and 15 
Mediterranean gulls were 
reported on the 16th and a week 
later a treecreeper was a surprise 
find just inside the seawall 
there. another brood of 
stonechats was seen, this time at 
Brightlingsea where there was a 
Black redstart on the 24th. 

The final few days of the month 
saw the start of the return wader 
passage with spotted redshank, 
greenshank, green and Common 
sandpiper appearing at holland 
haven where a southern Emerald 
damselfly was identified.
July
The first few days produced 
nothing unexpected but there 
were 38 Knot, 33 Bar-tailed 
godwits and 160 swifts at The 
naze on the 1st and two early (or 
summering) Brent geese and an 
adult, german-ringed 
Mediterranean gull at holland 
haven on the 6th. a Yellow-
legged gull was at the latter site 
on the 8th with another—
probably the regular returning 

Greenish Warbler (sEan nixon) and Snipe (MaTT TurnEr)
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included three ruffs, three Little 
stints, 15 green sandpipers and a 
wood sandpiper at The hythe, 61 
greenshanks, 600 Black-tailed 
godwits and a Curlew sandpiper 
at fingringhoe wick, two Little 
stints at holland haven, and 400 
ringed plovers, one purple and 
seven Curlew sandpipers, a Little 
stint, 500 Bar-tailed godwits and, 
surprisingly, a stone Curlew all at 
The naze.

Miscellaneous reports were a 
juvenile Caspian gull at holland 
haven on the 15th, an Arctic tern 
at wivenhoe on the 20th, an 
Osprey at Manningtree on the 
27th, a juvenile garganey at 
langham and single red Kite, 
Osprey and Honey Buzzard over 
fingringhoe wick on the 29th.
september
a count of 16 wheatears at 
holland haven on the 1st was the 
highest of the month and 
whinchat numbers were generally 
low. redstart, both pied and 
spotted Flycatcher and tree pipit 
were all seen but no single report 
exceeded two. a Yellow-browed 
warbler was identified at The naze 
on the 26th and a red-breasted 
Flycatcher was found at holland 
haven on the 30th and remained 
for three days during which it was 
enjoyed by many observers. late in 
the month there were also some 

three-figure counts of Meadow 
pipits passing through, a few tree 
sparrows and, on the 30th, over 
800 goldfinches, 86 skylarks, 32 
redwings and 21 song thrushes 
were logged at frinton. 

seabird sightings early in the 
month included 19 Arctic skuas 
passing holland haven on the 3rd 
with 12 more, plus one great skua 
and two Black terns from there 
next day. There was then a 
pomarine skua at the same 
location on the 16th and on the 
25th single Black-throated diver 
and Long-tailed skua were seen 
off frinton; also two great skuas 
off The naze on the 27th, and one 
each of great, pomarine and 
Arctic skua passing holland haven 
on the 29th. Two Little gulls flew 
over sunnymead farm, wivenhoe, 
on the 15th and two Arctic and 
two sandwich terns were noted at 
alresford on the 16th. a count of 
250 Common gulls at 
wormingford on the 19th was also 
notable and single Yellow-legged 
gulls appeared at three different 
sites.

Osprey reports were frequent, 
mainly from the stour and colne 
estuaries and 41 Common 
Buzzards were surely a local record 
count at frinton on the 30th. a 
juvenile dotterel by frinton 
golf-course on the evening of the 
9th could not be re-found next 
morning and wader reports were 
generally unremarkable though 

there were small numbers of 
Curlew sandpipers and odd Little 
stints at typical locations, 110 
sanderlings at The naze and 
modest numbers of green 
sandpipers and greenshanks 
again at traditional sites. a purple 
sandpiper paused at holland 
haven on the 27th.

other sightings of interest 
concerned a spoonbill at 
fingringhoe wick on the 12th, up to 
five Mandarins at great holland 
Pits, single Bittern (21st), 
garganey and two pink-footed 
geese (23rd) at frinton, a Black 
tern at wrabness where up to 14 
turtle doves could be seen and, on 
the 30th, a raven flew over 
Brightlingsea.
October
at least four sooty shearwaters, 
55 gannets, single pomarine skua 
and Little gull and three Black 
terns passed frinton/holland 
haven on the 1st and on the 3rd 
there were two whooper swans at 
holland haven, nine spoonbills in 
hamford water and a Long-tailed 
skua was a surprise at wivenhoe. 
several Little stints were recorded 
early in the month; also a few 
Curlew sandpipers and, at 
fingringhoe wick, 27 greenshanks 
and four spotted redshanks. a 
Yellow-browed warbler was 
briefly present at frinton on the 4th 
and probably the previously 
mentioned raven appeared at 

Purple Sandpiper (sTEVE griMwadE)
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of Meadow pipits moving through 
and several small parties of 
Bearded tits.

More seabird sightings included a 
sabine’s gull on the 14th off 
frinton and this site together with 
nearby holland haven and The 
naze produced records of a great 
northern diver, two Leach’s 
petrels, one Manx and two more 
sooty shearwaters, well over 
1,000 gannets, all four skua 
species, good numbers of 
Kittiwakes and guillemots, a few 
Little Auks and Little gulls as well 
as several hundred Common 
scoters, a few eiders and one or 
two Velvet scoters and Long-
tailed ducks all by the close of the 
month. The last-mentioned 
species was also recorded at colne 
Point on the 29th.

an iceland gull was seen from a 

fingringhoe, alresford and 
wivenhoe, also two, possibly the 
pair that had bred, at coggeshall 
early in the month. one or two 
more Yellow-browed warblers 
were later seen at The naze.

an American golden plover was 
identified on the fingringhoe 
Managed retreat on the 10th, the 
same day that a red-necked 
phalarope began a five day stay at 
holland haven, where a red-
necked grebe had flown past on 
the 9th as had a great skua. five 
pink-footed geese also 
frequented this site on and off for 
a few weeks and a great white 
egret put in an appearance on the 
17th.

The anticipated finch passage 
along the northeast coast was 
underway with good numbers of 
Lesser redpolls amongst which 
were two Mealies, ringed at 
holland haven on the 26th. it was 
not a bumper autumn for siskins 
but six Hawfinches at frinton on 
the 16th were the first of an 
unprecedented influx in recent 
memory, with at least six more 
reports of up to nine birds in the 
area by the month’s end. There 
was a sizeable arrival of thrushes 
including an odd ring Ouzel, along 
with the usual robins, goldcrests 
and a few Firecrests, and there 
were some good counts of 
departing hirundines; also groups 

boat in the mouth of the colne 
Estuary on the 8th, as were 15 
Mediterranean gulls at frinton, 
and a Caspian gull was identified 
at holland haven on the 27th. up 
to three Ospreys remained at sites 
along the river stour and a rough-
legged Buzzard and two great 
white egrets were identified in 
hamford water on the 18th. a 
slavonian grebe, 75 great 
Crested grebes, 62 red-breasted 
Mergansers and 31 goldeneyes 
were all recorded from wrabness 
late in the month and six 
whooper swans passed holland 
haven on the 29th. 

starling immigration in 
thousands was observed from 
coastal vantage points and several 
woodcocks and short-eared 
Owls were noted flying in off the 
sea. several Hen Harriers were 
reported, water rail sightings 
included three at fingringhoe wick 
and a Jack snipe was seen at 
frinton whilst at wormingford, 
there were 140 skylarks, 100 
Meadow pipits and 40 
Yellowhammers on the 26th. 
finally, several Lapland Buntings 
were seen or heard at frinton and 
holland haven during the month, 
a snow Bunting paused briefly at 
colne Point on the 15th, a Black 
redstart was at wigboro wick, st 
osyth, on the 20th, a few 
Bullfinches appeared in 
unexpected places, conceivably 
birds of the northern race, and a 
very late Common whitethroat 
was at Brightlingsea on the 28th. 

Above left: Common Redpoll (PaT cox)
Above right: Red-breasted Flycatcher 
(sEan nixon)
Below: Bullfinch (sEan nixon)
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May 
The wader passage from april 
continued well into May with 
temminck’s stint basically being 
the only ‘missing’ species. Both 
Curlew sandpiper and Little stint 
were seen in the first week and 
three wood sandpipers on the 
3rd quickly became five with one 
staying until the 10th. Bar-tailed 
godwit peaked at 40 (4th), grey 
plover at 22 and whimbrel at 16 
(5th) with sanderling and 
turnstone reported the same 
day. a pair of Black-winged stilts 
dropped in on the 10th but did not 
stay the night and there was even 
a late Jack snipe on the 6th! The 
10th also saw three very 
high-flying spoonbills heading 
over the reserve but at least the 
Common Crane on the 21st had 
the decency to come down and 
stay till the following morning. it 
was the first here in 35 years and 
was very well appreciated. 

Eclipsing even this was the adult 
Laughing gull seen by just a few 
lucky people on the 9th (a first for 
Essex) and the Bonaparte’s gull 
from Barking did the decent thing 
and was seen from ferry lane on 
the 16th, 17th and 20th. 
Kittiwake, Caspian, iceland, 
Mediterranean and Yellow-legged 
gulls added a touch of winter gull 
magic to the spring! Ten adult 
Little gulls on the 18th rounded 
things off nicely. There was no big 
tern push but Little (3rd and 5th), 
Black (two on 27th), Arctic and 
sandwich were noted. a male 
garganey on the 12th became a 
pair on the 13th and two males 
were seen on the 17th. Marsh 
Harriers were looking settled and 
several red Kites were again noted 
along with a superb Black Kite 
(18th) and an eye level Osprey 
(20th). four turtle dove fly 
throughs was the best spring 
showing for ten years and there 

were two Quail from the 6th-8th 
and another from the 22nd-24th. 
Birder behaviour was impeccable 
despite the frustratingly close 
encounters with this invisible 
singer. a female ring Ouzel 
lingered from the 3rd -12th and 
whinchats, greenland wheatears 
and a Black redstart drifted 
through while the last short-eared 
Owl sighting was on the 6th after 
another great winter.
June 
a time for breeding with little 
beyond seven curiously high flying 
southbound Barnacle geese on the 
1st until the start of return wader 
passage with a Knot on the 20th 
and the first green sandpiper on 
the 24th. This was shortly followed 
by whimbrel, ruff, both races of 
Black-tailed godwit, greenshank 
and Common sandpiper. a Quail 
was heard again on the landfill and 
Mediterranean gulls became 
almost daily with a day peak of five 
on the 20th. The Marsh Harriers 
and Bearded tits seemed to be 
faring well and a brood of three 
garganey were seen on the 30th.
July 
wader passage trickled onwards 
with the first wood sandpiper 
from the 4th-6th, two from 
19th-23rd and another two on the 
29th. Two ruff (19th) and two 
Bar-tailed godwit (13th) added 
interest amongst the Black-tailed 
godwits, greenshank, green and 
Common sandpipers but it was 
Max hellicar’s pectoral sandpiper 
on the 29th and 30th that 
attracted a few people. a juvenile 
garganey was seen from the 29th 
and the lone egyptian goose 
persisted. The Thames was fairly 
quiet with a peak of 40 Yellow-
legged gulls along with several 
Meds including nice scaly juveniles 
and two Caspians. sandwich terns 
were seen on the 13th, 19th and 
20th and the first three Arctics 
were noted on the 19th. a female 
Common scoter was seen on the 
10th and 14th and two imposing 

rspB rainham Marshes by Howard Vaughan

Black-tailed Godwit (siMon cox)
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roseate tern were seen along with 
a juvenile Mediterranean gull. a 
roseate tern was seen again the 
following day along with 24 
Common and another 23 Arctics. 
The 19th saw a further 62 Arctic 
terns head up river with a single 
Blacks and four sandwich terns 
on the 22nd. The 30th was the big 
one with a staggering 325 Arctic, 
275 Common, 11 Black, four 
sandwich and a single Little tern 
logged over six hours in terrible 
weather. a passage of 500 House 
Martins occurred just before dusk 
too. Passerine passage was slow 
with a handful of wheatear and 
whinchat and a few Yellow 
wagtails. The first tree pipit and 
spotted Flycatcher of the year 
were both seen on the 20th with 
redstart and a juvenile turtle 
dove on the 24th. Two broods of 
Marsh Harrier gave up ten birds on 
the reserves and red Kite (21st), 
female goshawk (25th) and 
Honey Buzzard (28th) kept eyes 
trained upwards which is how the 
five spoonbills on the 31st were 
found.

great white egrets loafed around 
on the 15th and Bearded tits were 
most obliging. an early whinchat 
was seen the same day and a few 
Yellow wagtails were moving 
through while up in the skies both 
broods of Marsh Harrier were on 
the wing.
August 
The Thames was the focus of 
attention for most of the month 
with a good selection of waders to 
be seen along the foreshore 
including up to eight whimbrel, 
sanderling, Knot and Little stint. 
Common scoters were seen on the 
9th and 10th with ten on the 22nd 
and a last single on the 30th while a 
guillemot on the 29th was new for 
the year and Yellow-legged gulls 
reached a paltry 38 on the 14th. a 
juvenile Kittiwake was found 
loafing on aveley Pool on the 10th 
before the first good tern day of the 
season on the 17th when 121 
Arctic, 57 Common and an adult 

september 
an Osprey on the 1st got the 
month off to great start as it even 
went fishing in aveley Pool. it was 
seen on the following two morning 
before heading south. another 
drifted through on the 15th with a 
single red Kite seen on the 21st. 
The 1st also saw the arrival of 
redstart, pied Flycatcher and 
tree pipit and there were a 
smattering of whinchats and 
wheatears during the month. The 
first scandinavian rock pipit was 
reported on the 15th with an 
equally early returning Bullfinch 
on the 17th and a late juvenile 
Cuckoo till the 25th. The first 
autumn Firecrest was seen on the 
20th and a woodlark headed over 
on the 21st. wader wise it was 
fairly quiet although Little stints 
rose to three (26th) and a Curlew 
sandpiper was seen from the 
22nd with the dunlin flock. Two 
spotted redshanks lingered from 
the 3rd with three on the 14th and 
another single on the 26th while 
garganey included singles on the 

Grey Plover (siMon cox)
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5th, 10th and 25th. The river was 
fairly quiet with 11 Arctic terns 
(8th), 11 sandwich terns (25th) 
and a very obliging Black tern on 
the pools from the 13th-17th. Two 
juvenile spoonbills on the 18th 
year total to 11.
October
with very low water levels it was 
not waders and wildfowl that stole 
the limelight but what would turn 
out to be one of the best octobers 
for visible diurnal migration. The 
month started quietly but got 
going with a flyover red-throated 
pipit and Firecrest on the 9th with 
other Firecrests seen on the 19th 
and 20th. a woodlark was noted 
on the 14th and a male dartford 
warbler showed well the same 
day along with a Merganser on 
the river and a tree sparrow 
caught up with the Chaffinches 
moving through. a juvenile 
dartford warbler was then seen 
on the 18th with four more tree 
sparrows coming in from Kent on 
the 19th. 

finches were on the move 
everyday regardless of the wind 
direction with hundreds of 
Chaffinches counted including 

780 on the 15th and 240 on the 
28th. good numbers of siskins 
and Lesser redpolls were caught 
up with these along with a few 
Brambling and two definite 
Mealy redpolls. four out of place 
Bullfinches were also noted with 
Chaffinch flocks and we were not 
left out of the Hawfinch bonanza 
with twos on the 19th and 28th. 
There were plenty of starlings, 
skylarks, pipits and thrushes on 
the move two and included two 
ring Ouzels on the 23rd. rock 
pipits were back by the end of the 
first week and the first water 
pipit was seen on the 25th while 
a tree pipit on the 15th was a 
good late date. whinchats and 
wheatears were still being seen 
with the last of the latter, a fine 
greenland bird on the 25th and 
two Yellowhammers lingered all 
month. 

a late willow warbler was seen 
on the 25th and a siberian 
Chiffchaff was a year first the day 
before. The reserve was part of the 
annual woodpigeon migration 
being funnelled across the 
Thames between the mega 
pylons and power station 

chimney with 3250 (23rd) and 
2100 (27th) through our section. 
Three Caspian gulls were noted on 
the landfill (23rd) and a late 
Common tern was seen on the 
21st but the Thames was quiet with 
odd sightings of Curlew sandpiper 
and up to four Little stints 
amongst the dunlin and 
occasionally over 100 Black-tailed 
godwits. a gannet on the 19th 
was not even over the river but 
heading east over the woodland 
while the same memorable day saw 
a flock of 14 great white egrets 
flop westwards followed by eight 
grey Herons. single great whites 
then followed on the 27th and 31st. 

a juvenile spoonbill on the 16th 
stayed until the 25th and became 
our 12th this year. up to five Marsh 
Harriers are on site and there were 
five Merlin and regular peregrine 
sightings while red Kites were seen 
on the 3rd (two) , 15th and 27th 
(three).  The ravens are back for 
the winter but there are no 
short-eared Owls yet although a 
tawny Owl on the 24th was 
notable. Three tired adult whooper 
swans enlivened the 29th.

southend Area by paul Baker

May 2017
There were still a few wheatears 
moving through at the beginning 
of the month with six at Bowers 
Marsh and two at fleet head on 
the 1st, with the last of the spring 
in gunners Park on the 5th. The 
adult spoonbill on wallasea was 
joined by an immature on the 2nd 
through to the 5th when the adult 
departed and the immature 
spoonbill remained until the 15th. 
Tern passage was noted off canvey 
on the 3rd with 28 sandwich 
terns, 120 Common terns, four 
Arctic terns, three Little terns, 
and 200 ‘Commic’ terns all 
heading out of the Thames 
estuary. The first of only two 
Fulmar sightings all year was off 
canvey on the 4th when two 
wood sandpipers dropped in at 

Vange Marsh building to four on 
the 6th with one remaining until 
the 7th. Three Black terns off 
gunners Park on the 5th were the 
only record of the spring. Little 
ringed plovers remained on 
suitable habitat with four at Vange 
Marsh on the 7th and groups of 
three at wallasea and at Bowers 
Marsh. a wood sandpiper was at 
west canvey Marsh on the 9th 
only when a temminck’s stint 
was photographed on wallasea. 
There was a series of red Kite 
sightings from the 9th to the 20th 
which could have been one 
wide-ranging individual or more 
probably a number of different 
birds. The Black-winged stilts at 
Vange Marsh were seen for the last 
time on the 10th after their 
nesting attempt failed. a turtle 
dove was present intermittently 

at Butts hill nr from the 10th to 
the 21st. a single green hairstreak 
was at the regular site on canvey 
wick from the 11th to the 24th 
and a Quail was heard calling at 
nearby west canvey Marsh in the 
evening of the 12th, the same day 
that another wood sandpiper was 
reported at Vange Marsh. a shag 
at south fambridge on the 13th 
was most likely a lingering bird 
from the January influx. turtle 
doves were just about still clinging 
on at their stronghold at wakering 
stairs with a solitary bird purring 
from the 18th to the 21st. Equally 
as scarce these days are spotted 
Flycatchers, particularly in the 
spring, so singles at fleet head on 
the 15th and gunners Park on the 
23rd were particularly 
noteworthy. a Little gull at 
Bowers Marsh on the 20th was the 
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last of the spring. garganey and 
wood sandpiper were both 
reported again at Vange Marsh on 
the 22nd. a garden warbler seen 
and heard near rayleigh on the 
28th was sadly the only one of the 
summer. Long-eared Owls were 
proved to have bred again when 
two juveniles were found in the 
south-west on the 30th. Three 
distant darters at west canvey 
Marsh on the 30th were seen 
much better the next day when 
they were identified as red-veined 
darters.
June 2017
The grasshopper warbler at 
wakering stairs was still reeling on 
the 1st and up to four turtle 
doves were now present and 
stayed all month. The three 
red-veined darters at west 
canvey Marsh were seen each day 
through to the 4th which saw the 
beginning of a good passage of 
red Kites, starting with three 
together over great wakering and 
a single at hullbridge, followed by 
another eight singles through to 

the 22nd. a drake garganey was 
reported at Vange Marsh on the 
5th and 9th, it also visited Bowers 
Marsh on the latter date. The 
heath fritillaries which had been 
on the wing in hockley woods 
since the end of May reached a 
peak of 42 there on the 10th. The 
white-letter hairstreaks on 
Benfleet downs were flying from 
the 10th onwards and reached an 
impressive peak of 37 on the 15th. 
The southend peregrines were 
finally proved to have bred 
successfully on the 12th when a 
pair was seen with two noisy well 
grown youngsters begging their 
parents for food. white admirals 
were noted from the 14th onwards 
with up to seven at five sites this 
month. a tatty green hairstreak 
was an unusual find on Benfleet 
downs on the 14th. The 17th 
produced a couple of interesting 
garden records with a Honey 
Buzzard viewed from Eastwood 
flying west over southend and a 
bizarre record of four Cattle 
egrets viewed from rochford. The 
drake garganey appeared again on 
the 19th, this time at Bowers 

Marsh, and a ring-necked 
parakeet was an unexpected find 
near rayleigh Mount on the 
20th. a female Black-winged stilt 
visited wallasea on the 21st when 
Purple hairstreaks were first noted 
across six oak woodlands including 
an impressive count of 76 in 
Belfairs on the 26th. The second 
Honey Buzzard within a week 
passed low over Belfairs on the 
23rd and three nightingales were 
noted on canvey wick on the 
25th. an adult Long-eared Owl 
with two juveniles continued to be 
seen in the south-west this month.
July 2017
The month started predictably 
quiet. a dark-bellied Brent goose 
and two Little terns were 
welcome sightings along the 
roach on the 2nd. a silver-washed 
fritillary frequented buddleia at 
wat Tyler cP on the 4th with 
another the following day in 
Belfairs. a hummingbird 
hawkmoth was seen in shoebury 
on the 4th which was followed by 
an unconfirmed report of a female 
redstart at Barling on the 5th.  
 

Blackcap (daVid halE)
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from nearby cliffe Pools. They 
stayed loyal to Bowers Marsh until 
the 16th. a smart wood 
sandpiper joined them on the 5th 
and remained until the 10th with 
the first whinchats noted there 
from the 6th. hummingbird 
hawkmoths visited gardens in 
rayleigh on the 8th and shoebury 
on the 13th. calm sea conditions 
on the 9th produced little of note 
off canvey but did reveal good 
numbers of Porpoise with at least 
eight present. The first of only two 
Long-tailed skuas during this poor 
autumn for seawatching was off 
canvey on the early date of the 
10th whilst a purple sandpiper 
there the same day was equally 
early. a migrant garden warbler 
was found in gunners Park on the 
10th where it remained until the 
16th. There was a small fall of 
spotted Flycatchers on the 13th 
with four together on canvey wick 
and singles in gunners Park and on 
hadleigh downs. Two tree pipits 
flew through gunners Park on the 
16th when whinchat numbers 
began to increase with three at 
Bowers Marsh and one in gunners 
Park. Two temminck’s stints on 
west canvey Marsh on the 18th 
were an excellent find of this less 
than annual wader. Three wood 
sandpipers dropped in at lower 
raypits on the 18th where one 
remained through to the 21st. a 
single Black-winged stilt on the 
scrape at wat Tyler cP on the 19th 
brought to a close an excellent 
year of sightings of this striking 
and increasing visitor. a Honey 
Buzzard, the third and final one of 
the year, was seen over wakering 
on the 20th. in a dreadful year for 
skua passage, two pomarine skuas 
past canvey on the 21st 
constituted all bar two of the 
autumn records for this species. up 
to three garganey were present on 
Vange Marsh from the 22nd 
through to mid-september. The 
only Curlew sandpiper of the 
month was reported from Two Tree 
island on the 2nd. a Cory’s 
shearwater viewed from canvey 
and lingering in the estuary on the 
23rd was a phenomenal record and 
is the ‘stuff of dreams’ for local 
seawatchers. of the two large 
shearwaters this is the commonest 

locally with two confirmed records 
now since the turn of the 
century. also present on the 23rd 
was an impressive 88 Black 
terns. a very early Merlin was at 
wallasea on the 25th where three 
whinchat were also present. an 
adult male redstart was a good 
record at Bowers Marsh on the 25th 
with another male reported the 
following day on Two Tree island. 
The first willow Emerald damselfly 
of the year was at star lane Pits, 
great wakering on the 26th. a 
Little stint visited Bowers Marsh 
on the 26th where it remained until 
the 2nd september. another 
garden warbler turned up in 
gunners Park on the 27th and 
remained loyal to a small area of 
bushes through to mid-september. 
The 28th produced some good 
records with the first four tree 
sparrows of the autumn briefly in 
gunners Park in the morning, a red 
Kite over Benfleet, and a Cattle 
egret in the evening on Vange 
Marsh. an Osprey flew past canvey 
Point on the 30th where there were 
also 15 Arctic skuas, three great 
skuas, and 40 Black terns moving 
upriver. By the 31st the whinchats 
had increased to five at Bowers 
Marsh with one lingering in 
gunners Park.
september
The first of four Ospreys this 
month passed over Potton creek on 
the 1st. in what has now become 
an expected autumn event, eight 
tree sparrows dropped in to 
gunners Park on the 1st with 
smaller numbers on several days 
through to the 10th. Long-eared 
Owls were a surprise find at a 
different site in the south-west 
from the 2nd to the 16th although 
only one bird was ever seen each 
day, photographs showed there 
were two individuals involved in 
the sightings. a redstart in 
gunners Park on the 2nd proved 
popular. skua passage peaked on 
the 3rd with a lowly 19 Arctic 
skuas off canvey and up to three 
great skuas on several dates early 
in the month. a Cattle egret, 
possibly the same as last week’s 
bird at Vange Marsh, arrived on the 
saltmarsh at wat Tyler cP on the 
4th where it remained until at least 
the end of october. a wryneck 

The formerly scarce and recent 
colonist, southern Migrant hawker 
was recorded at six sites from the 
7th onwards and included 22 along 
just one ditch network on canvey. 
Little ringed plovers were present 
in good numbers on Bowers Marsh 
with 12 there on the 12th. Vange 
Marsh hosted two spoonbills on 
the 15th and the month’s peak of 
six green sandpipers on the 18th. 
There was a sprinkling of clouded 
yellows from the 21st to the 27th. 
Bowers Marsh held three Little 
stints and the month’s highest 
count of six Common sandpipers 
on the 22nd. a nightingale was 
ringed on Two Tree island on the 
24th and a red Kite was over 
Benfleet on the 25th with another 
at wakering on the 29th. five 
dark-bellied Brent geese were off 
canvey Point on the 31st.
August
The biggest local news of the 
month, if not the year, was the 
discovery of a Marsh tit visiting 
garden bird feeders near hockley 
woods from the 2nd until the 
27th. with the nearest population 
many miles away in north-west 
Essex, one can only wonder as to 
where it came from. This 
represented the first local sighting 
in twenty-six years! also visiting 
the feeders throughout were two 
Coal tits with a single in coombe 
wood. after the disappointment at 
Vange Marsh in the spring it was 
great to have a family party of five 
Black-winged stilts visit Bowers 
Marsh on the 4th. The adult pair 
with their three well grown young 
were possibly one of the families 

Common Gull (daVid halE)
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Osprey of the month was seen 
over wallasea on the 30th where it 
lingered, albeit irregularly, through 
to mid-october.
October
The last hummingbird hawkmoth 
of the year was seen in a garden in 
Thorpe Bay on the 2nd, the same 
day that the last Hobby and 
Common sandpiper of the 
autumn were at wat Tyler cP. 
Little stint numbers remained 
high early in the month with four 
at Vange Marsh and three at 
Bowers Marsh on the 3rd with one 
remaining at Vange Marsh until the 
11th. wheatears put in a final 
appearance on the 3rd when there 
were two at Bowers Marsh and 
one in gunners Park; whinchat 
followed soon after with a single 
at Bowers Marsh on the 4th the 
last record. a short-eared Owl 
was seen briefly at wallasea on the 
8th where there were also two 
Barnacle geese present. The first 
redwings of the autumn began 
trickling through from the 10th. a 
‘lutino’ ring-necked parakeet in 
southend on the 11th pushed the 
boundaries of ‘tickability’ with 
most yearlisters refraining, whilst 
the California Quail on Two Tree 
island the same day presented less 
of a dilemma. The Osprey lingering 
around the wallasea area was seen 
for the final time on the 14th. The 
first of three ring Ouzels this 
month was seen on canvey wick 

22nd. Little stint numbers 
increased noticeably from the 21st 
when there were six at Bowers 
Marsh and up to four at Vange 
Marsh through to the end of the 
month. white wagtail passage 
occurred from the 22nd to the 
28th and included five at Vange 
Marsh and five in gunners Park. a 
ring-necked parakeet was flying 
around close to rayleigh Mount on 
the 22nd and was probably the 
same bird that was seen here in 
May. a pair of Bullfinch at wat 
Tyler cP on the 24th were notable 
for the location where hopefully a 
few pairs still persist. The Thames 
at canvey provided a few 
interesting records on the 25th 
with the only sooty shearwater 
to date, only the second pomarine 
skua of the year, and a Hen 
Harrier crossing south across the 
river. a tree pipit at gunners Park 
on the 26th was the second and 
last record of the year. a turtle 
dove at Bowers Marsh on the 27th 
was an excellent site record and 
the first from there in recent years; 
a Little gull was also lingering over 
the lagoon. The first and only 
Firecrest of the autumn was in 
gunners Park on the 27th whilst 
the second and last spotted 
Flycatcher of the month was 
reported from wat Tyler cP. a 
yellow-necked Mouse live trapped 
in woods at daws heath on the 
29th was only the third ever 
confirmed local record. The fourth 

was reported on Two Tree island on 
the 6th with it or another reported 
there again on the 18th. Curlew 
sandpipers have become much 
scarcer in recent years with Potton 
creek holding just one all autumn 
on the 7th; in past years they were 
almost guaranteed from here in 
september. one of only two 
spotted Flycatchers this month 
was predictably in gunners Park 
from the 7th to the 9th. The 
second Osprey of the month was 
seen over rochford golf course on 
the 8th. Bowers Marsh continued 
to prove attractive to whinchats 
with numbers building here to 
seven on the 10th with one or two 
present most days throughout the 
month. There was an obvious 
movement of Manx shearwaters 
from the 13th to the 15th with up 
to three birds seen each day in the 
Thames yet none were seen on 
any other dates all year. a sabine’s 
gull, the only one of the year, was 
also seen on the 15th at canvey 
with the month’s only guillemot 
there the next day. The first 
short-eared Owl of the autumn 
was reported from wallasea on the 
16th but was not seen 
subsequently. wildfowl of dubious 
origin were plentiful from the 15th 
to the 17th when there was a 
Mandarin at great wakering, five 
egyptian geese in shoebury Park, 
and six ruddy shelduck at Bowers 
Marsh; a garganey also at Bowers 
Marsh on the 16th and 17th 
restored some decorum to the 
sightings page. another Osprey 
headed over Two Tree island on the 
18th, the same day that the 
second and last Long-tailed skua 
was reported from canvey. The last 
swift of the year was at Bowers 
Marsh on the 19th and the last of 
just four redstarts this autumn 
was in gunners Park on the 19th 
and 20th. Two Curlew sandpipers 
roosted over high tide at Two Tree 
island on the 20th when a Lapland 
Bunting dropped in briefly on 
canvey Point where it was 
photographed. This is the first 
record of this species locally for 
five years. The only pied 
Flycatcher of a poor autumn was 
in gunners Park on the 21st and 

Magpies (and fox) (daVid halE)
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month was reported from 
wakering stairs on the 28th. after 
a dismal autumn seawatching 
season, northerly winds on the 
29th finally produced a modicum 
of interest off canvey with a 
Fulmar, a Manx shearwater, 650 
gannets, three red-breasted 
Mergansers, four pomarine skuas, 
two great skuas, an Arctic skua, 
120 large auks, of which most 
were considered razorbills, and a 
Painted lady. Two woodcocks 
were found away from their 
traditional haunts on the 30th, one 
of which was in a suburban garden 
in westcliff. a morning of vis-mig 
at hockley woods on the 31st 
produced a number of interesting 
fly-over sightings including three 
Hawfinch, two Bullfinch, and a 
ring Ouzel.

Lesser redpolls, 30 siskins, 21 
greenfinches, and two 
Bramblings seen each day 
between those dates. a short-
eared Owl was seen again on 
wallasea on the 25th for only the 
second time this month, the same 
day a Coal tit was seen in a 
rayleigh garden whilst the regular 
two continued to visit a hockley 
garden with a further two in a 
coombe wood garden and a 
single in leigh. The local 
woodlands came up trumps on 
the 27th with a Hawfinch in 
Thundersley glen on the 27th and 
the first nuthatch in hockley 
woods since february 2016. The 
first Fieldfares were noted 
passing through on the 27th and 
two willow Emerald damselflies 
were seen at Mucking hall lake. 
The second ring Ouzel of the 

on the 15th. Two spoonbills flying 
north-east over hullbridge on the 
18th were unexpected. canvey 
produced a puffin and a guillemot 
on the 18th with a short-eared 
Owl there the following day 
crossing the Thames. a passage 
purple sandpiper was an excellent 
find on the seawall at gunners Park 
on the 20th and 21st. seawatching 
from canvey Point on the 21st was 
unusually slow but did produce a 
bonus glossy ibis distantly towards 
north Kent. The last Little stint of 
the autumn was on nearby west 
canvey Marsh the same day. 
several swallows, a House Martin, 
and a sand Martin were all still 
present over Bowers Marsh on the 
23rd when the finch passage which 
first began over gunners Park on 
the 17th reached a peak with up to 
1730 goldfinches, 200 Linnets, 86 

wat tyler and Vange Marsh 
by Andrew Cox & southend rspB website (graham Mee)

May
Birds of prey started the month at 
Vange - sparrowhawk, Kestrel, two 
Common Buzzards and three 
Marsh Harrier (two males and a 
female). notable waders included 
two Black-winged stilt, two 
Common snipe, two greenshank 
and a Little ringed plover. a male 
Bearded tit in the reedbed was in 
addition to a male Lesser 
whitethroat in the scrub. another 
Lesser whitethroat could be heard 
at wat Tyler, where at least four 
Common whitethroat featured, as 
did singles of water rail, 
whimbrel and greenshank. at 
least 13 Common tern had 
returned to the scrape. Two Marsh 
Harrier and two Cuckoos were 
here on the 4th. on the 5th a male 
Marsh Harrier was again at wat 
Tyler, with at least five Common 
tern, four Little grebe, six Avocet, 
20 swallows, water rail and 
Bearded tit. The harrier appeared 
here again next day, as did two 
Cuckoos. other records comprised 
at least 12 Common whitethroats, 
four Lesser whitethroats, six-plus 

goldfinch, Kestrel, Common 
sandpiper, greenshank and green 
woodpecker. a red admiral 
butterfly was noted. a warm 
afternoon at Vange on the 7th 
brought a lovely selection of 
butterflies: two Brimstones (a male 
pursuing a female- she managed to 
shake him off), at least three 
orange Tips, holly Blues, Peacock, 
comma, large, small and green-
veined whites, small copper and a 
female wall Brown. not to be 
outdone, the bird sightings included 
a pair of shoveler, 20 gadwall and 
four wigeon (three males and a 
female), three Black-winged stilts, 
two Little ringed plover, a wood 
sandpiper, 12 greenshank and a 
Common sandpiper. raptors were 
active - four Marsh Harrier, two 
Common Buzzard, two 
sparrowhawk, a Kestrel and a 
Hobby (possibly two). other 
species seen were two Common 
tern, Cuckoo, many swifts and 
hirundines, Bearded tit and reed 
Bunting. spotted redshank and 
Yellow wagtail were reported. on 
the 10th there were six pochard, 12 

greenshank (again), two 
Common sandpiper, Cuckoo, 
Hobby and a nightingale (from 
the old tip). staying at Vange, 
waders counted on the 12th 
comprised 140 Black-tailed 
godwit, four greenshank, a 
wood sandpiper, two Common 
redshank, two Lapwing and two 
Avocet. also here were a male 
Marsh Harrier, 20 swift and three 
Common tern. next day 112 Coot 
were in addition to 50 swift, six 
Common whitethroat and two 
sedge warblers. The 16th brought 
96 Black-tailed godwit, eight 
Avocet, two green sandpiper, six 
Common tern and a male Marsh 
Harrier. Two Bearded tit were at 
wat Tyler on the 17th, while 
present on the 18th were at least 
15 Common tern, five goldfinch 
and a water rail. at least 50 
House Martins hawked for insects 
over and around the entrance 
track on the 20th. round at Vange 
on this date were male and female 
Marsh Harrier, 60 swift and 40 
House Martins. a nightingale 
continued to sing from somewhere 
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on the old tip, while the remaining 
wildfowl included three wigeon: a 
pair plus a second male. More 
seasonal on the 22nd was a male 
garganey; with a wood sandpiper 
also present. The three wigeon 
were still present on the 24th, with 
30 gadwall also noted. waders 
comprised nine Avocet, two 
Common redshank, two Lapwing 
and two Oystercatchers. a Cuckoo 
was also here. a Cuckoo also 
featured at wat Tyler on the 28th as 
were 10 Avocet, at least 20 
Common tern and an adult 
Mediterranean gull. hairy 
dragonfly and four-spotted chasers 
were on the wing; butterflies 
comprised a male Brimstone, Brown 
argus, green hairstreak, holly Blue, 
common Blue, comma and small 
Tortoiseshell. later in the afternoon 
at Vange, the warm sunshine gave 
way to a thunderstorm. a Little 
ringed plover seemed unperturbed 
but 65 Black-tailed godwit, 
gathered in the north-east corner, 
took flight and flew off when a 
sudden clap sounded right 
overhead.
June
Cuckoo and Barn Owl, reported 
from wat Tyler on the 1st, were in 
addition to two displaying 
Hobbies. at least 12 Common tern 
frequented the scrape. a male 
Marsh Harrier was seen at Vange, 
where other records comprised a 
pair of shoveler, three Common 
tern, Oystercatcher, Avocet, five 
Lapwing, four Common redshank, 
a Black-tailed godwit and three 
male reed Buntings. a male 
garganey was here on the 5th. 
sparrowhawk and Common 
Buzzard were noted from wat Tyler 
on the 8th, when a total of 51 
Long-tailed tits flew across the 
entrance track. at least 20 
Common tern were now present, 
continuing to the month’s end. Two 
Cuckoo and a green woodpecker 
were also here and a Hobby was 
causing consternation among the 
swallows at the nearby horse 
sanctuary. The garganey was seen 
again at Vange next day; 
additionally, present were 20 
gadwall, ten Lapwing, three 

Black-tailed godwit and male and 
female Marsh Harrier. Two Bearded 
tit and a Cuckoo were at wat Tyler 
on the 12th while on the 14th, at 
Vange, the former numbered seven, 
including four juveniles. a pair of 
Mute swans had six cygnets in 
tow. at least 30 Black-tailed 
godwit dropped onto wat Tyler’s 
scrape on the 15th. a male Marsh 
Harrier was also seen; Hobby and 
green woodpecker were reported. 
seven Avocet were present on the 
17th. a spotted redshank was at 
Vange on the 19th, when Marbled 
white butterflies were on the 
wing. at least 44 Marbled whites 
were counted on the 21st, as were 
ten ringlets. other species 
comprised large, small and Essex 
skippers, Meadow Brown, small 
heath, small Tortoiseshell, comma, 
large white and holly Blue. nine 
Little egret were present. next day 
there were 14 Lapwing, 14 Common 
redshank, five grey Heron and 25 
swift. The 23rd brought Marsh 
Harrier, Hobby, two Bearded tit, at 
least ten swift and 15-plus 
swallows. reports from wat Tyler on 
the 25th comprised Cuckoo, three 
sedge warbler and two reed 
Bunting. Three Mediterranean gull 
were present on the 27th.

July
a Cuckoo was reported from wat 
Tyler on the 3rd, when Vange held 
18 Little egrets, 21 Common 
redshank, a green sandpiper, 
two Bearded tits and a Marsh 
Harrier. Eight Bearded tits were 
here on the 6th, in addition to six 
Black-tailed godwit. Three 
Bearded tits and a Hobby were 
at wat Tyler next day. Little 
egrets had increased to 20 at 
Vange on the 8th, with eight 
Curlew also present. Butterflies 
included clouded yellow and 50 
each of Marbled white and 
gatekeeper. sightings from wat 
Tyler on the 9th included two 
peregrine, two Common 
Buzzard, Mediterranean gull, 
Black-tailed godwit and green 
woodpecker. Barn Owl and 
Long-eared Owl were both 
reported as was a silver washed 
fritillary butterfly. a Common 
snipe and two Common 
sandpipers were at Vange on the 
11th; next day, at wat Tyler, were 
Marsh Harrier, Hobby, two 
Kestrel, greenshank and many 
Common terns. counts of 
waders at Vange on the 17th 
comprised 80 Black-tailed 
godwit, 32 Common redshank, 

Barn Owl (PETEr hEaTh)
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four greenshank, two spotted 
redshank, 12 Lapwing, five 
Curlew, two each of ruff and 
green sandpiper; and a Common 
sandpiper. also here were 14 
Little egret, six grey Heron and 
three reed Bunting. four spotted 
redshank were here on the 19th, 
with two Common gull noted 
from wat Tyler. The Common 
terns at wat Tyler evidently had  
a good breeding season: at least  
17 young being seen on the 
23rd. at least 35 birds were 
present, probably more with  
all the comings and goings.  
a Hobby caused alarm among the 
swallows breeding at Pitsea horse 
sanctuary. it or another flew low 
over Pitsea station a short while 
after. round at Vange there had 
been 60-plus Black-tailed 
godwit, ten spotted redshank 
and 15 Curlew. a couple of 
Emperor dragonflies were noted, 
as was a ruddy darter. records 
from Vange on the 26th included 
12 Common redshank, six 
Common sandpiper, greenshank 
and Marsh Harrier, while wat Tyler 
held four Kestrel (adult and three 
young) and a Hobby. The 
Common terns were present to 
the month’s end, while the 27th 
brought an adult Mediterranean 
gull, green woodpecker and at 
least three Bearded tit. a 
peregrine was noted on the 30th.
August
Three Marsh Harrier at Vange on 
the 3rd comprised a male and two 

female/juvenile. These were 
present in the area all month. Three 
green sandpipers were also here, 
with 22 Black-tailed godwit 
counted on wat Tyler’s scrape. 
green sandpipers had increased 
to four on the 7th, with two 
greenshank and a whimbrel 
present as well. peregrine, 
Common Buzzard, Hobby and two 
Kestrels all featured at wat Tyler 
on this date. on the 10th at wat 
Tyler at least 25 Common tern still 
present included a minimum of ten 
young. all were gone a week or so 
later. also here on the 10th were at 
least six Black-tailed godwit, a 
green woodpecker, two Bearded 
tit, three Kestrel and a 
sparrowhawk. Many swallows 
remained at the horse sanctuary.  
a Kingfisher was at Vange on the 
14th, as were three greenshank 
and a Common sandpiper. next 
day 400 Black-tailed godwit had 
been joined by eight ruff, three 
green sandpiper, five Common 
redshank, four greenshank, 80 
Lapwing and four Common 
terns. a Black-winged stilt was 
reported from wat Tyler on the 
19th. a female Marsh Harrier and 
a Common sandpiper were also 
here. a Common sandpiper 
appeared again next day as did at 
least 60 Black-tailed godwit, 23 
stock dove, two Bearded tit, two 
Common Buzzard, sparrowhawk 
and peregrine. Birds of prey also 
featured round at Vange on this 
date: Hobby, sparrowhawk and 
Kestrel (as well as two of the 
Marsh Harrier). waders included 
200-plus Black-tailed godwit, at 
least five spotted redshank, three 

ruff, ten Curlew, two green 
sandpiper and a Common 
snipe. a water rail was present. 
next day three greenshank and 
two dunlin had joined the 
throng. a peregrine was seen at 
wat Tyler. Eleven Black-tailed 
godwit and 20 Lapwing were on 
wat Tyler’s scrape on the 23rd, 
with at least 13 swallows counted 
at the horse sanctuary. reports 
from Vange towards the months 
end included ten green 
sandpiper, seven ruff, three 
garganey, Kingfisher and seven 
Yellow wagtails on the 26th. 
Black-tailed godwits increased 
dramatically to at least 1500 on 
the 28th, when a Cattle egret also 
appeared. godwit numbers 
remained high next day (1000-
plus reported), with four ruff and 
11 Curlew noted too. southern 
Migrant hawkers were among the 
dragonfly species seen this month, 
for both sites.
september
counts at Vange on the 1st 
included 150 Black-tailed godwit, 
100 dunlin and a Little stint. a 
Kingfisher was here on the 4th 
along with a greenshank, four 
green sandpiper and a Common 
snipe. a Cattle egret turned up at 
wat Tyler on this date, with a 
Hobby and eight swift also noted. 
The Cattle egret was still present 
next day and remained until at 
least the 16th. other records on 
the 5th included at least 25 
Common redshank, 45 Lapwing, 
a male Marsh Harrier and a Barn 
Owl. The latter could be seen 
sleeping in its usual nest box and 

Little Egret and Oystercatcher  
(siMon cox)
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water rail called at dusk. Earlier in 
the day two Hobbies were 
reported, mobbing a Common 
Buzzard. six greenfinch were 
present. Kingfisher and water rail 
were also noted from wat Tyler, 
along with 21 Moorhen and 40 
Mallard. Three Kestrel were here on 
the 9th. on the 11th, at Vange, 
200-plus Lapwing were counted, 
along with 40 Black-tailed godwit, 
12 Common snipe, four ruff and 
singles of dunlin, Little stint and 
Common sandpiper.  wildfowl 
included 30 wigeon and a pintail. 
next day peregrine and Kestrel 
were here, with three water rail, a 
Common ringed plover, 17 
Curlew, approx. 50 Common 
redshank, 60 Black-tailed godwit, 
four grey wagtail and a 
Kingfisher. at least 15 each of 
Black-tailed godwit and Common 
redshank could be seen at wat 
Tyler on the 14th, with two 
greenshank and a spotted 
redshank. singles of Bearded tit, 
Lesser redpoll and Bullfinch were 
also here. round at Vange, on the 
15th, 21 Common snipe had been 
joined by eight ruff, two green 
sandpiper, at least 30 wigeon, two 
grey wagtail and a stonechat. 
Thirty Black-tailed godwit were 
counted at wat Tyler on the 16th; 
with at least two Bearded tit. Two 
Kingfishers appeared at Vange on 
the 19th in addition to a green 
woodpecker and three each of 
water rail and grey wagtail. 
other reports on this date included 
peregrine, four green sandpiper, 
four reed Bunting and a Painted 
lady Butterfly. further counts from 
Vange included 250 Lapwing, 
150-plus Black-tailed godwit and 
25 gadwall on the 23rd; 22 
Long-tailed tit, Kingfisher and a 
stonechat on the 25th. waders 
present on the 27th included three 
greenshank, two spotted 
redshank, two green sandpiper, 
two Common ringed plover and a 
Common sandpiper. Two 
stonechat, male and female, were 
here on the 28th, with four pintail 
(three males and a female) among 
the wildfowl. peregrine and six 
Common snipe were at wat Tyler 
on the 28th, when 50-plus wigeon 
flew over the entrance track, 
heading for Vange.

sparrowhawk, Kestrel and 
Common Buzzard were also seen, 
with three spotted redshank and 
two Bullfinches being notable. 
Migrant hawker and common 
darter dragonflies were numerous; 
butterflies included red admiral 
and clouded yellow. Ten Mute 
swan and two pintail at Vange on 
the 25th were in addition to 
100-plus Black-tailed godwit, 
150-plus Lapwing, 20-plus 
Common snipe, six greenshank, 
three green sandpiper and 11 
ringed plover. Back at wat Tyler on 
the 27th a goldcrest, male 
Blackcap, water rail and a male 
Marsh Harrier could be seen. The 
harrier (or another) was also 
reported from Vange, where other 
records comprised 70-plus Teal, at 
least 40 wigeon, two dunlin, two 
spotted redshank, two grey 
wagtail, a Yellow wagtail and five 
Meadow pipit. on the 28th, the 
Curlew sandpiper was still present 
at Vange (from the 23rd) as were 
four Little stint, nine ruff, 30-plus 
Common snipe, 50-plus Common 
redshank and 20 Curlew. five 
pintail had joined the wildfowl on 
the flood, two water rail called 
from the eastern reedbed and a 
female Marsh Harrier was noted.  
a spotted Flycatcher was reported 
from wat Tyler on this date.
October
The Cattle egret reappeared at wat 
Tyler, in its usual location across the 
creek from the marina, on the 1st. it 
continued to be seen on and off 
until at least the middle of the 
month. also, here on this date were 
seven Black-tailed godwit, 60 
Lapwing and 50-plus goldfinch. 
Birds of prey comprised two Marsh 
Harrier (male and female), 
Common Buzzard, sparrowhawk 
and peregrine. four Marsh Harrier 
appeared at Vange Marsh on the 
5th: two adult males, an adult 
female and an immature. The first 
three were seen regularly all month, 
both here and at wat Tyler. other 
records from Vange on the 5th were 
two Common Buzzard, ten Mute 
swans (pair with five young; plus 
three other adults), a male pintail, 
five Little stint, two dunlin, 
13-plus Common snipe, 35 
Black-tailed godwit, five ruff, 
Kingfisher and grey wagtail. Two 

was present here all month. a male 
Marsh Harrier was also seen at 
Vange on this date, as were a 
Hobby, Yellow wagtail, 110-plus 
Lapwing, three Common snipe and 
singles of greenshank and spotted 
redshank. raptors featured at wat 
Tyler on the 7th; two Common 
Buzzard, Hobby, sparrowhawk and 
Kestrel, while round at Vange a 
Marsh Harrier and two Kestrels 
had been joined by Kingfisher, 
water rail and a good selection of 
waders: 142 Lapwing, 90 Black-
tailed godwit, three Common 
snipe, nine ruff, six spotted 
redshank, two greenshank, 16 
Curlew, 70 Common redshank, a 
dunlin and two green sandpipers. 
Two Marsh Harrier were at wat 
Tyler on the 13th, with 300 
starlings here next day. By 
mid-month wildfowl numbers had 
begun to build at Vange with 
wigeon, teal, shoveler and 
gadwall all present. at least 40 
swallows hawked over the area. 
here next day were a male Marsh 
Harrier, Hobby, two sparrowhawk, 
75 Black-tailed godwit, eight 
Common snipe, ten Curlew, nine 
ruff, four green sandpipers and a 
Little stint. a pintail was noted, 
with four Bearded tit also reported. 
Two male Marsh Harrier were 
reported as hunting together at 
Vange on the 19th. also reported 
were 30 gadwall, two ringed 
plover, three greenshank and a 
Common sandpiper, with two 
peregrines, two Common Buzzard 
and a male sparrowhawk being 
reported from wat Tyler. at least 
100 greylag geese at wat Tyler on 
the 21st were in addition to six 
shoveler and two green 
woodpeckers. Two grey wagtail 
and a Kingfisher were noted at 
Vange, with the last two species 
being seen again here next day, aa 
were two spotted redshank. 
staying at Vange, Little stint had 
increased to three on the 23rd and 
had been joined by a single Curlew 
sandpiper. other waders present 
included three dunlin, 20 Common 
snipe, six ruff, 50 Black-tailed 
godwit and 100-plus Lapwing. 
next day at wat Tyler a peregrine 
perched on the pylon just across 
from the marina and a Hobby flew 
over the ‘village green’. 
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Peregrines on Colchester Jumbo Tower (sEan nixon)
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